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GREEN ELAND 

Some writers are notable for their characters: Charles Dickens 

comes to mind, and Cervantes. Other writers evoke a particular mood-

Edgar Allan Poe has his atmosphere, Chekov his. There are writers who 

have been able to create worlds which exist nowhere else than within 

their books. Thomas Hardy is one of these, and William Faulkner; 

Graham Greene is another. 

As early as 1930 a reviewer in the London Times remarked: 

"Mr. Graham Greene seems to demand a special setting. • • we are 

transported into the near future, we are left with precisely the swme 

impression of living in the peculiar, highly wrought world of our 

author's imagination rather than in any recognizable era of human 

life. nl This world--Greene speaks of it as "the avf'ul lunar landscape 

of the human struggle"2--vas given a name in 1940 when Arthur Calder

Marshall said: "The setting may be London or Liberia, Stockholm, 

Brighton or Tabasco. But th~ are all Greeneland.•3 

Graham Greene's setting usually is a large city--frequently 

a eapitol~~d nearlY always on the coast. Generally the climate is 

warm and very humid. •At the evening meal, 11 Greene writes of Mexico, 

"the lamp on the table made the heat almost unbearable; the sweat 

dri~ped into the tood."4 The climate of Greeneland exerts a powerful 

inf.l.uence over everything that happens there. In Ill!. Heart .. S: .. .:W!!. 
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Matter_, __ ~jor _Sepbie tells himself& "Be careful. This ian 't a 

climate for emotion. It 1s a climate for meanness, malice, snobbe~, 

but anything like love or hate drives a man orr his head."~ 

Despite the closeness of civilization, in Greeneland there 

con$tantly is a sense of the jungle, either the green jungle of 

witchdoctors who can make lightning or or the concrete and chrome 

lair of teenage boys carrying bottles of vitriol. Behind every tree 

a guerilla with a burp gun might lurk; every- doorway could conceal a 

professional assassin or a revenge-seeking p~chopath with a pistol. 

"Outside was complete irresponsibility," Greene writes or an 

experience in Mexico, "· •• lawless roads, the reversed signpost, 

the desert pressing . in. n6 In the jungle of the Far East, where the 

Assistant CoDIDissioner ,of li!..l. a.J3atY,efi~ld spent thirty year.s 

watching for the poisoned spear, a yellow flag over a village meant a 

fever epidemic. In the Greenaland ot London, his yellow flag is the 

threat of retirement, and so frightened is he that he contemplates 

exposing himself to a killer's bUllet. 

L1 ving condi tiona are deplorab~e. "One night in a Mexican 

hotel is enough for them," comments Greene 1 "--the dingy room, the 

symbolic dead beetle, and the smell of urine. 7. • • I vent to bed 
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and tried to pull out cattle-ticks, caught a flea, and lay by the light 

of a candle listening to the rats rushing about overhead."S In the 

tow or Frontera, "The buzzards squatted on the roots. It was like a 

place beseiged b,y scavengers--sharks in the river and vultures in the 

streets.n9 And in Liberia, Greene says, "You developed worms too 



yourself 1 after you'd been out a 11 ttle time; it was inevitable; 

nobody seemed to mind. Freetown, they told you, was the healthiest 

place on the Coast. The day I left a 79ung man in the educational 

department died of yellow fever.•lO But, Graham Greene insists, there 

are worse places than Greeneland. "Here were idolatr,y and oppression, 

starvation and casual violence, but you lived under the shadow ot 

religion--of God or the Devil." As for the outside world, "it wasn't 

evil, it wasn 1t anything at all, it was just the drugstore and the 

Coca Cola, the hamburger, the graceless, sinless, empty chromium 

world.nll 

•Man is made b,y the places in which he lives,nl2 writes 

Grahaa Greene in Brighton -~·-· .. Few citizens. of Greeneland live 

in houses or even have permanent addresses. The,y are the homeless, the 

classless, sometimes the stateless, existing on the borders, at the 

fringes of society. •How can life on a border be other than rest

less?•l3 Greene asks. Living on a frontier, Anne Fremantle has 

commented, "is, for Mr. Greene, the essence of the human condition,•14 

and Richard J. Voorhees stated& "For the world of Graham Greene is one 

ot dirty public lavatories and dismal railway stations, of shabby 

hotels and sha~ consulting rooms. It is an extensive world, but a 

spotty one. Its geography includes an England of slums and squalid 

mining towns, an Africa or fever-ridden, vulture-infested colonies, a 

Mexico of impoverished villages ••• at best, the vulgarity of 

Brighton.nl5 Yet the features of Greeneland are unchanged by wealth 

and social position. Characteristically the dictator of Trier, in 
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lU .. lilm.i.-ilt.-Agtion, refers to his palace as "a pawnshopnl6; and Pinkie, 

in Briahton aK, .with. 8. hole. in his shoe, refuses Colleoni 's lure of 

a life of solid gold cigarette lighters and suites at the Coamopo~itan. 

Maurice Bendrix, in Ih! ~ ~-·~ __ AUair,_ .. ll~~-.. atteine:d a certain 

recogni tion--"probably a little . above Maughaal1117 --but he gazes wistfully 

at the haphazard living room of his lover's husbands "where nothing 

matched, nothing was period or planned, where everything seemed to 

belong to that very week because nothing was ever alloved to remain as 

·a token or past taste or past sentiment. nl8 

One part or Greeneland is puritan, as fanatically puritan as 

most dietatorshipss Cromwell's, Robespierre•s, Lenin's, Mao Tse Tung's. 

In Villahermosa--11the beautiful city11 --Graham Greene found a rigid 

9&.30 curfe~--11For this was the puritan as well as the Godless state. 1119 

There is a curfew in the Trier or lb! ~-~- Agtion, __ Hatringently 

enforced by 'Dictator Demassener's secret police. He tells Chants 

"It sometimes seems to me that I am the only man existing 
who can see these things as they must appear to a God who 
is not smirched by living in the world." He turned on Chant 
a face aged by' disgust. "I can see what you are thinking, 
that I am mad, that p:>wer has turned J'!JY head. • • • I tell 
you this. I hate freedom, freedom means freedom for the 
animal in man. I would bind men in clean chains." 

"You will lose," Chant said. "You have the whole world 
against you." 

"Yes? That is the highest compliment you can pay me. ~20 

In Tabasco there are no cantinas, only high-priced beer "sold by 

government agents. Puritanism pays."21 In the town of Las Casas, 

Greene reportsa "On Tuesdays and Thursdays it is the householder's 

responsibility to see that the streets are clean. You can be fined 

if a single piece ot paper is round outside your house ••• "22 
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There is no church in Las Casas, and a mother can be put in prison for 

having her infant baptized. Of Trier, . the po~t Kurtz complains I "The 

city is as clean now as a white-washed room. Before there was, perhaps, 

innnorality. You can't avoid it where there is freedom and we were 

free."2.3 

other parts ot Greeneland are not so rigidly regulated. 

Demassener closes the brothels and executes the son of one of the 

madams, but in the !Dndon or 11!J_ _~ _ Battlefield," .. tb~--··ssi~tant 

Commissioner reflects to himselfl "He conside~ed marality no more his 

husiness than politics. It was impossible to keep the brothels closed. 

They sprang up like mushrooms overnight in the most unlikely places. 

One, he knew 1 had existed tor years next door to a most respectable 

club. If you had them watched, your police were bribed; it was much 

better to let them be.n24 

Seated in a West Fitd bar watching a girl who has a crying jag, 

Graham Greene, for some ineffable reason, has a yearning for a land 

he has never seen& "I thought for some reason even then of Africa, not 

a particular place, but a shape, a strangeness, a wanting to know. 

The unconscious mind is often sentimental; I have written 'a shape,' 

and the shape, ot course, is roughly that of the human beart.n25 

Greene might have extended the image to the whole of Greeneland. 

Critic Henry MOrton Robinson was even more generous in fixing its 

boundaries, sayinga "This field, to give it a location and a name, is 

the soul of the God-smitten man. Surveying this terrain, Mr. Greene 

reveals both the immeasurability of man's spirit and the still vaster 

stretch of God 1 s love. n26 However, William Phillips has expressed 



another view, one typical or another school of Greene critics: 

" • • • the literar,y effectiveness of his aovels has come more from 

his worldliness than his spirituality. The actual world he creates 
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in his fiction is a tough and sophisticated underworld."27 The jungle, 

the desert, the heart, the soul--perhaps the li terazy world qf 

Graham Greene is large enough to enclose all ot these. 



POLITICS 

Politics in Greeneland is the invidious alternative between 

the faceless, soulless monolith and incipient chaos. Either the State 

is intolerably powerful or it is ineffectually weak. Perpetually 

besieged, menaced b.1 outside enemies, the large proportion of its 

citizens disaffected, Greeneland exists day by day, from crisis to 

crisis, in a condition of hopeless anxiety. There is intrigue, mob 

violence, and bombs are thrown in the streets, while over the throne 

hangs the Sword of Damocles. 

Sometimes there is a dictators burning altruism and burning 

fanaticism.. "When I was a boy," Paul Demassener, the autocratic ruler 

in The. ~- -2i _Aqtion, ____ rEte~lls, "I used tQ dream of giving my life for 

Trier. "1 He is overthrown b)' a pair of displaced intellectuals whose 

fanaticism is combined with cynical ruthlessness, with the aid of 

Oliver Chant, a foreign thrill-seeker who for Trier •would fight 

with a better will than he could even fight for his O'W'D .land. n2 

Chant • s fatuous idealism is echoed in lll§ Quiet .!mericg __ b the 

character of Alden !Yle. Fowler comments a "He didn't even hear what 

I said; he was absorbed already in the dUemmas of democracy and the 

responsibilities of the West; he was determined--! learned that very

soon--to do good., not to any individual person, but to a country, a 

continent, a world. Well, he was in his el•ent now, with the whole 

universe to improve.•3 

7 
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Ia Oriept ._Iqpress_ the Ja.OJl&rQ!v' of Yugoslavia is torn by unrest 

and subversion. Dr. Czinner, who has been living in exile as a teacher 

in England, enters the nation by train very much as his idol Lenin 

entered Russia in 1917. To Colonel Hartep of the Belgrade police he 

deelaresa "I have no medals because I love~ count~ too much. I won't 

kill men because they- also love their country. What I am fighting for 

is not new territor.y but a new world.n4 The colonel's aide dismisses 

the protests by sayinga "What the prisoner is saying has no bearing 

on the case. It is a political speech. tt5 Czinner is sentenced to 

be executed, and the revolt is crushed. 

Occasionally a virulently socialistic oligarchy rules 

Greeneland, men such as the governors of Tabaseo who "ruled for three 

or four years and retired to Mexico City rich. n6 Graham Greene adds: 

"After Mexico I shall always associate balconies and politicians-

plump men with blue chins wearing sort bats and guns on their hips. tt7 

The police lieutenant in Ihi Jlm!U: !:J1Si _.th§ Glo:a-~ . __ nQv:el .. s~t in 

Calles' Mexico--is another of Greeneland' s patholog,ical do-gooders. 

He imagines he is fighting for the children of his country1 

He would eliminate from their childhood everything which had 
made him miserable, all that was poor, superstitious, and 
corrupt. They deserved nothing less than the truth--a 
vacant universe and a cooling world, the right to be happy 
in any way they chose. He was quite prepared to make a 
massacre for their sakes--first the Church and then the 
foreigner and then the poll tician--even his own chief would 
one day have to go. He wanted to begin the world again with 
them, in a desert.S 

The power behind the government is at times a fascistic 

businessman, someone such as Erik Krogh in England ~. !i§, or Sir 

Mareus, the munitions czar of !hi!-~·-l.2t--1:Ik.!1 .. _who . hi:tee. James Raven 
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to murder a rival nation's p~ace ambassador because the resulting war 

scare would be "worth more than half a million to hi.m •. "9 Raven, like 

Chant 1 Pyle and Czinner 1 is aware of his influence over the destiny of 

nations: "He was harassed, hunted, lonely; he bore with him a sense 

of great injustice and a curious pride. Going dow the Charing Cross 

Road, past the music shops and the rubber-goods shops, he swelled with 

it& after all it needed a man to start a war as he was doing."lO 

Whatever its outward manifestations, political reality in the 

literary world of Graham Greene always is symbolized by the gun& the 

gun on the hip, or the hired gun, or the gun of the firing squad, or 

the smuggled gun which will bring about a change in government which 

won't reallY be a change at all because although the faces will change, 

the gun will remain. •It' s typical of Mexico, of the whole human 

race, perhaps--" Greene writes, "violence in favour of an ideal and then 

the ideal lost and the violence just going on. •ll 

Greeneland's citizens have no illusions about their politicians. 

"The State is none of us," Greene observes gloomily, "phrases like 'no 

taxation without representation' are meaningless, because we are all 

taxed and no one is represented."l2 With the arrogance of a woman who 

has never done a day's work, Carolyn of 11!1. & Battlef.eld insists 

that "it's not a difficult thing to run a department of State. It's 

not so dif'f'icult as running a farm or driving an engine.•l3 Although a 

jourDS.list was supposed to know the workings of the vorld, Condor or 

.D!I--A .. BattlefieJ.d ___ ilt . e.Q.ll~ly. j~undiced, . h$-ving "epent bis life in 

learning the ineomprehensibili ty of those who judged and pardoned, 

rewarded and punished. nl4 



The world, he thought ••• was run by the whims of a few men, 
the whims of a politician, a journalist, a bishop and a 
policeman. They hanged this man and pardoned that; one em
bezzler was in prison, but other men of the same kind were 
sent to Parliament. Condor, the revolutionar,y, became a 
little nushed with the injustice or it, but he knew well 
enough that it was not systematic enough to be called 
injustice.l5· 
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Refiecting as it does th~ tormented modern world, Greeneland 

increasingly is becoming a police state. Years ago Oliver Chant found 

the Trier police ludicrous: 

A hand touched his elbow. Two men with fair moustaches 
touched two soft · hats 1 and then, td th no preliminary 
explanation, ran their hands over his coat and down 
his trousers. Two deprecating smiles, two bats again 
t ouched, and th~ were gone. With an excited pleasgre 
Chant realized that he had been searched for arms.l 

Contemporary Greeneland is darker, more sinistera the shadows or 

Dachau and Vorkuta have fallen like shrouds over its landscape. In 

Red-occupied Hanoi, reports Graham Greene, a little uneasily, •It is 

very noticeable that no one without a secure status is ready to meet a 

foreigner except in the presence of a third person.•l7 

In common with other writers who have created literary worlds, 

Graham Greene has evolved a philosophy or government and of the 

relationship of the individual to organized society. Btlt so chaotic is 

Greeneland that patriotism represents betrayal and lo7alty is treason. 

Part of this is a pose, for on occasions which he selects, Graham Greene 

can be as chauvinistic as the characters he satirizes. He is 

explicit, for example, in denouncing the wickedness or the Americans 

who tight to tree Indo.China of Chinese Communist invaders, but of the 

war in Malaya, which actually is a part of the same war, he declares: 



"Our British consciences can clear ••• we are fighting a straight

forward war against Communism and its Chinese adherents.nlS 

This dichotomy is interesting because of the questions it 

raises concerning Greeneland. Graham Greene insists that "there are 

at least two duties the novelist owes--to tell the truth as he sees 

it and to accept no special privileges from the state.•l9 In a 
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letter to Elizabeth Boven, he quotes Charlotte Brontes "I cannot write 

books handling the topics of the day ••• 11 and comments, "It certainly 

represents Jl't3" view .n20 Despite an avowed prejudice against the 

artist "indulging in public affairs,n21 he admits that public interest 

"obtrudes through the cracks of 9ur stories, terribly persistent like 

grass through ce.ment.•22 For years public interest--politics--has 

been persistently obtruding through the litera~ world of Graham Greene. 

He decried his cousin Robert Louis· Stevenson's involvement in the 

tribal politics ot Samoa, :yet he indignantly called for a wo~ld-wide 

boycott of the American film industry because an .American politician 

had raised the question of Charlie Chaplin's morals and politics. He 

accused Prime Minister Anthony Fden of "carpet-slipper Macchiavellian

ism" tor inviting Tito to visit Britain, thereby offending the Catholics 

who •represent nearly a tenth of our population," and intemperately 

concluded his unbrage by stating that he prefered Aneurin Bevan's 0 use 

ot the word vermin directed against a section of our population."23 

Politics--irresponsible, maliciously oriented politics--more 

and more over the years has become a characteristic of Greeneland. In 

Ill!! ~ .. Amerig&n1 - .N~t.han A. Scott, Jr. noted that Graham Greene was 

"undertaking tor the first time to write within the genre of the 
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political novel," adding, however, that •the real focus of his interests 

is not so much the politics or contending parties as it is the 

politics o£ salvation.•24 MOst readers found the politics of 

salvat~on receiving short shrift. After having consistently denounced 

his writings as "mystical rubbish, n25 Soviet literary critics 

suddenlY discovered that Graham Greene was •essenti~ a political 

novelist•26 and ~- Quiet Am,ericap ~.tll~- JllQ.st . r~rk$.bl-· .event•27 and 

"one of the most important novels o! the postwar era, n28 something 

every good bolshevik could sink his teeth into. 'l'bis was heady praise 

from a State which, Greene admits, rewards the artist strictly on the 

basis of services rendered, asking only "in return that he should 

cease to be an artist.•29 With a few dissenters the critics agree that 

ID!-~-.American ie. a skillful. tour de force. Philip Rahv stated: 

"As a political novelist Greene .is on alien ground. The politics is 

of the surface; underneath there is the seething of his old obses- · 

sions;~30 but Scott noted the "malice toward the United States that 

cQntrols the novel" and concluded with distaste that "it is a little 

sad when a man betrays so fine an intelligence as Greene 1 s for the sake 

of ambraeing such irresponsibility in world politics.n31 Perhaps a 

more sensitive critic would decide that the irresponsibility has 

always been indigenous to Greeneland, and that it bas been detected 

lately only because it has become a little more reprehensible than 

before. 



RELIGION 

The religion of Greeneland is an admixture of orthodox 

Catholicism, a curious inverted Calvinism or Jansenism, and 

Manicheanism--exclusively the product of what William Clancy called 

"the Greene Theological School."! Other rituals are observed within 

the border--occasionally a character is described as Lutheran or 

Unitarian or Episcopalian--but like spiritualism and palmist~ these 

are neither recognized as authentic religions nor their practitioners 

accepted as bona fide citizens. 

Relations between Church and State are never happ,y. In Mexico, 

Greene rep:>rts, hundreds of places of worship "had been turned into 

cinemas, newspaper offiees, garages."2 Religious schools were 

forbidden and monastic communi ties dispersed. "Every priest was hunted 

down or shot," says Greene, "except one vho existed for ten years in 

the forests and swamps, venturing out only at night • • • in constant 

danger, and yet be able to do so little, it hardly seemed worth the 

horror.") This priest became the model for the nameless protagonist 

in Greene's Hawthornedon Prize novel, Iia ~ !ll!l. ~ QJ..ux.... ln the 

state of Tabaseo, there were no priests at all. 11And vhen you die?" 

Greene asks a native woman. "Oh," she answers, "we die like dogs."4 

But churches and priests are not essential to the religious 

life of Greeneland; in fact, there is some evidence that Greene scorns 

such materialistic trappings. If a Catholic church is not available, 

1) 
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something else will serve. "Up the hill," he relates from Indo-China, 

"I found ~self praying to Buddha as always when I enter a pagoda, for 

now surely he is among our saints and his intercession will be as power-

tul as the Little Flower's--perhaps more powerful here among a race 

·akin to his ovn."5 

Some of Graham Greene's strongest characters distain entering 

any place of worship from one year to the next, all the while 

insisting upon their status as true believers. Greene expresses his 

ovn religious ideas in a bit of autobiograp~a "I am a Catholic with 

an intellectual if not an emotional belief in Catholic dogma; I find 

that intellectually I can accept the fact that to miss a Mass on 

Sund~ is to be guilty of mortal ,sin~"6 Yet "I don't go to Mas~"7 

Pinkie Brown in Brighton .. ~ announces; and the former choir boy--now 

sought for murder--is as obsessed with religion as any of Greene's 

literary creations. This religious mania is a recognition feature 

ot the native Greenelander. For example, Ida Arnold, the cheerfully 

agnostic woman who vainly warns Bose to beware of Pinkie, "was as if 

she were in a strange country."S Rose implores the Boy: 

"I want to be bad if she 1s good and you--" 
"You'll never be anything but good," the Boy said. "There's 

some wouldn't like you for that, but I don't care." 
"I'll do anything for you. Tell me what to do. I don't 

want to be like her." 
"It's not what you do," the Boy said, "it's what you think." 

He Boasted. "It's in the blood. Perhaps when they christened 
me, the holy water didn't take. I never howled the devil out." 

"Is Jb! good?" She came weakly to him for instruction. 
"She?• The Boy laughed. "She's just nothing."9 

"We are saved or damned by our thoughts, not by our actions, nlO Greene 

writes in an essay on Mauriac. The genuine inhabitant of the literar.y 
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world of Graham Greene is recognized from the interloper by this 

predestination as well as by the unwilling morbid preoccupation with 

spiritual matters, whether he be religious like Seobie in .Th!. ~. ~ 

lA! M&tter and the whi~ priest or actively anti-religious like 

Bendrix in %a§. lm1 g.t. ~ Affair. ~d Fowler in lb.!. ~ .. Ame;~gan. 

The religion of Greeneland is both its strength and its 

weakness. "This, it might seem, is the last book by Graham Greene," 

a critic warned of The !Qs1 ~. ~ Affair, __ ~which a non-specialist will 

be able to review."ll Seasitive to this objection, Greene has taken 

pains to avoi_d classification as a sectarian author, and in some of his 

recent works the religious element is distinguished by its anguished 

absence, in such characters as James Callifer of Jll!. Potting -~· 

"Mr. Greene," William Clancy stated, "in spite of the illusion of 

realism his work imparts, is primarily, and inveterately, a moralist.nl2 

Another critic remarked, however, commenting upon Ib!.Living-He2m1 

that "indeed, beyond a blindly clutched and tormenting faith, Greene's 

spiritual cupboard seems bare."l3 The truth may be closer to a third 

position. In Brigh1;on .. ~1 __ fQr e:x8$plf3, Pinkie and Rose have gotten 

married in a registry-office: 

She said: "I'm so happ,y. It can't be so bad after all." 
"What do you mean?" he said. "Not bad? It 1 s mortal sin." 

He glanced with furious disgust at the made bed as if he 
contemplated a repetition of the act there and then--to thrust 
the lesson home. 

"I know," she said. "I know, but still--" 
"There's only one thing worse," he said. It was as if 

she were escaping him; already she was domesticating their 
blaek alliance.l4 

Life for Rose is a succession of compound horrors, and Graham Greene 

incessantly emphasizes the nature and magnitude of Rose's 
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transgressions. Loser Takes ,. ,W.1 written sixteen years later, is quite 

a different book entirely but here again is a non-church marriage 

between hero and heroinea "It wasn't an impressive ceremony; there 

was no organ as there would have been at St. Luke's, and no wedding 

guests. 'I don't feel I've been married,' Cary said, but then she 

added, 1It 1s fun not feeling married.•nl5 A scene fro.m a most 

serious novel has an intensity of concern which naturally is not 

present in the frivolous novel, yet essentially the author's spiritual 

orientation remains consistent. In his dedication of Ipser _Takes .Al.l, 

Greene feels it necessary (or at least useful) to underline his meaning& 

"Unlike some of my Catholic eritcs, you, I know, when reading this 

little story, will not mistake me for •·1 1 , nor do I need to explain 

to you that this tale has not been written for the purposes of 

encouraging adultery, the use of pyjama tops, or registry-office 

marriages.nl6 Similarly, it may be argued that the spiritual 

barrenness of the Browne f'amily of Ill! Living _.11Q2m and the Callirer 

family of Ill!. Potting .. ~.pis .. unmistakable evidence or the absolute 

necessity of having religious values to be observed or 1 next best, 

to be disregarded. This quality is notably lacking in most contem.

porar.y fiction, and represents Greeneland's most distinctive literar,y 

attribute. 

Once again, because Maurice Bendrix in The ~Dd-~· -~- Arfpr 

is so busy challenging the existence or God, the reader suspects that 

he long ago has reached and gone beyond a certainty of His existence 

and lWW is struggling like a man drowning to find his way back to Him. 

"Although Graham Greene has round religion," said John Mason Brown, 
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11he has not :found its consolations."l7 This is the mistake Michael 

Dermis makes in ~ LiJini . ~l. confusing religion with aspirin 

tablets. "I 1ve caught belief like a disease, nlS Sarah Miles, Bendrix' s 

mistress cries out in pain' this is the meaning or religion in the 

literary world of Graham Greene. Upon this sentence J. D. Scott bas 

commented a 

No English novelist since the death of Lawrence has written 
a phrase which is at once (a) so memorable, {b) so character
istic, and (c) so compressed a statement of the content of a 
novel. It seems to me that this phrase alone poses the 
question or whether Graham Greene is in fact a writer or the 
same order of importance as Lawrence, Conrad, or the other 
great English novelists who commanded such phrases.l9 



THE GREENE MAN 

The characters of Graham Greene lack verisimilitudes there is 

too much of Greene in each of them. They never seem ready-, as do the 

creations ot some authors, to step out trom the pages; th~ are like 

Antaeus, needing contact with the soil et Greeneland to maintain their 

strength. "Greene's characters talk to themselves and to you, but 

seldom to each other,• a critic remarked of his play, The. Potting~, 

"and this makes for a kind of artificiality dangerous to a theme that 

should be profoundly real."l They are all the same breed, Greene

landers,• said Arthur Calder-Marshall. "They are like a collection of 

sepia photographs ••• a world observed through sung~asses.•2 Where 

many- characters of literature give the impression of being larger than 

life, Greene's invariably appear somewhat smaller. His mind, stated 

Luke Parsons, "does not take in the whole of life. It does not grasp 

Conrad 1 s heroic conception or men • • • Mr. Greene's characters appear 

sometimes a little lover than men.•3 

"Greenelanders are homeless men," commented Calder~rshall. 

"They are declassed • • • " Either they have gone d0wn in the world 

or, like the Boy in Brighton. Rock, Conr~ in ll!.I . .J: .. :§!:ttl§{ield, Krogh 

in Ila-. SQJ.pwrec1ced, ·-~-tb.ey b4ve rl.een r~m one class vi thout being 

absorbed into another._•4 Maurice Bendrix, for example, has fashioned 

. a career as a moderately successful novelist. Yet he envies the life 
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of the civil servant, Henry Miles. In Miles' study, very little had 

the appearance of having ever been useds 

I doubted whether the set of Gibbon had once been opened, 
and the set of Scott vas only there because it had-
probably--belonged to his father, like the bronze copy 
of the Discus Thrower. And yet he vas happier in his 
unused room simply because it was his, his possession. I 
thought with bitterness and envyJ if one possesses a thing 
securely, one need never use it.~ 

"His protagonists might as well be ano~ous, sometimes 
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are,n6 remarked William Rose Benet. The hero of .Ib! .Confidentia.Jr __ ~ 

has only an initial--D.--and in The Power !d!!l--~- - Ql~·rv all the minor 

figures are completely labeled, but the major characters are not 

identified b.1 names. Some Greene characters have names which are 

embarrassingly pretentious--conrad, Maurice, Browne spelled with an "e''• 

People without sure identities, their faces obscured or even masked, 

lacking valid passports, moving purposelessly among the shadows of an 

underground regiona these are the inhabitants of Greeneland. "He is 

obsessed with the se8Qy, the veak and the hellish,"' said Donald Barr, 

ot Graham Greene's world of tired intrigue. The Greene hero, in fact, 

unloving and unloved, with his chronic ~nseeurity, his neurotic 

awareness of spiritual lack, and his tendenc.y to shirk responsibility, 

is something of an anti-hero. Friendless, a bit rundown in appearance 

but sporting the necktie of a good school which he never attended, 

feckless, furtive, morally reprehensible, the chagrin of relatives, he 

drags through life under the burden of some .fearful psychic incubus. 

Anthony Farrant of ID!. Shiwrecked .. O$.rri~d . hi_s s,m.ile "always with him 

as a leper carried his bell; it was a perpetual warning that he was not 

to be trusted." Barr has suggested, "The better we understand some ot 
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Greene's characters the more corrupt we see them to be.n8 

The first sentence of .Ih! .Ibim Hu--~"One_ nev~r knows when the 

blow may tall"9~ould be the motto on the crest of the Greene man. 

Achievement only magnifies his apprehemsion and intensifies the sense 

of ultimate doom. Pity--and especially self' -pity--and despair are 

important elements in his personality. "I know I am a coward and 

altogether despicable ••• " says Andrews in Ill! ltf!m Wit hin •. _. "I know 

I haven't an ounce of courage •• ~ • nlO At the beginning of 

~ ~_ jmericap,,_ the reader sees Phuong talking to Fowler, who had 

been her lover before Alden Pyle took his place. •r wish I were 

P.Yl.e,"ll Fowler cries out, in pain, and it is only later that the irony 

of his remark beeomes apparent s Pyle will not ever be returning to 

Phuong 1 s bed because Fowler has attanged for him to be killed. "The 

dead were to be envied," the protagonist o£· .I!u! ConfidentiaJ. __ ~_ ._t.Uls 

himself. "It was the living who had to sutter from lonelin:ess and 

distrust.•12 

"A catalogue of Greene characters,n states Richard J. Voorhees, 

"is al.Dost a catalogue of pathologies and deformities, of caries and 

impetigo and dyspepsia, of harelips and infantile paralysis • • • The 

best of ~reene 's men and women move through life with a minimum of 

nobility; their gestures are those of people furtively scratching at 

some dermatitis or trying to conceal a faulty dental plate.nl3 For 

example, Graham Greene describes Conrad Drover in ll!J.l pattlefielda 

••• his face was no whiter than it always was; the nerves 
had twitched in just that way as long as she bad know him. 
Pale, shabb,y, tightly strung, he had advanced from post to 
post in his insurance office with the bearing of a man 
waiting to be discharged.l4 
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All his life he had been taken by surprise. People had promoted 
him when he had expected dismissal; they had praised him when 
be had expected blame. One day, he knew, they would find out.15 

"Mr. Greene leaves his characters unfinished,nl6 remarked 

Eric Bentl~. This is true, that Greenelanders are incomplete as men, 

coming f'rom their author's pen inadequately equipped for success in the 

world. "I couldn •t resist the temptation to tease Pyle-- " confesses 

Fowler in lb! ~ American, "it is after all the weapon of weakness, 

and I was weak. I hadn't youth, seriousness, integrity, a f'uture.nl7 

In the novel D!l. ! Battlefield .• _ . - ~ 1! don't understand,' the Assistant 

Commissioner began. It was one of his favourite expressions; 

extraordinary the number of occasions on which he could apply its on 

first nights; when discussing the latest novel; in a picture gallery; 

when faced with an example of corruption. nlS The Greene man lacks 

assurance, in himself 1 in everything else. "Oh, you believe in God,• 

Andrews murmurs to Elizabeth in ~-.HID .. Within. __ . __ ~! envy you. You 

seem so certain, so sane, at peaae. I've never been like that--at least 

only for a ver.y little, while listening to music.nl9 Henr.y Scobie 

in llu!. liar!--~ .iru!. Maj;ter. sa.y_$ to God a "I love You, but I've never 

trusted you.n20 This is "the hallmark of the Greene man," said 

Walter Allen• 1 the sense of abandonment.n21 MOments before he is 

executed, the priest in lU. Power !Dd n the --Gloey -~~l"Q-ch~s himself' 

1 What an impossible fellow I am, he thought, and how useless. I have 

done nothing tor anybody. I might just as well have never lived." 

Then, tears pouring down his face, he experiences the greatest 

misgiving possible in Greeneland--"perhaps after all he wasn't really 

Hell-worthy.tt22 "If I had faith," the Assistant Commissioner refiects 



to himself; "if I had any conviction that I was on the right side; 

Caraline bas that; when She loses it, she bas only to change her 

side.n23 
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~he, the professional atheist of lb! .. ~ ... .Q!_ the .. Aftair--an 

anachronism from the nineteenth century, just as Caroline is from the 

Fabian era--is stricken like Saul on the road to Damascus, and he does 

change sides. Usually, however, the evolution of the plot results 

merelY in the destruction or ideals, not their replacement. In 

The .. bml-.il: .Aotiop, ___ to~ ~ple, Oliver Chant frequents .Mrs. Meadmore's 

afternoon group ot ultra-liberals and dreams or manning the barricades. 

Anne-Marie Demassener challenges him: "I suppose you are one of those 

who believe that a thing must be right or vrong," and he replies, 

"Oh, I know, that's not the modern vay. We must all analyze now, until 

there's no white or black, but only a dingy mean. I'm old-fashioned, 

I admit." And he adds, with a hauteur meant for pride: "There's more 

glory there. n24 Through his juvenile enthusiasms for revolution and 

adulterous love, he imagines "that he had been enabled to see the 

boundaries or the infinite. •25 Kneeling in a church, self -satirizing, 

he murmurs, net to God but still conversing with bimselfl "O God, 0 God, 

I wish that I could believe in Your infinity.•26 Later--when it is 

too late--his assuredness Shattered, Chant comes to agree with Anne

Marie, and with Graham Greene who discovered in his teens from a novel 

The Viper -~ __ Milan th~ . ~~-essential truth& "Human nature is not 

black and white but black and gre,y.•27 

Some Greenelanders never learn this, of course; the element of 

fanaticism can be recognized somewhere in eve~ novel. Even when love 
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comes to D. of !Wl Confidential ~' and "trust seemed to be returning 

into the violent and suspicious world,tt28 he cannot dissociate himself 

from the murderers whose political philosophy he craves for his com leta

ness. In Orient Expr~ss, Dr. Czinner is another reverse-altruist' 

"He had always recognized the need of sacrificing his own integrity; 

only a party in power could possess scruples; scruples in himself would 

be a confession that he doubted the overwhelming value of his cause.••29 

Of the revolutionary overnment of Mexico, originally !edged to fight 

inj ustice but almost immediately given over to p under and ideol ogi

cally motivated killings, Graham Greene wrote: "It's typical of Mexico, 

of the whole human race, perhaps--violence in favour of an ideal and 

then the ideal lost and the violence just going on.tt30 

IDve among Greenelanders is rare--and even less often is 

convincing. "Women do not attract me, 11 31 remarks Mr. Farne coldly, in 

The Man Within, _and in~ Quiet American, written twenty-six years 

later, Thomas Fowler concludes, cynically: "To be in love i s to sea 

yourself as someone else sees you, it is to be in love with the 

falsified and exa ted image of yourself. In love we are incapable of 

honour--the courageous act is no more than playing a part to an 

audience of two.n32 110 God, if I could really hate you, what would 

that mean?" writes Sarah Miles in her diary in ~ ~ £! ~he Affair. 

11 ! thought, sometimes I 1ve hated Maurice, but would I have hated him 

if I hadn't l oved him too? 0 God, if I could really hate you ••• n33 

Greene believes even more strongly in evil than in goodness, 

Calder-Marshall has stated, and William Phillips remarked of 

In§ Lost Child.hood: "But behind the bl nd surface of these essays is 
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the image of the writer as a haunted man. •34 Haunted by' evil, haunted 

by fear 1 haunted by nate--there iS little 8p8.C8 for lOVe in hiS literacy 

world. Lcltve is unwelcome to Francis Andrews in Ih!. HID .. Within because 

he must stay to protect Elizabeth although his heart is filled with 

terror. "If' only I could be blind with fear again," he tells himself, 

•how happ~ could I fly t.rom here.•35 Speaking of her husband in 

prison, Milly Drover of ~ ! . Battlefield __ ~y:n __ "N_o <»ne likes people 

to be hapw. If we hadn't been so happy, he wouldn •t be there. He 

wouldn't have stabbed that man. We'd be together. I never wanted to 

be happy. I was always afraid. 1136 In Englapd_~ .. .}i!,, ... ~t~ _px-pmi.ses 

to arrange a job for Anthony with her lover, Krogh: 

•He'll have to take you," Kate said. 
"Because you love him?" 
"No," she said, "because I love you." 
"Dear thing," Anthony said, "I've never met anyone 

quite like you. Blood must be thicker than water after 
all. How you'd hate me if I weren't your brothert 1137 

"Greene is the least intellectual of modern major writers," 

stated Anne Fremantle, "stemming mQre from Joseph Conrad, with his 

inarticulate, ravaged heroes, than from either ••• Henry James, 

or ••• Francois Mauriac.n3S The Greene man is guilt-ridden and 

anguished of soul. "Suffering," said Donald Barr. 11This is the old 

school tie of the whole tribe of Graham Greene heroes.tt.39 Wallace 

Fovlie suggested that "For Graham Greene the modern world has mechanized 

its creatures," and "He is a chronicler of a period ot time when the 

world is extraordinarily sad.•40 Conrad Drover recognizes that he is 

"full of hate" and obsessed by the belief that he is objeetionably 

conspicuous& 



But you are all right, his image seemed to say, your hat 
is straight, your tie is straight, your shirt tucked in. 
There is no dirt on your face. Your cloth&s are meat and 
sui ted to your station. There is no reason at all wb;y 
people .should turn and look over their sholllders at you. 
He circled in front of the mirror and a small boy laughed 
and a woman stared at him across the street.41 
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Conrad manages to shake of! his fear, and his madnes-s subsides and now 

burns unobtrusively at the bottom of his mind. 

But the sense of guilt remained, and it seemed to him that 
it was of the guilt people were avare and not of the madness. 
It irked him; he wanted to get rid of it. It grew inside him 
as sexual unrest sometimes grew, until he had to go into the 
street and buy a woman a:nd then after a while he was at peace 
again, except for the dim conviction that this was not the way 
a man should live. It occurred to him that hate perhaps could 
only be dispelled in the same way, by giving way to it, and 
a strange homesickness came over him for the moment when the 
Assistant Commissioner bad come out of his door to watch him 
across the street. Then he had only to press a trigger. It 
was almost as if he had missed happiness for ever in Great 
College Street, and he recalled the oppOrtunity for murder 
with the same poignant sadness as a city-bred child might 
remember a field of grass or corn • .42 

"To most adults," remarked Calder-Marshall, "the depirlure of' fear 

is pride of maturity; but to Greene, it is the f'ad.ing of' a cherished 

dream.n43 

"Mr. Greene has no great variety of' characterization ••• "44 

a ~. reviewer once noted; but of hov many literary artists, from 

Dostoevsky to Hemingway, cannot this .be said? If there is a close 

family resemblance among the Greene men, perhaps it is because 

collective~ th~ do possess a something peculiar to themselves. 

1Before Greene," George Mayberry stated, "religion played a minor role 

in the English novel;n45 and Storm Jameson has called attention to "the 

depth given to Greene 1s vork by his faith, which compels him to take 

into account the ferment in the human heart of original sin, an 



infinitely more profound view of life than that off'ered by Freud or 

Marx. nJJ;, Plainly stated, Greeneland is the country of the soul

stricken, and for this new dimension, this added plane of character

ization, Graham Greene acknowledges his debt to ''M. Mauriac • • • 

whose characters have the solidity and j,.mportance of men with souls 

to save or lose. • • • n47 This reference may have been to Francois 

Mauriac's Stockholm speech of acceptance of the Nobel Prize for 

Literature, in which he twice cited Graham Greene, the only contem

porary writer he mentioned. Mauriac stateda "In France every time a 

wife attempts to poison her husband or strangle her lover, people say 

to me, 'There's a subject for you •••• ' And yet, on one essential 

point ~ characters differ from almost all of those that populate our 

present-day fictions they are aware that they have a soul • • • 
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They knov what evil is.n48 In Brighton Rock the old priest tells 

Rose that "a Catholic is more capable of evil than anyone. I think 

perhaps-because we believe in him--we are mre in touch with the 

devil than other people.n49 John W. Simons has observed that "When 

Greene calls attention to certain lines in a Mauriac novel, the reader 

is startled to recognize that Greene might just as easily be quoting 

himself'." 50 Another critical opinion with 0vertones of Mauriac 

is Calder-Marshall's statements "Few living English novelists derive 

more material from the daily newspaper than Graham Greene.''51 Greene, 

however, traces this antecedent of the Greene man to John Buchan, 'Who 

"was the first to realize the enormous dramatic value of adventure in 

familiar surroundings happening to unadventurous men. • • • "52 The 

power of his novels, Douglas Jerrold insisted, "lies not in any 
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profundity of analysis or in conveying religious experience, but in the 

creation of a living world of inescapable reality in which everything 

is true .except one thing, the action of the central figure.n53 

Unvaryingly 1 then, this is the structure of Green eland: sordid 

incidentals are culled from daily life and are meticulously selected 

and wrought into scenes which, assembled with a knowledge of film 

techniques, form a situation both incredible and undeniable. Into this 

maze an absurd protagonist--the unadventurous man of Buchan, fitted with 

a Mauriac-type guilt-ridden soul--is fiung. Given these highly 

charged circumstances, this hapless man--Hayes called him the "quintes

·Sential Greene hero ••• at once spiritually void yet throbbing with 

pain"54--a satisfyingly disastrous outcome is assured. "Every book," 

Evelyn Waugh commented, "has ended with death and a sense of finality.n55 

A~ reviewer said of Greene's title character in The 

Configent!al_ ~-• "His knight-errant revolutionary does hardly 

anything except take the line of least resistance. • • • n56 William 

Phillips might have included Graham Greene in his statement that "most 

of Dostoevs~'s heroes are variations of the anti-hero."5? Not the 

gallant act but the blunder is the Greene man's ticket into Greeneland. 

Chancing upon a Bloomsbury eharity fete, the middle-aged ex-journalist 

of ~-Ministrv_ .Ql _fi.!I is propelled into the center of an intrigue 

when he unknowlingly gives a password to a fortune tellera 

Mrs. Bellairs said, ~ instructions are these. What 
you want is the cake. You must give the weight as four 
poWlds eight and a half ounces." 

"Is that the right weight?" 
"That's immaterial ••• You can go now," Mrs. Bellaire 

said. 
"Thank you very muoh."58 



Yet there is nothing journalistic in Graham Greene's presentation of 

Greeneland, nothing trite, nothing trivial. "One of the major 

difficulties of every writer is to make a thing signiticant," 

Anne Fremantle commented, "and no writer since Melville has better 

succeeded than Mr. Greene. 11 59 Neville Braybrooke has remarked that 

people observe "Greene" characters and "Greene" situations in their 

world, just as th~ do Shaw people and events.60 W. R. Benet saida 

"No man writing today is more a master of suspense, u61 and in the 

11 tera:ry world of Graham Greene it is an Alice-in-Wonderland kind 

of suspense. 

"Nobody can endure existence without a philosopby,w62 

Graham Greene has written. Many opinions, some contradictory, have 

been expressed concerning the philosophical orientation of the Greene 

man.. Thomas Fowler in Dl! ~- American pr~tends being an existen

tialist, even to the Sartrean phrase "engag~": 

"You can rule me out," I said. "I'm no.t involved. 
Not involved,n I repeated. It had been an article 
of my creed. The human condition being what it was, 
let them fight, let them love, let them murder, I 
would not be involved • • • I wrote what I saw; I took 
no action--even an opinion is a kind ot action.63 

But Fowler surrenders his principles and abandons his pretenses the 

first time a Communist agent approaches him; far beneath the layers 

or cynicism and self-deception, Fowler is a romantic idealist in the 

tradition of Oliver Chant, Conrad Drover and Holly Martins. Even 

Raven in lll1J .9lm .t2r.liit! f..Qllows a code, and Pinkie Brown sayst 

"Credo .ill Jmmi_ Satapp.-!'~. Eugene McNamara has. tried to point a more 

specific finger at the Greene man' s philosophical source: "Pinky's 

D~antisme, _th~ whisk~ priest's deep sense of unworthiness, Scobie's 
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dilemma and his 'gratuitous act', suggest modern existentialism, 

Sartrean or not. Sarah's tormented desires are almost clinical, 

pathological; in a word, Manichean. w65 Caroline Gordon agreed.l 

"Scobie is a Manichaean hero ••• ,n66 but Louise Bogan insisted 

equally emphatically that "Greene has never been a Manichean.•67 

(It is interesting to note that in an essay on Oliver_ Twist, ___ Graham 
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Greene suggests that in some of Dickens• books "creeps in, unrecognized 

by the author, the eternal and alluring taint of the Manichee, with 

its simple and terrible explanation of our plight, how the world vas 

made by Satan and not by God, lulling us with the music of despair?")68 

While noting that Graham Greene has the title "the Auden of the modern 

thriller"~9--and presumably is treed from philosophical responsibility 

for his creations, Morton D. Zabel remarked that Greene's hero 

(Conrad Drover, Dr. Czinner, Andrews, D., -Raven, Rowe, Farrant, the 

whisky priest, Pinkie) is the lonely man who must be the measure of 

civilization--a man similar to Ra.skolnikov of Dostoevsky, Jim of Conrad, 

Gide 1 s La.feadio, Mann 's Krull, Kafka's K. --and that this man is 

opposed by the organized forces of the world, symbolized by the 

lieutenant in '!'he Power __ !:I!Sl __ the .. Ql2.a .. and the Assist~t Commissioner 

in' It 1 s_! Battlefield. ___ . _Hpwever, referring explicitly to characters in 

IU-. Quiet _ . .Amerigaa, .. William Clancy stat9d: "They have no meaning in the 

Dostoievsldan universe that Mr. Greene would probably like to create. 

They are, rather, mere mouthpieces tor certain ideas constant in Mr. 

Greene's work ••• they do not, in an7 ultimate sense, illuminate the 

darkness that Mr. Greene sees everywhere about. •70 
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In The. Possessed., _ PliH?toevsky 's Bishop Tihon states that 

"outright atheism is more to be respected than worldly indifference • • • 

the complete atheist stands on the penultimate step to most perfect 

faith, ••• but the indifferent person has no fai~h whatever except 

a bad fear; 11 71 and Eric Hoffer has given a sociologist's approbation 

to the philosophical validity of characters such as Greene's whisk,y 

priest and atheistic police lieutenant' 

There is a tendency to judge a race, a nation or any distinct 
groap b.1 its least wort~ memp~rs. Though manifestly unfair, 
this tendency has some justif'ication. For the character and 
destiny of a group are otten determined by' its inferior 
elements • • • The superior individual • • • playa a large 
role in shaping a nation, but so do individuals at the other 
extreme--the failures, misfits, outcasts, criminals, and all 
those who have lost their footing, or never bad one, in the 
ranks of respectable hwnani ty. 72 

A literary critic, Colin Wilson, altered slightly this concept, saying& 

"The vitality of the ordinary members of society is dependent on its 

Outsidera~n73 Discussing Cardinal Newman's classic exposition of the 

doctrine of Original Sin (which Graham Greene quotes in the intro

duction to &tother .MexicoL:Wi'l«$on saida "Newman's way of seeing the 

world is pessimistic. It is Dostoevsky's way, Blake's way, Kafka's 

way; we can find the same vision in a modern novelist like Graham 

Greene (although Greene's deliberately conceived 'popular' devices 

exclude him from serious consideration). It is the way of the Western 

Outsider.n74 Despite his emphatic opinion "lhli-. .2Jllx--~-- W!li- ep.gtep

tialism.-~.- revitalize Engliah ... writiag_,_t!?_5 __ Colin . WilJon has ~rsisted 

in refusing to recognize Graham Greene's credentials: 

As to Mr. Greenec if he is, as the title of a French 
critical study asserts, a "Witness of a tragic age," [a 
characteristically Existentialist idiom] then his part 



is as passive as that of a witness; there is no effort of 
assimilation in his work; not even ass~lation of the great 
Catholic tradition in which he belongs.? ' 
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Vilson's exclusion of the Greene man seems unjustifiably capricious. 

When he described the hero of Kafka's "The Fasting Showman"--who starved 

to death because there was simply no food he ever liked--Wilson wrote1 

"Here again we have a perfect symbol for the Outsider • • • Lack of 

appetite_ .. .t52,I __ J.U.!, .. that is his problem. All human acts carry the same 

stigma of futility• what else should he do but sit in his straw and 

die?n77 Reflecting the nihilistic ~iews of Bendrix, of Scobie, of a 

dozen other Greene men, Thomas Fowler says: 

Death was the only absolute value in ~ world. Lose life and 
one wuld lose nothing again forever. l envied those who could 
believe in Ged, and I distrusted them. I felt they were 
keeping their courage up with a fable of the changeless and the 
permanent. Death was far more certain than God, and with death 
there would be no longer the daily possibility of love's dying. 
The nightmare of a future of boredom and indifference would 
lift. I could never have been a pacifist. To kill a man was 
surely to grant him an immeasurable benefit. Oh, yes, people 
always ever.ywhere loved their enemies. It was their friends 
they preserved for pain and vacuity. 78 

The Greene Man has appetite for nothing. In ~- Potting _~,. 

James Callifer says: "Nothing and nowhere. It 1s the Callifer touch." 

He has never wanted children& "I didn 1t want to create new convicts 

for a prison. To have a child you need hope.n79 Sara~ his for.mer 

wife, complains that she has lost him--not to a younger, lovelier 

woman but to a lonely furnished roam in Nottingham. Th~ explore the 

matters 

JAMES: What's the good of talking importantly about love? 
It doesa't last. like a book or a tune. It goes out 
with the breath, and we can always snuff that out, 
can't we? We 1re not worth loving. 

SARA 1 Then nothing is. 



JAMES: 
SARA: 

And I love nothing. 
(bitterly) ... Yo11 do indeed. In the night you'd wake 
loving Nothing. You went looking for Nothing every
where. When you came in at night I could see you 
had been with Nothing all day. I was jealous of 
Nothing as though it was a woman; and now you sleep 
with Nothing every night ••• You're not alive. 
Sometimes I wanted to make you angry or sorry, to 
hurt you. But you never felt pain. Why did you 
marry me? (JAME3 ~. ! gesture) __ I believe it was 
curiosity tG see if you could feel. You didn't feel.SO 

His uncle, Father Callifer, is another example. "Ob no," he says, 

"I'm empty. Quite empty." He has had thirty years of dark nights 
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practising a faith which he does not believe. He demands: "Do you 

think I want to get up every morning at six in time to make my 

meditation before Mass? Meditation on What? The reason why I'm going 

on with this slave-labor? T.hey give prisoners useless tasks, don't 

the.y, digging pits and filling them up again? Like mine.!81 In the 

words of Pascal, whom Greene frequently quotes, this is "The misery 

or man without God ... 82 

But so far the portrait of tb.e Greene Man is unfinished; he 

appears merely someone from out of Celine's Death 2n ~ !nst§llment 

!l!D or Camus' The Stranger. The final brush stroke is made by God, 

when faith touches him, directly or indirectly. James Callifer 

explainss ·. "I don't want to pray: Something happened to me, that's 

all. Like a street accident. I don't want God. I don't love God, 

but He 1,s there--it's no good pretending. He 1 s in my lungs like air. n8.3 

In ~ !hg 21: ~ Affait1 faith has stricken Sarah Miles "like a 

disease." After she is dead her lover addresses God: 



You've taken her but You haven't got me yet. I know your 
cunning. It's You who take us up to a high place and offer 
us the whole universe. You're a devil, God, tempting us to 
leap. But I don't want Your peace and I don't want Your 
love ••• 0 God, You've done enough, You've robbed me of 
enough. I'm too tired and old to learn to love. Let me 
alone forever.84 
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Faith comes into Greeneland like a sword-wielding angel which 

smites one man while passing a hundred others untouched. 

FATHER CALLIFERc A lucky man. How does it go? "They scoff 
at scars who never felt a wound"? 

JAMES: 'What's your wound, Uncle? 
FATHER CALLIFER: My' wound? Nothing serious. It, 1 s a diffieul t 

thing, though, practising a faith, day in, 
day out, when you don't believe one jot of 
it. Do you know that at night I still pray-
to nothing, to that. (He indieates .. -.tll! 
crucifix_~ h!§ _gla1§:)85 

The priest and his nephew both have been afflicted by faith, the 

incurable leprosy of Greeneland. So have the whisky priest, the Boy, 

Scobie, and the rest of the Greene men. This significantly distin-

guishes them from the other characters, and creates a dichotomy which 

has become at once the most provocative and the most controversial 

aspect of the literary world of Graham Greene. George Orwell has 

spoken scathingly of "the cult of the sanctified sinner", adding that 

the central idea of Greene's work •is that it is better, spiritually 

higher, to be an erring Catholic than a virtuous pagan.n86 Helen 

Gardner bas referred to "the inverted snobbery of Mr. Graham Greene, 

who has an odd contempt tor 'works' and seems to feel a lurking 

sympathy for Luther's 1F·ecca forti ter. 1" She further noteds 

• • • a tacit underlying assumption of a kind of neo-Calvinism, 
by which characters are divided into those capable of religious 
belief and experience, and those who are apparently forever 
outside it • • • But it is an extraordinary assumption for a 



Christian to base his study of human nature on, and since a 
Christian cannot regard all these pursuits as of equal value, 
it leads to a double falsification of the artist's vision; 
it causes a writer to treat differently characters who are of 
equal importance in the structure of the book.87 

Douglas Jerrold stated 1 "The simple beliefs and corresponding habits 

of the regular churchgoer appear, indeed, to arouse in Graham Greene 

a certain revulsion.n88 (In Indo-China, for example, when someone 

described to him the piety of the premier, Diem-•his going to 

confession each week--Greene "longed to retort that he might be a 

more supple leader if he went once a year. n89) Anne Fremantle 

pointed to Greene's •theologically bold" assumption "that it is only 

the desperate, the destitute, the crooks, and the utterly debased 

who can save,n90 and John W. Simons complained that Greene speaks 

disparagingly of mediocre people who are neither great saints nor 

sinners& 11 There is a danger in this preoccupation with the extremes 

of virtue and vice, with its rude liquidation of the spiritual 
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'middle classes. 1 While mediocrity is contemptible as an ideal, it is 

not contemptible as an achievement.n91 The critics' efforts at 

hyperbole are obvious, but at the same time it must be conceded that 

they are hitting close to the truth. In the foreword to Dl!t ll!ln. ~ 

!b§ Hatter, Graham Greene quotes Pe~: "Le pecheur est au coeur meme 

de chretient, •••• Nul n'est aussi competent que le pecheur en 

matiere de chr,tiente. Nul, si ce n'est le saint.•92 The sinner is 

even more competent than the saint in the business of salvation; this 

is the raison .0 'etre .. or the Greene Man. Paraphrasing Peguy, there is 

a city to which the bad citizen always belongs but to which the outsider, 

however good, can never belong. In Brighton .. ~, Rose says with a 
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sneer of Ida Arnoldl "What does she know about us? • • • But she--she 

doesn't !mow what a mortal sin is • • • Right and wrong. That's what 

she talks about. I've heard her at the table. Right and wrong. As 

if she knew • • • Oh, she won't burn. She couldn 1 t burn if she tried. "9.3 

In summary, every hwnan's capacity for anguish is relative within this 

vale of tears; what really separates the Pinkie Browns and the 

Rose Wilsons--the Greene men--from the Idas and Freds of Greeneland is 

an absolute: the capacity to burn. 



PRIESTS 

"I think there were only two classes of men I really liked in 

Mexico," Graham Greene writes, "--the priests and the fliers.nl 

Pervasive and potent as the religion of Greeneland is, its priests 

are extraordinarily ineffectual. These are crippled men, phy-sically 

damaged, emotionally ravaged, spiritually bereft. Instead of 

blessings, th~ exude anguish and a bitter hopelessness. While in 

Mexico, Greene heard about two priests, one the saintly Father Pro who 

was murdered by President Calles' firing squad, the other a renegade 

who drank and had fathered a child. Characteristically, it was th• 

latter whom Greene chose as the model for his protagonist in 

Ib§ ~ .!DSl ~ _ Gloz::y. "You mustn't think the,- are all like me," 

this whisky priest says. "There are good priests and bad priests. 

It is just that I am a bad priest."2 The only priest left for miles 

around, so harried is his life under the persecution that he does not 

have a hundred communicants a month. "If I'd gone," he reproaches 

himself, "I 1d have given God to twelve times that number. It's a 

mistake one makes--to think just because a thing is difficult or 

dangerous • • • •3 

Rose Pemberton, Catholic heroine of' Ih!. Living __ ]QRib . i .s . ~ving 

an affair with a married man and wants to go away with him. She 

appeals to her unele, a priest confined to a wheelchaira "Un.cle, please 



tell me to go. Tell me I'm right to go. Don't give me a Catholic 

reason. Help me. Please help me.• But Greene's Father Browne is 

diametrically different from the forceful, cocksure Father Brown 

creation ot another English Catholic convert, G. K. Chesterton. 

"I want to help you," Father Browne answers. "I want to be of use. 

I would want it if it were the last thing in life I could have. But 

when I talk my tongue is heavy with the Penny Catechism." Rose 

protests a "Oh, we read about God 1s successes. We don't read about 

His failures. His happy failures. Who just don •t care much about 

Him, and go on living quietly all the same." Her uncle's reply is 

worse than useless: "One bas to deserve to be a failure."4 A few 

moments later, overwhelmed with despair, Rose commits suicide. 
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"I'm going to resign," the prison chaplain in It's~ Battlefi§ld 

tells the Assistant Commissioner. "I can't stand human justice any 

longer. Its arbitrariness. Its incomprehensibility." He is bitter 

because the Home Secretary has reprieved Tom Drover to eighteen years 

imprisonment, when the chaplain considers it an act of mercy to carry 

out his execution. When the Assistant Commissioner points out that 

divine justice seems as arbitrary as incomprehensible, the chaplain 

shrugs: "Perhaps. But one can't hand in a resignation to God."5 

Father William Callif'er, in Ill! Potting ___ §bS, __ is_ a _prif;tst who comes 

very near to handing in his resignation to God, even though he does 

continue to go through the motions of the religious life. He is very 

like the priest in Grahsm Greene 1 s earlier play, Ib! Li vine . .B2s!m, 

in his family relationship with the principals of the drama. Like 

Father Browne, he is crippled and exists in a spiritual wheelchair 
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deprived of the consolations of his faith. He is, however, able to act 

"in the nick of time." In a conversation with his p~chically 

bewildered nephew, Father Callifer at last remembers the bargain with 

God in which he offered to give up his faith if the apparently dead 

boy could live. This recollection has the therapeutic effect popularly 

associated with a p~choanalytic revelation, and both uncle and Dephew 

are spiritually revived. Not all critics of the play were impressed by 

Father Callifer' s ministerial efficacy. "Some day Greene may slip up, n 

a Newweek reviewer commented, "and write a play with a quiet, useful, 

happy priest in the cast.n6 

"I've never been any good to the living, Scobie," Father Rank 

says in Ill! ~ .2.! 1!!! Matter. .. ~When I was a novioe, I thought 

that people talked to their priests, and I thought God somehow gave 

the right words ••• I wasn't of any use to a single living soul, 

Scobie. I thought, in Africa things will be different."? This 

echoes Father Browe's despondency• "It's a terrible world. 11 8 

Pessimism as much as the Holy Orders identifies the priests of Greene- 

land. When Michael, the psychologist in The Living _ Room, asks I 

"Can't you forget you're a priest for a while?" with bitter self

reproach Father Browne replies: "I forget it twenty-two hours a day.tt9 

Occasionally, despite their inability to be helpful, the priests 

of Greeneland do manage to point up moral lessons, to deliver badly 

needed although tardy rebukes. Having di seovered that her husband's 

death was suicide, Louise Scobie visits Father Rank in quest of 

sympathy. "Father, haven't you any comfort to give me?" she demands. 

"You've been given an awful lot of comfort in your life, Mrs. Scobie," 
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the priest answers furiously. "For goodness' sake, Mrs. Scobie, don't 

imagine you--or I--know a thing about God's mercy ••• The Church 

knows all the rules. But it doesn't know what goes on in a single 

human heart. ttlO 

"Ugly, haggard, graceless with the Torquemada nose"ll __ Father 

Crompton in~ End ~ the Affair "had very limited small talk, and 

his answers fell like trees across the road." Still, he is more than 

a match for Maurice Bendrix. "I couldn •t get through the tough skin 

of his complacency," the novelist complains in frustration. 

" • • • Tears stood in m:r eyes because I was powerless to hurt any of 

them. 'To hell with the lot of you,' I saia."12 

Richard &nythe, the rationalist fanatic or Ib! End 21: ~ Atfair, 

is first seen as a minister of a difterent sort. Sarah Miles visits 

him begging to be convinced that her vow to God renouncing Bendrix 

is meaningless; but his atheist arguments reinforce her faith, and 

in the end Smythe comes to believe in God. 

At one time or another, even the most agnostic and embittered 

inhabitant of the litera~ world of Graham Greene goes looking for a 

priest. In Orient _Express,_:or. Czinner, the Social-Democratic 

(Communist) leader, feels the need of a confessor--strictly for 

profess~onal reasons, so he can get back his purity of motiv~ 
.... 

There had been a time when a clear conscience could be bought 
at the price of a mo.mentts shamea "since my last confession, 
I have done this or that • • • " He came near to sneering 
at his lost belief& Shall I go and confess my sins to the 
treasurer of the Social-Democratic party, to the third-class 
passengers? The priest's face turned away, the raised 
fingers, the whisper of a dead tongue, seemed to him suddenly 
as beautiful, as infinitely desirable and as hopelessly lost 
as youth and first love in a corner of the viaduct wa11.13 
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C.zinner appeals to the Reverend Mr. Opie, a minister "not ot the Roman 

persuasiQn" who is compiling "a spiritual anthology for the lay mind, 

something to take the plaee in the English church of the Roman books 

ot contemplation." Opie states: "But I intend to strike deeper. The 

Roman books are-~hat shall I say?--too exclusively religious. I 

want mine to meet all the circumstances of everyday life. Are you a 

cricketeer?"l4 Bland, affable, senseless, Opia sketches a philo

sophical comparasion between the Catholic priest and the ps.ychoanalyst; 

and the discussion is broadened when Mr. Quin Savory, the popular 

novelist, contributes: "In a way surely 1 am the penitent. In so far 

as the novel is founded on the author's experience, the novelist is 

making a confession to the public. This puts the public in the 

positioD of the priest and the analyst.nl5 Bewildered by what has 

become a Babel of cricket terms, Freud and HamJ.et, Czinner withdraws, 

angry and disappointed. 

In .lla! 9!:m !2£_!YJ:!, _James Raven confides his dreams to 

Anne Crowder. He tells her of reading about "psicko": "He leant his 

sad, grim, killer's race on his hands. 'It's like confessing to a 

priest. Only when you've confessed you go and do it all over again. I 

mean you tell these doctors everything, every dream you have, and after

wards you don't ~ to do it. But you have to tell them everything. ttl6 

Pregnant by her murderer husband who has oommitted suicide, 

Rose Brown, the young waitress in Brighton . Roek, .. s~eks reassurance in 

the confessional from an old priest. It is a scene interestingly 

contrasted with the scene between Father Rank and Louise Scobie. "He 
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was a bad Catholic," insisted Mrs. Scobie of her dead husband, and was 

rebuked by the priest: "That's the silliest phrase in common use.nl7 

Rose Brown is convinced that Plnkie was bad & "He's damned, nlS she 

admits sadly. "It's that I repent. Not going with him ••• I wish 

I'd killed myself. I oughta •ave killed myself ••• I'm not asking 

for absolution. I don't want absolution. I want to be like him-

damned.nl9 However, the old priest astonishes her by mumbling almost 

incoherently something about a Frenchman who "lived in sin all through 

his life, because he couldn't bear the idea that any soul could suffer 

damnation.•20 Is he speaking to himself or does the priest suppose 

that this teenager from Nelson Place will recognize the image of 

Peguy, the austere ~stie intellectual, in her blaspheming, acid-

throwing lover? From the worst horror--the horror of the complete 

circle, of going back home and to her job as if the Boy never existed 

at all--the priest cannot save her. "we must hope and pray, 11 he 

advises her. " • • • The Church does not demand that we believe any 

soul is cu.t off from mercy." About her expected child, he says: 

"Make him a saint--to pray tor his father."21 

R. W. B. Lewis has pointed out that Brighton. Rock follows 

through the inverse of the seven sacraments, and that "Pinkie, is 

knowingly a spoiled, a hideously inverted priest • • • "22 From 

childhood Pinkie has had an almost crazed antipatb7 towards sex. 

"When I was a kid," he says, "I swore I 1d be a priest." 

n ••• What's wrong with being a priest?" the Boy said. 
"They know what's what. They keep away"--his whole mouth 
and jaw loosened; he might have been going to weep; he 



beat out wildly with his hands toward the window a 
Woman Found Drowned, two-valve, Married Love, the 
horror--"from this.•23 

Pinkie is hard-headed as few Greene characters are. Not Peguy bat 

Saul of Tarsus is his model. "Between the stirrup and the ground, he 

something sought and something fol.Dld, 1124 is at the back of Pinkie's 

thoughts, and side b.1 side with his practical calculations for 

disposing of his enemies is the self-assurance that "there '11 be time 

enough in the years ahead--sixty years--to repent of this. Go to a 

priest. Saya 'Father, I've committed murder twice. And there was 

a girl--she killed herself. 'n25 

Graham Greene sketches the police lieutenant in Ill! ~-!:Wi 

~ ~ in counterpoint with the whisky priest. Although the 

atheistic lieutenant bas an obsession to hunt down and kill all 

priests, Greene describes him: "There was something of a priest in 

his intent observant walk--a theologian going back over the errors 

of the past to destroy them again. •26 Critic Victor de Pange had 

this parallel in mind when he wrote: •te lieutenant n'est certainement 

pas au nombre des damnes. En cherchant a nier Dieu il a appris a le 

mieux connaitre. Peut-etre, lui aussi, est-il sur un chemin de 

•If I believed in any God at all," Thomas Fowler tells a 

priest in The Quiet Au&erica;, _ ~-I _ ehQuld still hate the idea of 

confession. - Kneeling in one of your boxes. Ex:posing myself to another 

man. You must excuse me, Father, but to me it seems morbid--unmanly 

even."28 However, later feeling the necessity of unburdening his soul, 

Fowler seeks out Vigot, the Catholic police officials 



"You would have made a good priest, Vigot. What is it about 
you that would make it so ea~ to confess--if there were 
anything to confess?" 

"I have never wanted any confessions." 
"But you've received the.m?" 
"From time to time." 
11-Is it because like a priest it 's your job not to be 

shocked, but to by sympathetic? • • • But suppose the 
drink unlocked even in me the desire to confess? There 
are no secrets of the confessional in your profession." 

"Secrecy is seldom important to a man who confesses, even 
when it's to a priest. He has other motives.n29 

Like Raskolnikov, the English journalist subconsciously desires 

accusation and exposure, but Vigot--like most of Greeneland's 

confessors--is preoccupied with his own personal salvation and is 

unresponsive. He goes back to reading his Pascal, and Fowler must 

continue blindly groping for absolution, forgiveness for his part iD 

the betrayal and killing of Alden Pyle. "Everything had gone right 

with me since he had died," Fowler says in the book's last sentence, 

unaware of iro.ny, "but how I wished there existed someone to whom 

I could say that I was sor~. "30 
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POLICEMEN 

The literary world of Graham Greene being the sort of place 

that it is, policemen ~igu.re prominently in all of his novels; and 

as in Gilbert and Sullivan's Penzanc;s~., the lot of a policeman is not 

a happ,y one. He is treated either with condescensian or loathing; 

indeed, his position and that of the criminal frequently are reversed. 

It is the guagers versus the smugglers in The ~ Within, 

and the Trier police versus the revolutionary plotters in Tl]e_ Name ~ 

Action. . Rumour _ !.1 Nightfall details the tracking down of a bandit, and in 

Orient Express .. tb~ police are kept busy between chasing thugs such as 

Josef Gruenlich and serving as agents of the reactionary monarchy. 

Mexico, Graham Greene reports, "wasn •t law and order so much as 

banditry-. The police were the lowest of the population: you had to 

look for honesty on the faces of the men and women waiting to be 

fined or blackguarded."l This Greeneland was "a place without lav-

I felt that even then, obscurely: no one really was responsible for 

anyone else. rr2 

In 1!!§ ~ B&tt1efi§ld, the Assistant Commissioner of Police 

remonstrates with himselfs "I've got nothing to do with justice ••• 

my job is simply to get the right man."3 When he succeeds in getting 

the right man--a Oommunist who has killed a policeman during a riot--

Greene allows him no satisfaction: "The old dispute between punishment 

and prevention had no meaning for him ••• His work was simply to 
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preserve the existing order. • • • •4 Caroline, the wealthy and 

influential Bolshevik-sympathizer in this novel, exclaims petulantlyl 

"vithout the police such a state of affairs couldn't last a year."5 

Major Scobie, in The. H!lr1 -2I.· !b&. Matter, __ is a colonial 

pol iceman with a long career settling native disputes and repressing 
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diamond smugglers. He is an hone-st and reaso~ably effecient official, 

although there may be something to the criticism that his character 

is a bit too fine. George Orwell, who had some personal experience 

as a colonial policeman, suggested that if Scobie "were the kind of 

man we were told he is--that is, a man whoae ebief characteristic 

is a horror of causing pain--he would not be an officer in a colonial 

police force."6 As Scobie goes about his duties, however, he notices 

that another policeman, Wilson, seems to be on his trail. He 

eomplains to the Commissioner: 

"I begin to know what these Syrians feel--watched and 
reported on." · 

"He reports on all of us, Scobie. Fraser, Todd, 
Thimblerigg, myself. He thinks I 1m too easygoing. It 
doesn't really matter, though. Wright tears up his 
reports, and of course Wilson reports on him." 

"Does anybody report on Wilson?" 
"I suppose ~o. tt7 

Wilson accomplishes one of the rare pieces of competent police work 

in Greeneland--his revelation that Henry Scobie's death was suicide 

and not angina pectoris--but for his pains Father Rank chides& 

"Somehow I can't like a man who's quite so observant."S 

Another colonial policeman, M. Vigot in InA ~ !mericgp, 

excuses his failure to solve the murder of Alden P.yle: "I'm not LeCoq 

or even Maigret, and there's a war :on." Nevertheless, while he is 



discussing the case with Fowler, one of his guesses comes close to the 

truths 

"Or a simple case of jealousy," Vigot said. 
110r perhaps by the ~ench Surete 1 " I continued, 

because they didn't like his contacts. Are you really 
looking for the people who killed him?• 

"No," Vigot said. "I'm just making a report, that's 
all. So long as it 1s an act of war--well, there are 
thousands killed every year."9 

Perhaps Colonel Calloway, in The Third .~., . is Green eland' a 

most efficient policeman. He is a regular Sootland Yard official on 

duty with the military, unburdened by the crippling equivocations and 

moral reservations which hamper his more complicated colleagues. Men 

like Calloway--and Mather, in~-~ l2[ Hire~-a~e Greenelanders 

only by sufferance, however, called in temporarily to do a job. In 
, 

an interview Graham Greene once expressed incredulity that "people 

can care what happens to a Scotland Yard man, or what happens to 

whom. Character is the thing, and in the thriller there isn't any, or 

there's just enough plausible character to car~ the story along.nlO 

Calloway's apprehension of Bar~ Lime is assisted by a more conventional 

Greene hero, the bungling amicus . curiae _J~o.ll_o :M$.rtins, who writes 

cowboy stories and knows a few things about how western sheriff's 

operate. He informs the colonel: "'I 1ve always hated policemen. They 

are always either crooked or stupid.' 'Is that the kind of books you 

write?' 1 ••• I have to call them sherifts. 11•11 

Oecasionally in Greeneland a bodyguard is hired, such as 

Anthony Farrant in .Ill! Shipwrecked, _ o.r a private detective engaged, 

such as Parkis in The End g.t ~ Affair• .. - _Mr. Parkis works with his 

young son and conscientiously refuses to smoke while "on duty--except, 
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or cQurse, for purposes of eonoealment.nl2 He is a dogged sleuth and 

fairly efficient, and he is immeasurably the ethical superior of 

Mr. Rennit, who is employed in Ib!. Ministz:y ,,2l .. .fsi .. t~ di$cov~r the 

person trying to murder Arthur Rowe& "Like a man who deals in something 

disreputable--pornographic books or illegal operations--he treated 

his customer with a kind of superior contempt, as if it were not he 

who wanted to sell but only the other who was anxious to buy.nl.) To 

Rowe he confesses his present lack of activity in procuring evidence 

for divorces: 

"War plays hell with a business like this." He explained. 
"The reconciliations--you wouldn't believe human nature 
could be so contrary ••• It's a case of holding out," 
Mr. Rennit said, "keeping our backs to the wall until the 
peace comes. Then there'll be such a crop or divorces, 
breaches or promise. • • • "14 

Seldom in Greeneland is the cops-and-robbers game played 

forthrightly, without undercurrents of politically motivated social 

protest. Graham Greene considers moneta~ profit an insufficient 

reason to commit murder, even the murder of a policeman. Carylon, 

in .Dl! !'1m1 Within, __ asks: "Doesn't it seem mean to you that a man should 

be shot dead over a case of spirits? What a dull, dirty game it makes 

it all appear.nl5 

The contrast between police-protected rich man and poor-but-

honest criminal appears over and over again in Green eland. In Ib1J 

~ ~ ~~ Raven actually fires the shot which kills the diplomat, 

but the police are set on his trail by the millionaire industrialist 

who had paid him for doing the job. Hilfe, in The Mfnista _.Qf_.fsi, 

comments: "'The difference,' Hilfe said, 'is that in these days it 



really pays to murder, and when a thing pays it becomes respectable. 

The rich abortionist becomes a gynaecologist and the rich thief a 

bank director •••• •nl6 

Murder as a consequence of revolution and pOlitical agitation 

also is respected in Greeneland, and there always is open season on 

policemep. When Joseph Kapper, in ~ ~- 2f ___ Action, shoots dead a 
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policeman, he makes an offhand apology--•I am a poet 1 not a fighternl7 

--and Oliver Chant obligingly helps him throw the body into the 

Mozelle. As a Communist, 'l'om Drover of ll!l. _J!_Battlefield_ .1L.~ . .u 

justified in stabbing .a bobby', but lest there be vagrant sympathy for 

the dead pslice officer, his widow l'evealsl 11He hit me sometimes.nl8 

Also in this novel, the Assistant Commissioner seems less concerned 

over the slaying of one of his men than he is dismayed by' the depraved 

nature of a society which considers reprehensible such a deed: 

In the case of Drover he was upholding a system in which 
he bad no interest because he was paid to uphold ita he 
was a mercenary, and a mercenary soldier could not encourage 
himself with the catchwords of patriotism--~ countr,y right 
or wrong; self-deter.mination of peoples; justice. He 
fought because he was paid to fight, and only occasionally 
did the sight of some brutality lend conviction to the brain 
with which he fought ••• 19 He knew quite well the cause 
of the discrepancy; the laws were made by property owners 
in defenee of property; that was why a Fascist could talk 
treason without prosecution ••• that was why the burglar 
went to gaol for five years; that was why Drover could not 
so easily be reprieved--he was a Communist.20 · 

In Orient_ E;press, __ ~. _ Ozinner offers this justification of his 

deeds& •I 1ve tried to make things different. I am a Communist. tt2l 

To Colonel Hartep, the policeman who has caught him, he says, more 

in sorrow than in anger: "You are employed to bolster up an old 



world which is full of injustice and muddle • • • You put the small 

thief in prison, but the big thief lives in a palace.•22 

In "Brother," one of Graham Greene's short stories of the 

1930 1e, the streets of Paris are barricaded against attack by the 

Reds. Several enter a cafe; at first the proprietor "watched them 

with furtive dislike." "If I am very quiet and still, he thought, 

they may go on, and he remembered with malicious pleasure the police 

barricade across the Place de la Republique. That will finish 

them. u2.3. The Reds demand cognac, but when the proprietor requests 

payment, "'Oh, no,' the man said, ·•we are all comrades here. Share 

and share alike. Listen, 1 he said, with earnest mockery, leaning 

across the bar, 'all we have is yours just as much as it's ours, 

comrade ••• And it follows from that, Comrade, that all you have 

is ours. '"24 A few minutes later the Communists are driven away by a 

squad of policemen. Their leader ordersa "A bock for each of these 

men and a cognac for ~self," and he pays for all the drinks. 

However, here some ~sterious force which at least now at this point 
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in his career Graham Greene pre~ed was too obvious to require 

identification, has instantaneously converted the proprietor into a 

Bolshevik-~pathizer. Making an invidious comparasion between the 

Communist who steals cognac for his men and the police official who 

buys beer for hie, "It occurred to him that these men were intruders.•25 

Curiously, in those parts of Greeneland where the Commissar 

Czinners live in the palaces--where erime has been nationalized like 

the railroads, is therefore a state monopoly denied the commom man-

the police agent is highly revered. In .Dl! ~ .sm ... ib! .~, 



policemen such as the jete with his bootleg liquor and dishonesty at 

billiards, are the big thieves. Church services can be held only 

clandestinely and the police are bribed, although, Greene reports, 

"when mon~ was scarce a Mass house would be raided, the congregation 

fined, the priest held for ransom in jail.n26 There are other less 

corruptible policemen, like the police lieutenant who captures 

fugitives qy the slaughter of randomly selected hostages. Describing 

the battle between the police and a Yankee bandit, a mestizo sayss 
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"I was with the police when they shot him. It was in a village the 

other side. He picked up a child to act as a screen, but, of course, 

the soldiers didn't pay attention. It was only an Indian. They were 

both shot, but he escaped.n27 Commenting upon ~ ~--!!lSi - the.J!lJl!:I, 

Harry ~lvester said that "Greene reserves his deepest pity for the 

lieutenant of police • • • partly symbolic of certain extreme 

Leftists •••• •28 A Dzerzens~ madman whom Greene has given the 

dignity and the wit of Mephistophles, the lieutenant envisions himself 

architect of a brave new world for the children who manage to escape 

his gun. But first there are details to be cleared away. He explains 

to the priest: "You're a danger. That's w~ we kill you. I have 

nothing against you, you understand, as a man."29 

The police lieutenant and the whis~ priest reappear in a 

later Graham Greene novel, Ih§ Quiet_AmericB.D1 ___ with certain alterations. 

Here Alden Pyle is the idealistic reformer. Reporting their first 

meeting, Thomas Fowler says: "Perhaps I should have seen that fanatic 

gleam, the quick response to a phrase, the magic sound of figures: Fifth 

Column, Third Force, Seventh Day."30 Where in the early novel the 



fanatic is the hunter, in ~ ~ .American he is the quarry. 

Fowler, Bstensibly as rudderless and inarticulate as the hunted 

priest, in debates invariably gets the better of his opponent. The 

lieutenant, with his scores of killings, is portrayed as merely a 

little overenthusiastic--a sort of pre-Damascus Saul--but the quiet 

American is represented as too despicably vicious to be allowed to 

live. The priest goes to his death rendezvous 'With full knowledge 
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of the circumstances, while Alden ~le finds his killer where he 

expects to find his friend. The Mexican police lieutenant exterminates 

poll tical adversaries in the name of the all-powerful State, but the 

English journalist's authority is even higher--no less than the Human 

Race. "Sooner or later,• MOnsieur Heng tells Fowler, "one has to 

take sides-- if one is to remain human. 1131 

Astonishingly, Fowler sees no irony in these words from a 

Conmnmist murderer's mouth, and here at this point in~~ 

American _Thomas Fowler and Graham Greene are one. John Lehmann 

commented, "Greene makes the crucial mistake • • • of letting the 

spirit of caricature triumph over reality. • . . n32 The book's 

leading characters, William Clancy has pointed out, "have no meaning 

in the Dostoevskian universe that Mr. Greene would probably like to 

create. They are, rather, mere mouthpieces for certain ideas constant 

in Mr. Greene's work."33 

Several critics have turned the character Fowler over and 

examined his antecedents. Philip Rahv said: "Fowler stands as the 

latest addition to the long line of nihilistic figures in modern 

fiction, 11.34 and A. J. Liebling stated: "He was a mockup of a Hemingway 



hero--done an American, don_s One of Us. Fowler is not a Hemi ngway 

hero by Hemingway, of course. He is nearer the grade of Hemingway 

hero that occurs in unsolicited manuscripts.n35 11Fowler could have 

walked straight out of the fictional Los Ang·eles of James M. Cain 
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and Baymond Chandler ••• •• wrote G. L. Arnold, adding: "The final joke 

then is on Mr. Greene for if the Americanization of the English novel 

has reached the point where even a Yankee-hating character like Fowler 

can only be presented in terms of the hard-boiled school of American 

fiction, the litera~ war has really been won ~ the Americans • • • 

The policeman in Greeneland has evolved qy stages from an impotent 

and scorned hireling of the reactionary law to a powerful and lauded 

self-ariointed vigilante; or, more likely, the men have remained the 

same from novel to novel, but the author's emphasis has undergone 

signi£ieant alteration. 

. n36 



THE THEMES OF GREENELAND 

"Technically he is beyond question the finest living novelist, 

bar one, in our language," remarked Douglas Jerrold, although 

prefacing his praise: "Graham Greene lacks a theme."1 Even the casual 

reader, however, quickly becomes aware of many recurring themes in 

the world of Greeneland, and during the past decade especially the 

tracing of their evolutions and convolutions has become a major 

activity of litera~ critics. 

"Every creative writer worth our consideration," Graham Greene 

states, "every writer who can be called in the wide eighteenth

century use of the term a poet, is a victim: a man given over to an 

obsession."2 It goes without saying that Greene classifies himself 

within this Platonic definition. In commenting upon a Graham Greene 

essay on Henry James, John W. Simons said: "Yet, despite their evident 

remoteness to each other in technique and experience, they have both 

felt the touch of what Baudelaire referred to as 1The wing of 

madness. 'n3 "Man will always find a means to gratify a passion, n 

Greene points out. "He will write, as he will commit adultery, in 

spite of ta:xation.n4 The question becomess what is the controlling 

obsession of Greeneland? and Simons has proposed an answer: "The 

obsession is with evil.n5 
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"The world is all of a piece, of course," writes Graham Greene; 

"it is engaged everywhere in the same subterranean struggle. "6 Graham 

Greene's theme, stated Wallace Fowlie, is ttthe horror inspired by 

the wickedness of the world." This theme he divided into "man's 

tendency to sin and the certainty of God's existence." Fowlie 

continueda "A new sense of drama and fate has been introduced into the 

English novel by Greene's frenzied characters ••• They possess a 

sense ••• of inner fate, and a conflict, not with mortality, but with 

God himself. n7 Mollie Panter-Downes also has commented upon "Greene 1 s 

favorite theme of sin and the wayfaring soul,u8 but other critics read 

Greene somewhat differently. A Ilm!! reviewer, after noting that 

Pinkie Brown, in Brighton Rock, .. "is a victim not of heredity or 

environment alone, but also of the consciousness of mortal sin," 

statedi "There is plenty of horror and even a degree of pathos in 

this course of events, but we have only Mr. Greene's word that the 

sense of mortal sin has much to do with it.n9 Obviously, what is 

one man 1 s theme is another man's obfuscation. Graham Greene demands 

a certain conditioning of his reader; perhaps his wrld-wide popularity 

(the bafflement of some critics) despite rather formidable themes 

owes much to the savage subconscious conditioning provided by the 

modern world. 

The thesis of In! ~- 2!: the _Matter, .. anPther llmu. _r~viewer 

noted, "is that the greater the individual integrity, proportionately 

the more terrible are the consequences of allowing these standards to 

become corrupt.ttlO Scobie, this book's hero, is one of the few Greene 

men with the slightest vestige of integrity, in the common sense of the 
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word. The whisky priest repeatedly violates his sacred vows, Conrad 

Drover seduces his brother's wife, Tony Farrant cheats everybody who 

trusts him, Maurice Bendrix sets a private detective onto his mistress 

and shamelessly reads the diary stolen from her. Yet in each of' these 

men no less than in Scobie unmistakably is the quality of defiant 

self-determination• the Greene man uncomprisingly retains his freedom 

of' action; like Ibsen's Master Builder he is subservient to his own 

passions only; and like a hard-to-please invalid selecting a grave-

stone he insists upon choosing his own hell. 

Walter Allen, a leading Greene scholar, suggested another means 

of' gaining insight into a writer's work: "It does seem to me legitimate, 

when a novelist has written as much autobiography as Greene has, to go 

to the man's life to see what light is throw upon his art.nll 

Francis Downing has agreed: "Seldom, I think, have the novelist and 

the man been of such a piece, so perfectly integrated.nl2 Like all 

successful hunted men, Graham Greene manages to be always one step 
I 

ahead of his pursuers. In a personal note he obligingly provides 

his critics the answer, describing his Barkhamsted days as "Old 

So-and-So's Son," tormented b,y schoolmates Carter and Watson. For 

years he sought revenge. "I wrote it out of me," he says. "I 

wondered all the way back to my hotel whether I would ever have 

written a book if it had not been for Watson and the dead Carter, if 

these years of' humiliation had not given me an excessive desire to 

prove that I was good at something, however long the effort might 

prove."l3 This answer of course is too obvious, too convenient, too 

irresistible. Artfully it conceals the subject whieh it pretends to 



reveal. Greene is broadly satirical of his writer-character 

Quin Savory in Orient - ~ess,_ but one of the lines given him is 

significanta "In a way surely ! am the penitent. In so far as the 

novel is founded on the author's experience, the novelist is making 

a confession to the public. This puts the publie in the position of 

the priest and the analyst."l4 Passion, victim, obsession, penitent-

worde found in eve~ p~ohoanalyst's notebook, and Graham Greene while 

in his middle teens had undergone six months of intense psychoanalysis. 

The true answer to the obsessions in his work may be even 

further back, in childhood. "For it was Greene's boyhood which 

decided his views about reality, n stated Neville Braybrooke. ''There 

has been no subsequent change, but a maturing.nl5 In an auto

biographical essay, Graham Greene says& "But when--perhaps I was 

fourteen by that time--! took Miss Marjorie Boven's 1'!1! ~ 2l.~ 

from the library shelf, the future for better or worse really struck. 

From that moment I began to write •••• One had lived for fourteen 

years in a wild jungle country vi thout a map, but now the paths had 

been traced and naturally one had to follow them. • • • Anyway she had 

given me ~ pattern--religion might later explain it to me in other 

terms, but the pattern was already there--perfect evil walking the 

world where perfect good can never walk again, and only the pendulum 

ensures that after all in the end justice is done.nl6 

The work or many creative men can be divided into periods, but 

an interesting phenomenon about Greeneland is that it has ·never changed. 

Substantially the same themes are repeated over and over again. "The 

creative writer," Greene states, "perceives his world once and for all 



in childhood and adolescence, and his whole career is an effort to 

illustrate his private world in ter.ms of the great public world we 
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all share.nl7 The significance of the title of the novel Brighton Rock 

is pointed out by a character, Ida Arnold: "Loak at me. I've never 

changed. It's like those sticks of rock: bite it all the way down, 

you'll still read Brighton. That's human nature.ttl8 And that is the 

literary world of Graham Greene. 

There is, for example, the theme of seediness and disreputa

bility which is at onee the badge of the Greene character and the 

setting for his activities. "I carry sllffering with me like a body 

smell, ttl9 Henry Scobie exclaims. The anguish is characteristic of 

Greeneland, but so is the particular simile which the author chooses. 

Harris says about the Scobies: "Perhaps if I had a vife like that, I'd 

sleep with niggers too. You'll meet her soon. Sbe 1s the city 

intellectual • • • Poor old Scobie. n20 This pattern of scorn and pity 

does not vary from novel to novel, from decade to decade, and closely 

associated are the themes of boredom and failure. "Graham Greene is 

the world's greatest master of the art of being bored without being 

boring,"21 remarked Douglas Jerrold, half-humorously. In The Heart . .2!: 

~ Matter Harris has on the wall of his room a row of penciled figures 

lined against dates, as in a cash book. "It's my score in cockroaches, 

old man," he explains to Wilson. "Yesterday was an average day--four. 

My record's nine. It makes you welcome the little brutes. •22 &me 

critics have suggested that the horrors of Greeneland are welcomed by 

its citizens as relief from the stultifying boredom. 
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This lack of zest for living precludes the chance of succeeding. 

For Hen~ Scobie, "it was one of the rules by which he set his life, to 

be a good loser.n2J Even an opinion is avoided because it is a kind 

of action, damnation is more attractive than salvation, and like 

Graham Greene in Mexico his characters are "expecting the worst of human 

nature as well as of snakes, the dreary hopeless failur~ of love."24 

Love in Greeneland is no more than a tempora~ respite from boredom, 

and is described by the metaphors of violence. "War and love--they 

have always been compared,n25 Captain Trouin tells Fowler in The 

~ American • . There are relatively few tears because, as Graham 

Greene writes, "You don't weep unless you've been happy first; tears 

alvays mean something enviable.n26 Millie Drover in It's A Battlefield 

rebukes herself for having been happy, because happiness invites 

disaster. Scobie tries to break off his affair vi th Helen because 

"I'm only ruining you. I can't give you any happiness." She replies, 

"Happiness isn't the point.n27 Actually, Scobie thinks, "What an absurd 

thing it was to expect happiness in a world so full of misery •••• 

Point me out the happy man and I vill point you out either egotism, 

selfishmess, evil--or else an absolute ignorance.n28 

So love changes into a fear of love and a betrayal of love, 

both expressed through a distorted sexuality more like hate than any

thing else. Love for the capricious and hostile Gad is equally 

heavy a burden, loathsome and difficult to shed. Despair is the 

inevitable con:sequence of the failure of love. "Despair," Greene says, 

"is the price one pays for setting oneself an impossible task. It is, 

one is told, the unforgiveable sin, but it is a sin the corrupt or evil 
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man never practises.n29 The central theme of The Living ~~- a 

reviewer remarked, is "the despair of man confronted by evil;"30 and 

it is true that the heroine's suicide was the certain result of facing 

an impossible dilemma. 

Death in Greeneland is accepted, even welcomed as an end to 

a boring and hateful existence. "No one who believes in God should 

be afraid of death,n31 says Father Browe in The Living-~, _but a 

belief in God is not necessary to feel anxious for a conclusion to 

anXiety. Thomas Fowler believes neither in God or in life. James 

Raven in In!§~ fQI ~- "didn't mind death: it was foolish to be 

scared of death in this bare, wintry world.n32 Scobie believes, as 

does Pinkie in ~ighton Roek, that Christ was not murdered but killed 

Himself from despair about the world. "Kill me, 11 Scobie demands of 

God. "Put an end to me. Vermin don •t have to exterminate themselves. 

Kill me. Now. Now. Now. Before I hurt you again.nJJ 

And after death? Greeneland's natives accept the certainty of 

hell, although like Pinkie they might have no confidence that heaven 

exists. Hell is a refuge from the world, and the natural destination 

of mankind. Scobie offers to go to hell rather than to cause his wife 

and his mistress suffering. "O God, 11 he prays, "I offer up my 

damnation to you. Take it. Use it for them."34 The colonial officer 

is one of the few who have a prayer of a chance of getting to hell. 

"Hell is for the great, the very great,n Father Browe tells his 

sister. "I don't know anyone who's great enough for Hell except 

Satan."35 Being denied the amenities of the nether region would 



disturb few characters outside the literary world of Graham Greene, 

but his characters fear exclusion from hell as they do from heaven, 

because the alternative would be to remain forever in Greeneland. 
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CHILDHOOD 

The characterization of children in Graham Greene's writings is 

significant. One of his poems, "Childishness," has the last line: "But 

then I 1ve never lost my childishness.nl However, excepting an 

occasional tyke such as Francis Morton, who dies of fright playing 

games in "The End of the Party," the children of Green eland actually 

are adolescents. Perhaps small children are too inarticulate for his 

novelistic purposes. Or he may have chosen adolescence--the troubled 

border between infancy and adulthood--because, as John W. Simons has 

pointed out, "his art dwells by preference on the border cases ••• 

Average people are of no use to his talents."2 His books are filled 

with the ineffaele anguish and aimlessness of delinquent youth; 

"How," Graham Greene asks, reflecting upon his own childhood, "can 

life on a border be other than restless?"3 

It could be that Greene, with his disturbed early years of 

runnings away from home and attempts at suicide--culminating in an 

exhaustive p~choanalysis at the age of sixteen--has no clear reeol

lection of unaware, guileless childhood upon which to base his fiction. 

The author may doubt that such a state exists. "Find me an uncompli

cated child, Pyle," demands Thomas Fowler in ~ ~ Am.ericap. __ "When 

we are young we are a jungle of complications. We simplify as we get 

older."4 In Journei' Without Maps .. Gr~ene writes: 11 The first thing I 
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can remember at all was a dead dog at the bottom of my pram • • • 

There was no ~otion attached to the sight. At that period of life 

one has an admirable objectivity.n5 Twelve year old Lancelot Parkis, 
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in ~ ]hd 2.[. ~ Affair, manages to maintain both his childishness and 

his protecting objectivity. He is paid in comic books and ice cream 

cones to shadow women suspected of adultery. His father explains& 

"A youngster can be useful and costs nothing except a corrdc 
now and then. And nobody notices him. Boys are born lingerers." 

"It seems odd work for a boy." 
"Well, sir, he doesn't understand the real significance. 

6 If it came to breaking into a bedroom, I'd leave him behind." . 

The intelligent, abnormally sensitive children in Henry James' 

")h~ Turn: of .t-h~ Screw." (Graham Greene's favorite story) bring to mind 

Francois Mauriac 1 s observation that "childhood is the lost paradise 

where the first acquaintance with the myste~ of evil is made.n7 

For most of the children of Greeneland, paradise is so long ago lost 

that it is nearly forgotten. In Ill! Potting __ ~, J&Jnes Calli fer baa 

forgotten eve~thing in his life prior to the afternoon he attempted 

to commit suicide, at the age of fourteen. "Greene's children," 

Richard J. Voorhees, "are conspicuous for the precocity of their evil;"8 

and Greene writes of his schoolmates: "Hell lay about them in their 

infancy."9 Pinkie, in Brighton Rock, watches slum .children play ~ong 

the blasted ruins of Paradise Piece: "They took his mind back and he 

hated them for it; it was like the dreadful appeal of innocence, but 

~ was not innocence: you had to go back a long way further before 

you got innocence; innocence was a slobbering mouth, a toothless gum 

pulling at the teats, perhaps not even that; innocence was the ugly 

cry of birth. nlO For Philip Lane in "The Basement Room", the delayed 



but inevitable confrontation with evil-- "the larger dose of life than 

he had bargained for"--unmans hima "He neve~ opened his Meccano set 

again, never built anything, died, the old dilettante, sixty years 

later, with nothing to show rather than preserve the memor.y of Mrs. 

Baines's malicious voice saying good night, her soft determined foot

falls on the stairs to the basement, going down, going dovn."ll 

There is childishness in several Greeneland heroes. Oliver 

Chant and Holly Martins and Alden ~le are like Rover Boys abashed to 

discover that the guns in· the hands of the bad guys shoot real 

bullets. Helen Rolt, the nineteen year old vi.dow in Ill!! Hun .. .2! .in! 

Matter, pathetically clutching her stamp album through the days and 

nights in the lifeboat, is a child; and so is Louise, rival and old 

enouga to be her mother, yet equally dependent upon Major Scobie whose 

dilemma is that neither is enough of a woman to allow him to live as a 

man. In Ibi. Livini B2.Qm, .an emotional trauma drives Rose Pemberton 

back into childhood--the childhood of nursery rimes and first prayers, 

or, ~bolically, a going home in the sense that all of us are 

children of God--and commits suicide: "Won't someboqy help me? Our 

Father who art • • • who art • • • Bless Mother, Nanny and Sister 

Marie-Louise, and please God don't let school start again ever.nl2 She 

contrasts with the ageless sixteen year old waitress, Rose Brown, in 

Brighton .~,. wbo upon rising from her hymenal bed: "was about to 

mutter her quick ·•Our Fathers' and 'Hail Marys' while she dressed, 

when she remembered again • • • What was the good of praying now? 

She'd finished with all that: she had chosen her side; if th~ damned 



him they'd got to damn her too.nl3 Pinkie's widow will survive, and 

so will his infant inside her: childhood in Nelson Place, Brighton, 

is a rough but thorough preparation for life. 

In 1936, when he was just over thirty years of age, Graham 

Greene visited Liberia and Sierra Leone. Arthur Calder-Marshall has 

expressed the belief that this entry into the heart of the African 

jungle, over paths which no other white man had trod, "was also the 

symbol of a return to childhood.nl4 "One was back, or, if you will, 

one had advanced again, to the seedy level," Greene writes in Journ!f 

With9ut _Maps. "This journey, if it had done nothing else, had rein-

forced a sense of disappointment with what man had made out of the 

primitive, what he had made out of childhood.nl5 Again, in Mexico, 

when the Bishop of Chiapas describes "the city of Las Casas hidden 

there in the mountains at the end of a mule track, with only one 

rough road running south," Greene remarks, "I began to regard ••• 

as the real object of ~ journ~--and the beginning of going home.nl6 

Of course, association of primitive life with childhood is no 

recent or original literary device. Graham Greene, who believes in 
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neither, was not seeking simplicity or innocence. Rather, he attempts 

to convey another meaning entirely by using a metaphor of violence1 

There is a touch of nostalgia in the pleasure we take in 
gangster novels, in characters who have so agreeably 
simplified their emotions that they have begun living 'again 
at a level below the cerebral • • • It is not, of course, that 
one wishes to stay for ever at that level, but when one sees 
to what unhappiness, to what peril of extinction centuries 
of cerebration have brought us, one sometimes has a 
curiosity to discover if one can from what we have come, to 
recall at which point we went astray.l7 



A few years later--the world only months away from war--Greene writes 

from primitive Mexicoc "We do not mortify ourselves. Perhaps we are 

in need of violenee.nlS Seediness and primal fury-- his fetish for 

the ugly and the savage--does not seem to be Graham Greene's con-
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trolling mania here. Another description of his litera~ world evokes 

distant memories of childhood, and a hint of the Freudian urge to 

return to the womb: 

There seemed to be a seediness about the place you couldn't 
get to the same extent elsewhere, and seediness has a ve~ 
deep appeal: even the seediness of civilization, of the sky
signs in Leicester Square, the "tarts" in Bond Street, the 
smell of cooking greens off Tottenham Court Road, the 
little tight-waisted Jews in the Strand. It seems to satisfy, 
temporarily, the sense of nostalgia for f~ething lost; it 
seems to represent a stage further back. 

To Graham Greene the stage further baek--true childhood--is the 

Garden of Eden, before somebody ravished the Tree of the Knowledge of 

Good and Evil. He draws a significant distinction between the 

childhood of man's experience and pre-Fall childhood. There is a 

sinister element, for example, in the poem "Germinal" quoted at the 

conclusion of Greene's essay "The Lost Childhood"& 

In ancient shadows and twilights 
Where ehildhood had strayed, 

The world 1 s great heroes were born 
And its heroes were made. 

In the lost boyhood of Judas 
Christ was betrayed. 20 

Missing is the religious sentiment which distinguishes the literary 

world of Graham Greene from his contemporaries'. He defines the missing 

constituent by a quotation from Cardinal Newman at the foreword to 

!pother Mtxico 1 .. " _. . • • and if there be a God, ~ there is a God, 

the human race is implicated in some terrible aboriginal calamity."21 



In childhood, implies Greene, the human race is closer, not further 

away, from this calamity; and hidden deeper even is his contention 

that temporal disaster and violence is to be welcomed as the sign of 

and the key to the lost childhood. 



SCHOOLS AND PRISONS 

"The metaphors of the cage and the chain constantly recur in 

Greene,nl Richard J. Voorhees has pointed out. Frequently the schools 

of Greeneland are mistaken for prisons, and !i£!.versa: 

"Is that the prison?" 
"A school for girls.•2 
n • • • And that building there?" the secretary asked. 

"What's that? Billiard room? Gymnasium?" 
"Execution shed," said the warder, quickening his step, 

but brightening the next moment at the sight of another great 
barred cube of stone, "and here we are at Block A •••• n3 

Inmates of this prison where Tom Drover awaits the trip to 

the execution shed are promoted from Block A to Block B to Block c. 

"It's just like a school," the warder said, raising his 
old kind . ~es with an expression or reverence towards Block A. 

"And what happens to them in Block C?" the secretary asked. 
"They have certain privileges. Have as many library books 

as they want to. And they have more butter with their bread."4 

The metaphor is extended to the match factory off Battersea Rise, 

where Kay Rimmer, Tom's sister .... in-law, works 1 new employees begin in 

Block A and progress to Block B and Block C. The Assistant Commi~sioner 

makes the ultimate comparison: 11 This was not the worst pain, hope 

and fear in a cell, visits from the Chaplain; he had a dim memo~ that 

someone had once mapped hell in circles, and as the searchlight 

swooped and touched and passed, and the bell ceased clanging for 

Block C to go to their cells, he thought, 1this is only the outer 

circle.•n5 
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Surrogate, the Communist who is one of Kay's casual lovers, 

protests that he is trapped in "the prison of this world."6 Other 

inhabitants express similar dissatisfaction with the literary world 

of Graham Greene. Crippled in an automobile accident, Father James 

Browne of~ Living -~ complains that although he "had a real 

vocation for the priesthood ••• for twenty years it's been 

imprisoned in this chair--the desire to help.n7 In M!nistry Ql _~, 

Arthur Rowe realizes that while he was in the insane asylum he had 

been "imprisoned in the worst cell of all, onesel£."8 "For more than 

a year now Rowe had been so imprisoned--there had been no ehange of 

cell, no exercise yard, no unfamiliar warder to break the monotony 

of solita~ confinement.n9 Some Greene characters have abandoned 

hope of escape, have developed resignation towards the various 

prisons of their homel~d. "There was no disgrace about prison;" 

reflects Scobie in In! ~ 2,l ~ Matt~[, 11it was an obstacle that 

no one could avoid for ever."lO 

Graham Greene, observed Douglas Jerrold, •writes with a 

feverish nostalgia of his schooldays, which he hated, and, there-fore, 

loves to recall. "~1 Four hundred year old Berkhamsted School, where 

he was taunted by classmates because his father was headmaster, was 

Greene 1s childhood prison, from which he several times attempted to 

escape by running away from home. He might be writing autobiography 

when he describes Conrad Drover in It's! Battlefield: 

Brains had only meant that he must vork harder in the 
elementary school and suffer more at the secondary school 
than those born free of them. At night he could still hear 
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the malicious chorus telling him that he was a favourite 
of the masters, mocking him for the pretentious name that 
his parents had fastened on him, like a badge of brains 
since birth.12 

There is an element of fanaticism in the malice which the police 

lieutenant in Ill! Power . and the 9.l.!u:I feels towards schools. He 

gazes with gratification upon the Syndicate of Workers and Peasants, 

that once bad been a sehooll "He had helped to wipe out that unhappy 

memory. The whole tow was changed; the cement playground up the 

hill near the cemetery where iron swings stood like gallows in the 

moony darkness was the site or the cathedral.nl3 Harris, in The 

~ ~ lh! Matttr, has more equivocal feelings. His loyalty to 

the school where he was mistreated is "the loyalty we all feel to 

unhappiness-- the sense that that is where we really belong.wl4 

It is much the same for Minty, the journalist in The Shitrytrecke<i: 

The school phrases stung his lips, but th~ were always first 
to his tongue. It gave him a bitter tormented pleasure to say, 
not an afternoon free, but Ex for All. He bated and he loved. 
The school and he wer.e joined by a .painful reluctant coition, 
a passionless coition that leaves everything to regret, 
nothing to love, everythin£ to hate, but cannot destroy 
the ideat we are one bod,y.~5 

Unable to find happiness as the mistress of a married man, Rose 

Pemberton in The LiJing R!gm. takes a lethal dose of sleeping tablets, 

attempts a prayer, then as she sinks into unconsciousness babbles: 

• • • and please God don't let school start again ever.nl6 " 
On occasion Graham Greene mixes a bit of politics in with 

his views on schools. Henr,y Hewes has reported that Greene "laments 

the lack of sophistication in American foreign policy, and attributes 

much or it to the university training of our officia.ls." "For real 
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innocence," Hewes quotes him as saying, "you need university train

ing.nl7 With his unassailable (or indefensible) antecedents of 

Barkhamsted and Balliol, Greene has much of the old-school-tie 

snobbery of Minty; his gratiutous remarks concerning the U. S. 

Foreign Service are of interest because of the insight th~ offer 

into the author's continuing obsession with schools. It was at 
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English schools that he first was confronted by evil--in the person

ages of sadistic fellow students and depraved masters hiding pornography 

in their desks--yet he presumes that American educational institutions 

are citadels of antiseptic ingenuousness. In In! Quiet American, 

for example, when U. S. newspapermen are flown over an Indo-China 

battlefield, it is described as "like a school treat,nlS and the 

formal education of this book's hero is dismissed with the commentJ 

"--~le had taken a good degree in--well, one of those subjects 

Americans can take degrees in: perhaps public relations or theatre

craft, perhaps even Far Eastern studies (he had read a lot of books).nl9 

Greene is writing satirioally--"the well-known aeid hwnourn20 which 

Crabbe attributes to the author-hero in .Th.! ~ Hf!D- -and this merely 

is his method of excluding Americans from the boundaries of Greeneland. 

Diplomacy 1 Graham Greene seems to believe 1 lilust be nurtured in the 

cold-water-and-oatmeal environment of Oliver .~, .. and Yankees are 

as incapable of guile as they are unworthy of damnation. Irony 

crackles like summer lightning throughout ,IU .. ~ .. Americap, ... ,but 

perhaps the final knowing sardonic smirk eomes at the author's 

expense. Alden Pyle is represented as a typical Harvard man, so 

uncompromisingly anti-Communist that he must be murdered; yet 



every American has heard the aphorism: "To get into the Foreign 

Service, go to Harvard and turn Left." 
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PITY 

Borrowing an existentialist metaphor, Graham Greene sees the 

world as "everyone existing alone in his little personal maze and 

the ticket man gone."l Denied communication through the power of 

love (love is rarer even than laughter in the world of Graham Greene) 

his characters, if th~ possess any humanity whatever, are forced 

to express themselves through despair and pity. Greeneland, said 

Donald Barr, is "a world of cowardly heroes, of defeated and corrupted 

men in seeqy places, of unwanted sexuality, and a curious mood of 

bitter cursing pity."2 

Pity, "the terrible promiscuous passion which so few exper

ience,".3 is a common emotion in Greene's novels and plays. Elizabeth's 

first respons• to the fugitive Andrews in The ~ Within is pity, as 

is Anne Crowder's reaction to the hare-lip killer Raven in .Th.iA- 9wl-~ 

Hit!· Coral Musker gives herself to Myatt more out of pity than love 

or even gratitude, in Orient Express.. ~emies, too, inspire pity. 

For the mestizo who has betrayed him, the whisky priest in 1h! Power .!Dd 

lhi 912II. has only a scornful pity because the poor man cannot even be 

a successful Judas. The Assistant Commissioner of ll.!.l ! .Battlefield 

wages unceasing war upOn criminals, but "The war which he fought was 

a civil war; his enemies were not only the brutal and the depraved, 

but the very men he pi tied, the men he wanted to help. tt4 
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When Arthur Rove in I!!! Minista .. .2l .. F•r kills his wife, he 

calls it a "pity-killing." Instead of being hanged, he is confined 

in an insane asylum: "They pitied me, so that's why I'm alive. The 

papers all called it a mercy killing."5 Rowe is fatally susceptible 

to pity& "People could always get things out of him by wanting them 

enough: it broke his precarious calm to feel that people suffered. 

Then he would do anything for them. Anything. n6 Another of the 

book 1 s characters, Mr. Prentice, says: "Pity is a terrible thing. 

People talk about the passion of love. Pity is the worst passion or 
all: we don't outlive it like sex.n7 At the book's climax, when Johns 

shoots Forester, it is because of pity, to spare him public disgrace. 

Rollo Martins is motivated by the same pity in Ih! ~~. when 

he fires the final bullets into his friend, Ha~ Lime, cornered, 

helpless, in the Vienna sewer. Because Thomas Fowler in Ib! ~ 

American is aggressively antagonistic to God, they cannot openly 

appeal for divine mercy. In its stead, they plead for the reader's 

pity, which gives both books a whining tone. 

Two of Greene's works, the drama The Li vini .&2.S!Jikand the novel 

I.W! Heart .Q! .. ~Matter, _ a:r:e .dominated by the theme of pity. The 

heroine of the play is having an affair with a married man. The wife 

accuses hera "If he really loved you, he'd have left me." Rose replies& 

"I was caught like him. By pity (savagely)--He pities you."8 Pity for 

her lover, for his pathetic neurotic wife, for herself, for her 

family, finally overwhelm the girl, and she falters under the load of 

pity. Her unole, a crippled priest, can offer no assistance b~ond 



paraphrasing Kierkegaard: "In a case like yours we always have to 

choose between suffering our own pain or suffering other people'a. 

Wf) can't ~ suffer."9 
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Henry Scobie in The Heart of the Matter pities ever.ything, al

most indiscriminately. When the survivors of a torpedoed ship are 

brought to shore, the sight of a seriously injured child revives 

memories of his dead daughter, and he appeals to God to take away his 

own peace but let the child find peace in death. Scobie cannot endur.e 

his fatuous, self-pitying wife unless he is pitying her: "He lifted 

the moist hand and kissed her palm; he vas bound by the pathos of 

her unattractiveness.nlO The ~e emotion leads him into an affair 

with Helen Rolt, the teenage widow who clutches her stamp album like 

a schoolgirl. Scobie "watched her with sadness and affection and 

enormous pity because a time would come when he couldn't show her 

around in a world where she was at sea. When she turned and the 

light fell on her face she looked ugly, with the temporary ugliness 

of a child. The ugliness was like handcuffs on his wrists.nll She 

exclaims furiously, "I don't want your pity."; Scobie, however, cannot 

restrict his feelings: "But it was not a question of whether she 

wanted it-- she had it. Pity smouldered like decay in his heart. He 

would never rid himself of it. He knew from experience how passion 

died away an~ how love went, but pity always stayed. Nothing ever 

diminished pity. The conditions of life nurtured it. There was only 

one person in the world who was unpitiable--himselr.nl2 
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But Scobie's position in the colony is being undermined by the 

pity which he dispenses on all sides. Plagued by guilt while committing 

the first serious illegal act in fifteen years of service, he catches 

sight of his face in a mirrora "Momentarily he wondered: Who can that 

be? before he realized that it was only this new unfamiliar look of 

pity that made it strange to him. He thought: Am I really one of 

those whom people pi ty?1113 When his wife returns from her South 

African vacation, Scobie is dismayed by her buoyant spirits. An 

entreaty is on his lips: "Let me pity you again, be disappointed, 

unattractive, be a f ilure so that I can love you once more without 

this bitter gap between us."l4 At the end, like Ro e in The Livini 

!!2.Qm. he is dead by his own hand. "Poor all of us when you come to 

think of it,nl5 writes Graham Greene, closing another novel, 

~ Thitsl HY.· . I 



BETRAYAL 

R. W. B. Lewis has commented upon ''the story of betrayal and 

sacrifice which--from his first novel, The M!D Within, onwards-~ 

Greene has been modeling and remodelling, with endless variations, 

on the Passion of Christ."l In this novel, Francis Andrews writes a 

letter to the Lewes assizes giving details of the next foray by the 

smuggling gang of 'Which he is a member. The trap closes, a guager is 

killed, but Andrews escapes. His friend Carlyon complains: 

"I told him things I would not tell anyone now~-what things I loved 

and why. And after three years with us he betrayed us to the law • • • 

Doesn't it seem mean to you that a man should be shot dead over a case 

of spirits? What a dull, dirty game it makes it all appear."2 Torn by 

guilt and anguish, Andrews nevertheless goes to Lewes to testify, 

although realizing that the s.y.mpathetic jury will certainly free the 

smugglers and they will seek vengeance upon him. n I have only had 

one friend and I betrayed him," he tells Elizabeth. "I don't want 

to betray you. 11 A moment later he confesses that he has already 

betrayed her "twice in Lewes, and I 1m betraying you now if you only 

knew it.n3 

In The. !i!m! of Action, __ Oliver Chant is invited to the 

presidential palace and entertained by the man he wishes to destroy. 

To climax the betrayal, he professes love for the president's wife. 
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She aoquiescees "I am not old and tired. I was another man's mistress 

before I became his wife. And yet I 1ve been faithful to him, 

faithful to nothing, for five years. I can't stand it any longer. 

You can have me if you want me. He doesn't want me.n4 Milly Drover, 

' whose husband is facing life imprisonment, makes a similar betrayal 

in~! Battlefield • . When her brother-in-law declares his love, 

she replies: "Do you think I could stand it? One's got to begin some 

time."5 After making love to Milly's sister, Jules betrays the 

imprisoned man by burning the petition which he had promised to ask a 

priest to sign, and Condor sells information on the Communist Par~ 

to Scotland Yard. To trace out the circle of betrayal in this novel, 

the Home Secretary does commute Tom Drover 1 s death sentence to 

eighteen years, driving Drover to attempt suicide because he 

understands all too well the impossibility of Milly's maintaining her 

faithfulness. The mistress of the bandit chief in Rwnour at Nightfall 

betrays her husband with the novelist, Maurice Bendrix, who has 

entered the Miles home ostensibly to study the life of a civil 

servant. Bendrix, in turn, fears that the promiscuous woman is 

betraying him with someone else, and sets a private detective to follow 

her. 

JBJnes Raven, in Ibi§ Qlm for Hire, .. has his gun pointed at a 

policeman, yet he doesn't fire: 

It wasn't a difficult shot, but it was almost as if he had 
lost interest in killing. He was only aware of a pain and 
despair which was more like a complete weariness than any
thing else. He couldn't work up any sourness, any bitter
ness, at his betrayal • • • he had been marked from his 
birth for this end, to be betrayed in turn by everyone until 



ever.y avenue into life was safely closed: by his mother bleeding 
in the basement, by the chaplain at the home, by the soft kids 
who had left it with him, by the shady doctor of Charlotte 
Street. Hov could he have expected to escape the commonest 
betrayal of all, to go soft on a skirt? Even Kite would have 
been alive now if it hadn't been for a skirt.6 
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(Kite had been slashed by Colleoni 's gang, in Brightop_ _Rock.) Raven 1 s 

"skirt," Anne Crowder, experiences twinges of remorse afterwards, of 

distress in realizing that the hare-lip gunman was her friend; 

They had been on the same side, he had trusted her, she 
had given her word to him, and then she had broken it 
without even the grace of hesitation. He must have known 
of her treachery before he died: in that dead mind she 
was preserved forever with the chaplain who had tried to 
frame ~, with the doctor who had telephoned to the 
police. 

No so.oner has Anthony Farrant taken a job with Krogh than he begina 

to make plans to betray him--not because of anything that Krogh has 

done nor because he has any ~pathy with Krogh's enemies. It simply 

is Tony's nature to be treacherous. "Those we love we forget;" his 

sister Kate reflects to herself, "it is those we betray we remember."S 

Perhaps Greeneland's most vicious betrayal is in Brighton .... Rock. 

Rose, the sixteen year old waitress, asks her husband Pinkie for a 

recording of his voice' u 'Look, 1 she said, 'won't you give me one of 

those? As a souvenir. They don't cost much,' she said, 'only 

sixpence. "'9 But to the Boy she represents the seedy past from which 

he is tr,ying to escape; and her status as his wife represents betrayal 

of the ideal of virginity which is the one passion af his life& 

• • • he saw her as a stranger, a shabby child from Nelson 
Place, and he was shaken by an appalling resentment. He 
put in a sixpence and speaking in a low voice for fear it 
might carry beyond the box he gave his message up to be graven 
on vulcanite: "God damn you, you little bitch, why can't you 



go back home for ever and let me be?"; heard the needle 
scratch and the record whir, then a click and silence. 

Carrying the black disk he came out to her. 11 Here," 
he said, "take it. I put something on it--loving.nlO 

In an essay titled "The Grand Theme of Graham Greene," William D. 

Ellis, Jr. remarked: "Every man mature in moral nature becomes 

ultimately either a Judas or a Christ."ll All through ;erighton _~~ 

the identification of the hero with Christ is extensive and explicit, 

even to the triple denial by one of Boy's apostles: 

"You a friend of Pinkie's?" Ida Arnold asked. 
"Christ, no," Cubitt said and took some more whisky. 
A vague memor,y of the Bible ••• stirred in Ida's 

memory. "I've seen you 'With him," she lied; a court
yard, a sewing wench beside the fire, the cock crowing. 

"I'm no friend of Pinkie's." 
"It's not safe being friends with Pinkie," Ida Arnold 

said • 
• • • "I'm no friend of Pinkie's.nl2 

In The Power .and.!h! Gloty, Graham Greene's novel which most 

closely parallels the Passion of Christ, betrayal is a fundamental 

of the mystic. The fugitive priest has escaped to safety across the 

border and is recuperating with the Lehrs, an American couple. A 

mestizo informs the priest that the Mexican police have gravely 

wounded a Yankee bank robber, who is calling for the priest's succor. 

Reproachfully the priest says; "'He's only killed and robbed. He 

Hasn't betrayed his friends.' 'Holy Mother of God. I 1ve never • . . 
'We both have,' the priest said.nlJ Unsuccessfully the atheists 

ruling Mexico have offered a seven hundred peso reward for anyone who 

would betray the priest, and they have been shooting hostages in the 

villages throughout the state. Once the priest offers himself as a 

hostage, but the police lieutenant rejects him • . "I did my best," the 
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priest tells the villagers. "It 1 s XQ.Y.t_. job-- to give me up. What do 

you expect me to do? It's my job not to be ~aught."l4 When at last 

the fugitive priest is delivered into the hands of the police, the 

sullen, whining half-caste demands a blessing. "Oh, I know what 

you 1 re thinking 1 " he says reproachfully. "There's not much charity 

in you, father. You thought all along I vas going to betray you.n15 

"It was as if I had been betrayed," complains Thomas Fowler 

in. In! ~ American, "but one is not betrayed by an enelr\Y. nl6 

Graham Greene borrowed this concept of betrayal by intimates from 

Henry James. In a non-fiction report of the war in Ma.laya--a war 

similar to that in the Indo-China of Ill!~. A.merican~-Gr~ene had 
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warned of a secret Communist network of supporters and informers-

"Min Yuen"--which in size does not "run into less than six figures,ttl7 

and of men killed from ambush because they disclosed future plans to 

someone they trusted. In the novel, Alden Pyle has saved Fowler's 

life during a battle with the Communists, yet it is to the Red 

network of spies that the English newspaperman goes to betray the 

quiet Americana 

11 Perhaps it would be better if you asked him to call 
on you--at six-thirty. He will be free then; he will 
certainly come. If he is able to have dinner with you, 
take a book to your window as though you want to catch the 
light." 

"Why the Vieux Moulin?" 
"It is by the bridge to Dakow--I think we shall be able 

to find a spot and talk undisturbed." 
"What will you do?" 
"You do not want to know that, Mr. Fowler. But I promise 

you we will act as gently as the situation allows." 
The unseen friends of Heng shifted like rats behind the 

wall. "Will you do this for us, Mr. Fowler?nl8 .. 
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As Fowler well knows, the situation will allow the Communists to stab 

P,yle and throw him over the bridge to die in the mud. This astonishing 

treachery dismays many readers whose faith in the eternal verities 

equals Pyle's. However, several years ago, in 1948, Greene had 

dropped a clue to his philosophical attitude towards betrayal. In a 

letter to V. s. Pritchett, he wrote: ni am sorry to return over amd 

over again to this question of loyalty or disloyalty, but isn't 

disloyalty as much the writer's virtue as loyalty is the soldier's?"l9 

"One mustn't, of course, forget, writing as I have just done, that at 

the moment the chief danger to us of Russia is the danger the publican 
' 

represented to the Pbarisees,n20 Greene continues, reassuring the 

reader that the dead eats ~e will throw will have the ver.y strongest 

ideological justification. 



PURSUIT 

Pursuit has always been an important theme in the literary 

world of Graham Greene. "No man writing today is more a master of 

suspense,ul said William Rose Benet, and from the practising novelist's 

standpoint pursuit is one of the surest devices for sustaining 

suspense. The Greene man is a hunted man, abandoned by friends, 

harried by the police and by his enemies, frequently haunted by Someone 

Whom he can neither accept nor escape. "His hero," remarked Wallace 

Fowlie, "is often the innocent, pursued by God, and characterized by 

a sexual traumatism of adolescence and a pessimistic view of the 

world. 112 

Francis Andrews, hero of Graham Greene's first novel, ~ .~ 

Within, has been running from the image of his dead father who was 

leader of a band of smugglers. He chances upen a wilderness cottage 

where a girl, Elizabeth, sits in vigil over the body of her stepfather. 

Gradually love displaces the terror in his heart. A lifetime of 

pursuit ends as Andrews realizes that every man eventually must make 

a stand tor his ideals. He goes alone into the city of the smugglers 

and testifies against them at the assizes, then returns to defend the 

girl. 

"Hale knew th~ meant to murder him before he had been in 

Brighton three hours,"3 is the opening sentence in Greene's novel 

Brighton Rock. In the guise of Mr. Kolley Kibber of the ~ 
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Messenger, Hale must stroll through the Whitsun holiday crowds 

scattering clues to his identity, waiting for someone to win the prize 

by identifying him, or for Pinkie's gang to murder him. When he is 

found dead, Ida Arnold, a pickup acquaintance in a bar, resolves to 

pursue his killer: "Somebody had made Fred unhappy, and somebody 

was going to be made unhappy in turn. An eye for an eye. If you 

believed in God, you might leave vengeance to Him, but you couldn't 

trust the One, the universal spirit."4 

In revenge for the imminent execution of his brother, Conrad 

Drover of It 1s! Battlefield makes a similar resolution, to track the 

Assistant Commissioner down the pavements from doorway to doorway, 

and shoot him: 

"There's been a man hanging about nearly all day ••• 
It would give me the creeps," Mrs. Simpson said, "spet;lding 
al l the day with murderers and thieves. Why, I dream some
times that you're bleeding on the doorstep." 

"Come, come, Mrs. Simpson, this is London." 
"Them as knows what London is," Mrs. Simpson said, "would 

not be surprised to find their nearest and dearest bleeding."5 

Also in ~ § Battlefield is the farcical situation common in 

Greenel and of the pursuer mistaking himself for the pursueda Condor, 

the journalist-police spy, believes that Bennett, the Communist, is 

following him, and Bennett believes that Condor follows him~ 

"Thera is much action in Greeneland," Arthur Calder-Marshall 

commented, "but it is the swift and scattered action of a game of hide 

and seek • • • All his novels and entertainments have the same 

formula, the hunted man. n6 In Orien~ Expres!, the theme of pursuit is 

synchronized to the spinning of the Stamboul Train 1 s dri vewheels. 

Joseph Gruenlich is pursued for burglary and murder, and Dr. Czinner 
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is pursued for seeking the revolutionary overthrowal of his country 1 s 

monarchy. Heroine Coral Musker is pursued by the man 'Who loves her, 

and by the woman who desires her. Nearly everybody aboard the traim 

is being hunted, or is a hunter. 

Confiden:tal Agent, Ministrx .. Sll fig, . Emd IU ~ _J:!!m are tales 
" 

of intrigue which are resolved by lengthy pursuits. "John Buchan" said 

Graham Greene, "was the first to realize the enormous dramatic value 

ef adventure in familiar surroundings happening to unadventurous 

men •••• "7 so the similarity of a Greene entertainment to The l2 Steps 

is not coincidental. Buchan's Richard Hannay, pursued both by the 

police and the foreign agents, is innocent, whereas Graham Greene 

has given another twist to the screw, and his hero is guilty. In 

~ Qyn {or ~~ for example, James Raven is a professional killer 

who has been employed to murder somebody. When he feels that he has 

been betrayed by the men who hired him, he doubles back and pursues 

them. 

Many of Graham Greene's novels are spiritual chase stories. 

"In one sense," a ~. reviewer commented, "his theme is always the 

theme of 'The Hound of Heavea'. • • • ,.g The whisky priest of 

1b! Poyer and .. ~ Ql2.a _ (its English title ~ Labvrinthine .. Ways ___ cpmes 

directly from Francis Thompson 1s poem) fiees the Mexican militia, but 

his real pursuer is the Lord Who drives him back across the border 

where the firing squad waits. "Pursuit becomes a way to salvation,"9 

Neville Braybrooke remarked, and from Mexico Greene bas quoted a priest 

recalling his capture and imprisonment by the dictator: "It was the 
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happiest time of our lives.1110 In Brighton Rock, _Pinkie proclaims 

"Credo in unum Satanum,ttll but to elude God he plunges . into the abyss. 

The fate--perditioD or purgatory-..of Major Scobie, the spiritually 

bedeviled Greene man of ~ Heart gf ~ Matter, has aroused eontro

verS,Y in ecclesiastically literary circles. "I've caught belief like 

a disease, nl2 Sarah Miles, heroine of Th~ End .. 21:- the. Affair, .. eries 

out. She attempts to evade His grasp, but cannot; "Henry's away again 
I . . 

tonight. If I go down into the bar and pick a man up and take him 

onto the beach and lie with him among the sand dunes, won't I be 

robbing you of what you love most? But it doesn't work. It doesn't 

work any longer. I can 1 t hurt you i.f I don ' t get any pleasure from 

it.nl3 Of this novel, Anne Fremantle bas said: "Never have Greene's 

two major themes--the hunted man and the peace he is pursuing- -

been played so loud, so long, and on such a variety of instruments.n14 

Traditionally a novelist's protagonist has been a doer: he 

swims the Hellespont, enters the lists at Ashby, rescues and marries 

the girl. But in the same manner, quoting Calder-Marshall, that 

Graham Greene nis preoccupied with the anti-cl~,nl5 the Greene man 

lacks the traditional virtues. In .Th.!. Picare!Que. ~-' . :[{. W. B. Lewis 

has compared him with the tormented heroes of Malraux, Faulkner, 

Silone, and Camus. "This hUDted man ••• " remarked Anne Fremantle, 

"is de.fini tely an anti-hero, ul6 and William Phillips used exactly 

this term when he wrote that "Dostoevsky's prime achievement is the 

creation of a new humam type, the 1Wlderground man, ' who embodied 

all the stresses of Dostoevsky's thinking ••• Now, most of 



Dostoevsky~s heroes are variations of the anti· hero.nl7 For 

extending the underground man into contempora~ literature, critics 

such as Morton Zabel and George Mayberry have compared Graham Greene 
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with the Great Russian novelist. "One naturally thinks • • • " Phillips 

commented about Greene, -of "figures like Dostoevsky, Dante, and 

Kierkegaard; and if the comparison would seem wafair to Greene, it 

can only be said that the nature of his theme invites it.nl8 

Phillips qualified his remark: 

Perhaps, however, Greene's "obsession", or 11 ruling fantasy", 
is concerned not with faith and the moral order of mankind, 
but with the chase that grows out of the clash between 
good and evil, justice and crime--with the drama of pur
suit in the moral underground. In this case, of course, 
one would have to compare Greene with a writer like 
Eric Ambler rather than Dostoevsky.l9 



RENUNCIATION 

When he discovers that his fourteen year old nephew has 

hanged himself, Father Callifer in Ih! Potting _Shed appeals to God: 

CALLIFER1 

JAMES: 
CALLIFER: 

I said, "Let him live, God. I love him. Let him 
live. I will give you anything if you will let 
him live." ••• I said, "Take away what I love 
most. Take--take--" (He ~_ remember) 
"Take away my faith but let him liv~"? 
I even forgot what I said to Him until you came. 
He answered my prayer, didn 't He? He took my 
offer.l 

Similar renunciations are frequently made by inhabitants of the 

literary wrld of Graham Greene. The whisky priest of Ib! ~- !lld 

~- .9l2rx p_rays .for his daughter: no God, give me any kind of death- 

without contrition, in a state of sia--only save this child.•2 

His only prudent course is to escape capture across the border, but 

he chooses to remain in peril, because "he felt the need of somehow 

ransoming his child ••• jogging up and down on the mule he tried 

to bribe God with promises of ,firmness."3 Later the priest renounces 

the safety of his sanctuary in the United States and returns to MeXico 

where he knows death avaits. 

Finding her lover apparently killed by a V-1 bomb, Sarah Miles, 

in Ih! ~ 21 ~Affair, bargains with God, promising to exc:Nt1ge her 

life of sensual pleasure for the torment of existence without love, if 

He will restore Bendrix to life: 
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Let him be alive, and I will believe. Give him a chance. 
Let him have his happiness. Do this, and I '11 believe. 
But that wasn't enough. It doesn't hurt to believe. So 
I said, I love him and I 111 do anything if' You 111 make 
him alive. I said very slowly, I 111 give him up forever, 
only let him be alive with a chance • • • and then he came 
in at the door, and he was alive, and I thought now the 
agony of being without him starts, and I wished he was 
safely back dead again under the door.4 

Some painful renunciations are inevitable in Tb!. Living .~, 

where every possible decision involves invidious alternatives. The 

ps.yehologist Michael must choose between a young girl he very much 

loves and the hysterical vife who needs him. Rose, the girl, must 

decide between her religion and her married .lover. "You expect too 

much," her priest uncle says. "In a case like yours we always have 

to choose between suffering our own pain or suffering other people's. 

We can't not suffer."5 

"I'm not asking for absolution," Pinkie's young widow tells 

her confessor, in the last scene of Brighton Rock. __ . "I don't want 

absolution. I want to be like him--damned.n6 She listens with 

astonishment to the old priest's reply: 

There was a man, a Frenchman, you wouldn't know about him, 
my child, who had the same idea as you. He was a good man, 
a holy man, and he lived in sin all through his life, 
because he couldn't bear the idea that any soul could suffer 
damnation ••• This man decided that if any soul vas going 
to be damned, he would be damned too • • • It was a case 
of greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down 
his soul for his friend.7 

Incredible to most readers, theologically suspect, the idea that the 
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youthful thug and murderer might have been a saint is implicit. In the 

third JlOvel of his "Catholic" trilogy, lb.! Heart .2!: ~. Matter, .. an 

even more complex and provocative situation is presented. Henry Scobie 



must renounce one or the other of the two women who meed him. Unable 

to do so, he chooses instead to renounce his hope of heaven, deciding 

to kill himself while he is in a state of grave sin. Scobie a few 

weeks prior to his death had attempted another renunciation while 

standing over the bed of a six-year-old child who has endured forty 

days in a lifeboat. He praysa "Father, look after her. Give her 

peace ••• Take away my peace for ever, but give her peace.n8 The 

child dies a moment later--but whether God was listening to and had 

accepted Scobie's later offer of renunciation is one of the most 

argued questions of modern literature. 

Major Scobie's renunciation--repeated~ Father Callifer in 

Ih! Potting ~--is elaborated upon b.r Graham Greene in a letter to 

the French Christian existentialist Marcel MOre: "Obviously one 

did have in mind that when he offered up his peace for the child it 

was a genuine prayer and bad the results that followed. I always 

believe that such prayers, though obviously a God would not fulfill 

them to the limit of robbing him of a peace for ever, are answered 

up to the point •••• "9 



HELL 

R. W. B. Lewis has remarked that "hell is the background for 

Greene's f avorite theme~ ••• nl Undeniably, the infernal region is 

an important suburb of Greeneland; if there were not a hell, Graham 

Greene would have had to go to great pains to invent one. nene 

began to believe in heaven," Greene writes of his conversion to 

Roman Catholicism, "because one believed in hell, but for a long while 

it waa only hell one could picture with a certain intimacy"" n2 Oi' 

the companions of his chil dhood t he novelist says , "Hell l ay bout 

them in t heir i nfancy • • • There 1 y the horror and the f'aseinati-on. ".:3 

Greene uses this phrase again in Brighton Rock, when a police 

inspector advises Pinkie Brown to get clear of the racecourse 

rackets a 

There was poison in his veins, though he grinned and bore 
it.. He had been insulted. He was going to show the world. 
They thought because he was only sevent een ••• he j erked 
his narrow shoulders back at the memory that he 1d killed 
his man, and these bogies who thought they were clever 
weren't clever enough to discover that. He'd trailed the 
clouds of his own glor.y after him: hell lay about him in 
his infancy. He was ready for more deaths.4 

"Of course there's Hell," says Pinkie. "Flames and damnation . . . 
torments.n5 Again he tells Rose, "Hell - -it's just there. You don't 

need to think of it--not before you die.n6 But the hero does think 

of hell constantly--B~gbton ~ is Graham Greene's hell -novel, as 
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.Ibl. Hearj; 21. the Matte~: is his pity-novel and The End .21: the Affair 

his hate .. novel. Pinkie daydreams unconvincingly of deathbed 

repentance--"Between the stirrup and the ground, he something sought 

and something found n7 --"but the Boy couldn 1 t picture any eternity 

except in terms of pain. "8 

Despite the hazards of his career as a razor-wielding 

gangster slashed by rivals and sought by the police for murder, 
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Pinkie's overpowering phobia is of sexual intercourse, which he equates 

with hellt 

"Saturday 1 11 he thought, "today 1 s Saturday," remembering 
the room at home, the frightening weekly exercise of his 
parents which he had watched from his single bed. That 
was what they expected of' you, every polony you met 
had her ~e on the bed; his virginity straightened in 
him like sex.9 

'When a forced marriage (a civil ceremony, forbidden by his religion) 

aecessitates this activity, "It's a mortal sinnlO Pinkie says to 

comfort himself, and afterwards: 

Now i t was as if he was damned already and there was nothing 
more te fear ever again. The ugly bell clattered, the long 
wire humming in the hall, and the bare globe burnt above 
the bed--the girl, the washstand, the sooty window, the 
blank shape or a chimn~, a voice whispereds "I l ove you, 
Pinkie." This was hell then; it wasn •t ~thing to worry 
about 1 it was just his own familiar room. 

Hell is everywhere in Brighton Rock, in the slums of Nelson Place 

and Paradise Piece, t the Cosmopolitan Hotel where Napoleon the Third 

and Eugenie used to stay, in the waiting room at St. Pancras Station 

where Kite bleeds to death, in the encl osure at the race track. "I've 

sunk so deep I carry," Mr. Drewitt, Pinkie's lawyer confesses, "the 

secrets of the sewer • • • Sometimes I have an urge to expose myself--
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shamefully-- in a park.•l2 He asks the Boy: "You know what Mephis

tophles said to Faustus when he asked where Hell was? He said: 'Why, 

this is Hell, nor are we out of it.•nl3 

"His novels tell the story of the fall of man but not of his 

redemption,"l4 said Douglas Jerrold. For example, Graham Greene 

movingly describes someone he met in Mexioo--"an old man on the edge 

of starvation living in a hut with the rats, welcoming the strangers 

without a word of payment, gossiping gently in the dark--1 felt 

myself back w1 th the population of heavennl5--but the old man 

reappears nowhere in the novels. The population of heaven, unless 

previously adulterous and bitchy 1 like Sarah Miles of The End 2.!. lU 

Aftair, .are not grist for the mills of Greeneland. 

Other critics have attempted to find a pattern in Graham 

Greene's employment of hell. At the age of fourteen Greene was 

profoundly impressed by the damned characters in Marjorie Bowen's 

gothic In!. Viper . 2l ~· A Times .. review_er stated that "the gothic 

novels (Monk Lewis and the rest), with their belief in certainty of 

damnation, have also something in common with Mr. Greene 1 s pervading 

sense of doom.•l6 It can be said that all true natives of his wotld 

are keenly aware of hell; its existence gives significance to the 

"aboriginal calamity" which befell them at the time of their 

conception. "And the murder is truly appalling in 1Btighton -~ 1 ;" 

Basil Davenport has pointed out, "for the victim is a coward,· and knows 

that death is following him; and the murderer is a Catholic, and feels 

that damnation is following him.nl7 



Some critics find incredible (or at least insufferable) the 

bland acceptance of hell by Graham Greene's characters, as if the 

entire nineteenth centu~ of rationalism had never existed. In 

The ~. ,S!! lh! Matter, __ for . example, the topic of suicide is 

discussed at a dinner party: 

n·we are taught," Scobie said, "that it's the unforgivable 
sin." 

"That you'll go to hell?" 
"To hell." 
"But do you really, seriously, Major Scobie," Dr. ~kes 

asked, "believe in hell?" 
"Oh, yes, I do." 
"In flames and torment?" 
"Perhaps not quite that. They tell us it may be a 

per.manent sense of loss." 
"That sort of hell wouldn't worry ~W," Fellowes said. 
"Perhaps Y'QU 've never lost anything of importance," 

Scobie said.lS 

Missing the entire point of the novel, George Orwell commented of 

Major Scobie: Mif he believed in Hell, he would not risk going there 

merely to spare the feelings of a couple of neurotic women. nl9 

Perhaps even more dismaying to the rationalist mind is the fact that 

when given a clear choice or actions, the Greene character almost 

invariably chooses the alternative of damnation. The whisky priest 

in~-~- !!DSl--~ -~- _explains his philosophy to the lieutenant: 

"I'm not as dishonest as you think I am. Why do you think 
I tell people out of the pulpit that th~'re in danger of 
damnation if death catches them unawares? 1 1m not telling 
them fair.ystories I don't believe ~self. I don't know a 
thing about the mercy of God: I don't know how awful the 
human heart looks to Him. But I do know this-- that if there's 
ever been a single man in this state damned, then I'll be 
damned too." He said slowly: "I wouldn't want it to be any 
different. I just want justice, that's a11.n20 
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"Greene's Jansenist mind-- 11another critic noted, "again in 

Milton's words-- 1can make a Hell .of Heaven.••21 Admittedly these are 

not first-class accommodations in the afterlife, but there are worse 

tears. Ida Arnold of Brighton .~ scoffs at the notion or a state 

ot eternal banishment and torment: 

She liked a. funeral--but it vas with hoiTor--as other people 
liked a ghost story. Death shocked her, life was so 
important. She wasn't religious. She didn't believe in 
heaven or hell, only in ghosts, ouija boards, tables that 
rapped and little inept voices speaking plaintively or 
fiowers. Let Papists treat .death with flippancy: life 
wasn 1t so important perhaps to them as what came after; 
but to her death was the end of eve~thing.22 

In .D!! Man Within, _ when .th~ heroine accuses Andrews or being "so 

afraid of death," he answers, resting his b.and on the barrel ot hi 

gun for comforts "I 1m afraid of extinction ••• I 1m all that I 

have. I 1m afraid of losing that.n23 This is the-ultimate dread, 

from which the belief in the certainty of bell is a reassurance of 

immortality. 111 'd rather burn with you than be like Her," Rose 

says to Pinkie concerning Ida Arnold. "She 1 s ignorant. n24 When 
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Pinkie is dead, "He's damned," she tells the priest with sad conviction. 

"He knew what he was about. He was a Catholic too.n25 

From the frequent references tB hell, in one novel after 

another, some critics see a pattern emerging. "For what we have 

noticed time and again in Greene's novels •• ·" Nathan Scott 

observed, "is a kind of inverted Calvinism which leads him to divide 

the dramatis personae of his books into those who have been elected 

to the privilege of damnation and those who have been cast aside for 

the reason that (as given by T. S. Eliot, who makes a similar 



rejection in his essay on Baudelaire) they 'are not men enough to be 

damned.rn26 Alden ~le, Ida Arnold, Kay Rimmer, the atheistic police 

lieutenant, Wilson in .1:b!l Heart. 2f. ~._Matter-----these are the aliens 

b the literary world of Graham Greene. 
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Greene mentioned Pegqy at the end of Brighton Rock, .and in the 

foreword to 1b! Heart. of .. the .Matter .. he quotes him: "Le pecheur est au 

coeur meme de chretiente. n27 Call;ing this "the eul t of the sanctified 

sinner," George Orwell remarked that "The central idea of the book is 

that it is better, spiritually higher, to be an erring Catholic than 

a virtuous pagan. n28 Even more furious is his annoyance "that there is 

something rather distingue .. in . being damned," that "Hell is a sort of 

high-class night club, entry to which is reserved for Catholics 

only, since the others, the non-Catholics, are too ignorant to be 

held guilty, like the beasts that perish.n29 



HATE AND LOVE 

"No hope anywhere:" writes Graham Greene from Mexico. "I 

have never been in a country where you are more aware all the time of 

hate."l Hatred is the metric system by which the emotional citizen

ship of every character in Greeneland is gaged. In Tbe .~_ Within, 

Francis Andrews is obsessed with the desire to hurt the dead spirit 

of his bullying father. "Outside of life more private than I am 

normally party to," remarked James Agee of the screen version of 

Ib§ Man Within, "I can't remember hearing so many men so often say, 

to other men, 1I ~- him! 1 'I Jl!1! yc;>te.! rtt2 

Because Alden Pyle has taken his girl, Thomas Fowler's 

hatred in The ~ jmerican expresses itself nationalistically, 

against Ike, cellophane-wrapped eeler.y, and deodorants: 

I began- ~ost unconsciously-- to run down everything 
that was American. My conversation was full of the 
poverty of American literature, the scandals of American 
politics, the beastliness of American children. It was 
as though she were being taken away from me ~ a nation 
rather than by a man. Nothing that America could do was 
right. I became a bore on the subject of America, even 
with MY' French friends, who were ready enough to share my 
antipathies.3 

Maurice Bendrix, in I!!! ~ 2.!: _ the Affair_, . cri~s: "You're 

wrong, Father. This ian 't anything subtle like pain. I 1m not in 

pain, I'm in hate. I hate Sarah because she was a whore, I hate 

Hen~ because she stuck to him, and I hate you and your imagina~ 



God because you took her away from all of us." For Bendrix the 

priest's comment--11 You 1re a good hater114- -is like a laurel. 

"I sometimes hate this body cut orr at the knees," complains 

another Greeneland priest, Father Browne, in In! Living __ BQ2m_. _"But 

my legs won't exist however much I hate the lack of the.m. It's a 

waste of time hating facts.n5 John Mason Brown has commented on this 

play that "Mr. Greene's characters have been mean people who suffer 

meanly, and he has hated them for their meanness. Mr. Greene has not 

hidden his hatred for them. n6 

Occasionally hatred in Graham Greene t s literary world is an 

element of class warfare. In Orient Ex;press, ".Dr. Czinner pressed 

the back or his head against the glass and whispered with hatred: 

'Bourgeoise.•n7 Sometimes hatred is paranoid, as when Conrad Drover 

in ll.!..§ ~ Battlefield _thinks: "They know I 1m full of hate ••• 
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they are frightened of me, they are tr,ying to drive me mad."S And 

sometimes, as Richard J. Voorhees noted, "Greene's characters are 

simply incapable of feeling love in any form. In one way or another, 

their emotions have been infected with the sickness that surrounds 

them."9 Many Greenelanders have come to hatred through some dark 

perversion of love. Pinkie, in BrightQn_Rock, "was moved b.Y a kind 

of sensuality: the coupling of good and evil."lO George Orwell 

remarked that "in a Graham Greene novel there is a tendency for people 

to go to bed together almost at sight and with no apparent pleasure 

for either party.nll For example, Conrad Drover makes love to his 

brother's wif'e: 



When he felt her shudder, he had a dull sense of an irrev
ocable inju~ which one of them had done to the other. Love 
had been close to him, in the kitchen, before the glow and 
hum of the gas, between chair and chair, which had escaped 
him now in the bed, in the dark. One of them had injured the 
other, but it was not their fault. They had been driven to 
it, and holding her body close to him with painful tenderness, 
it was hate he chiefly felt, hate of Jim, of a director's 
nephew, of two men laughing in Piccadilly.l2 

The experience moves him; "For an instant last night he had been his 

brother, he became capable of killing a man;"lJ and Drover rushes out 

to buy a gun to frighten "people who push me on the pavement, who 

want~ job, who call, 'Conrad, Conrad,' across the asphalt yard, 

who threaten me, who hang rrry- brother, who do not {that was the worst 

crime) take me seriously, as a man, as a chief clerk, as a lover."14 

And yet, he reflects, "there remained, even below the hatred, the 
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belief that if he had been able to love with tenderness and permanence, 

there would have been no need of the pistol in the pocket, the aimless 

walking and the guilt.nl5 Unlike Bendrix who cherishes his hatred, 

Conrad is obsessed with t~e necessity of relieving his: "He was 

separated from everyone he loved by his hatred. But when the shot was 

fired and the man was dead, his hatred would leave him."16 

Lacking the prime moving force of congenital hatred, certainly 

there would be little emotional activity in Green eland. Hatred 

provides the remarkable energy of Pinkie Brown, the protagonist of 

Brighton ~' who can do nothing without expressing a gratuitous 

animosity to everything, even an insect he catches against a window; 

"It vibrated like a tiny watch spring in his palm. He began to pull 

off the legs and wings one b.Y one. 'She loves me,• he said, 'she loves 

me not. I've been out with my girl, Spicer."l7 



Even when it is not entirely hatred, the tender emotion in 

the world of Graham Greene is more likely to be lust than love. 

Critic Tom F. Driver ventured that "Greene's severest limitation as 

a writer appears to be inability to communicate warmth of 

passion •••• nl8 However, what would be a crippling handicap in 

some novelists contributes importantly to the effect that Greene 

seeks. In Ib! ~. American, Fowler and ~le discuss Phuong, the 

native girl who has deserted the Ehglishman to beeome the American's 

mistresss 

"I don't care that for her interests. You can have her 
interests. I only want her bo~. I want her in bed with 
me. I'd rather ruin her and sleep with her than, than-
l ook after her damned interests." 

He said, "Oh," in a weak voice, in the dark. 
I went on, "If it's only her interests you care about, 

for God's sake leave Phuong alone. Like any other woman, 
she'd rather have a good-·" The orash1~f a mortar saved 
Boston ears from the Anglo-Saxon word. 

"Hatred seems to operate the same glands as love; it even 

produces the same aetions,n20 writes Maurice Bendrix in The End 2! 

the Affair. He commences his account of his love affair: "So this 

is a record of hate far more than of love ..... 21 and concludes 

its "I hate You, God, I hate You as though You existed."22 Sarah 

Miles, the woman that Bendrix desires, writes of herself& "I am a 

bitch, and a fake and I hate myselr.n23 

This intermingling of hate, lust and love appears in 

ll1! ~ ~ .Ya Hitter, when Wilson reveals to Louise Scobie that 

he has dedicated a poem to her: 
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Wilson felt sick: he wanted to sit down. Why, he wondered, 
does one ever begin this humiliating process: why does one 
imagine that one is in love? He had read somewhere that 
love had been invented in the eleventh century b.1 the 
troubadours. Why had they not left us with lust? He said 
vith hopeless venom, "I love you." He thought& It's a lie: 
the word means nothing off the printed page. He waited for 
her laughter.24 

After Mrs. Scobie has gone, flattered but not impressed, Wilson 

"wondered how all that dreary scene would have appeared if he had 

been victorious, but in human love there is never such a thing as 

viotor.ya only a few minor tactical successes before the final defeat 

of death or indifference.n25 

Love in Greeneland often is ver.y like anguish and pity. The 

less he needed his wife, the more conscious Major Scobie "became of 

his responsibility for her happiness. When he called her name he 

was crying like CanQte against a tide - the tide of her melancholy, 

dissatisfaction, and disappointment.n26 Love bas gone, its absence 

memorialized by habit: 11 These were the times of ugliness when he 

loved her, when pity and responsibility reached the intensity of a 

passion."27 When his wife challenges him to say that he loves her, 

Scobie "e.yed her bitterly over the pink gin, the visible sign of his 

failure: the skin a little yellow with atabrine, the eyes bloodshot 

with tears. No man could guarantee love for ever, but he had sworn 

fourteen years ago, at Ealing, silently, during the horrible little 

elegant ceremony among the lace and candles, that he would at least 

always see to it that she was happy.n28 

Conrad Drover's love-making to Milly, in .ll.!..§ ! Battlefield, 

brings a similar abnegation of emotional response& "If he had felt 
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the slightest lust, he would have fled; it was the unexcitement in 

his love, the element of pity, that kept him there. It see.med 

unbearable to him that she shoUld suffer."29 Kate Farrant, the 

mistress of Krogh in In! §bipwrecked, . says Qf him: "I've never loved 

him. I'd have despised him if I 1d loved him. Love's no good to 

anyone. You can 1t define it. We need things of which we can think, 
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not things we only feel. He thinks in figures, he doesn't feel vague 

things about people. "30 

"Graham Greene's characters betray a certain emotional 

vanity ••• " Donald Barr has pointed out. "To them it is always 

'the act of love.• How they {and Mr. Greene?) hate the bounders to 

whom it is 'a bit of fun!'"31 These frankly sensual bounders are 

eternally the aliens of Greeneland. "It's a good world if you don't 

weaken,n32 quips Ida Arnold of Brighton Rock, as a boyfriend paws her: 

She was cheery, she was healt~, she could get a bit lit 
with the best of them. She liked a good time, her big 
breasts bore their carnality frankly dow the Old Steyne, 
but you bad only to look at her to know that you could rely 
on her. She wouldn 1t tell tales to your wife, she wouldn't 
remind you next morning of what you wanted to forget, she 
was honest, She was kindly, she belonged to the great middle 
law-abiding class • • • she had no more love for anyone than 
they had.JJ 

"It makes a girl tired all the same, but thank God for men,"34 Kay 

Rimmer, in It •s .! Battlefield,, . confesses to her sister. "Her body 

was ready for enjoyment; the deep peace of sensuality covered all the 

fears and perplexities of the day; she never felt more at home than 

in a bed or a man's arms.n35 Kay describes her latest: 

"And then I got up and dressed and he called a taxi and 
we said we'd meet tomorrow. And that was all." 



Milly said, "What are you going to do tomorrow?" 
"The same again, I expect," Kay said. "A girl's got to 

work off steam." She leant back on the bed and stretched 
her legs. "It's rotten for you, Milly," she said. "You 
haven't had a man for months. It's not healthy." 

"I couldn't do it," Milly said, "not with a stranger." 
S~e swung away from the mirror and said to Kay in a low, 
savage, curiously innocent voice, "What does it feel 
like with a stranger?" 

"A pig in a poke," Kay said. "Sometimes you hit on 
something wonderful. SQ~etimes it's not worth the trouble 
of untying your shoes."Jb 

"And you expect me to fall into your bed at your wish?n37 taunts 
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Lucy, the wanton mistress of Sir Henry in ~ ~ Within. To Andrews 

she saysl 

"You 1d be a funny choice for me, wouldn't you? A penniless 
smuggler who ' s betrayed his fallows. And a mere boy." 
She smiled. 11 That 's the one at traction, " she murmured, with 
an appraising glance. "You have a cool impertinence. I 
feel half inclined--It must be this damned spring weather 
beginning." She came close to him and suddenly pressed 
her lips on his mouth. They tasted sweet with port. "How 
he bores me with his work!" she said. "When all's said there's 
only one amusement while one's young.n38 

"How we got to talk now about a dollar love?" whines Thomas 

Fowler in The ~ American, when Alden Pyle threatens to take 

away the native girl whom Fowler considers a convenience scarcely 

distinguishable from his opium pipe. " • • • A dollar love had good 

intentions, a clear conscience, and to hell with everybody. But my 

love had no intentions; it knew the future."39 

Feckless Tony Farrant, in The Shipwrecked, .tries to convince 

himself that the deeper emoti6ns are not for him: "I may have my 

faults, but they are human faults," he thinks. "A glass too much, a 

girl now and then, there's nothing much wrong with that. It's human 

nature, I am Human •••• n40 But Tony constantly betrays his 
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anxieties and his hunger for love. Alone together with a casual 

pickup, he commiserates with his latest girl the misery of Minty, who 

cannot love: 

"Poor devil," he said ••• "It's a dreary world . " 
"No," Loo said, "no. It's good . There's always this . " 
"This" was their kiss, the closer embrace, the half-

reluctant effort which took them to the bed. But his 
passion ~re itself out in his hands, it was vanity onl y which 
he experienced in the final act, it had never been anything 
else but vanity. One liked to make them helpless, to c~ 
out, one was satisfied because one gave satisfaction, but 
t here was no pleasure to match theirs, which was deep enough 
to make them surrender momentarily every mental conviction, 
so that Loo now used all the terms she scouted; she said, 
"I love you"; she said, "Darling"; she said, "It was never 
so good.n4l 

Minty is typical of the characters in whom the absence of love has 

caused an emotional desert. "So long, Gullie," he says to a friend 

who paints pictures of ships and collects German nudist magazines. 

"Stick to ships. Cut out the human figure . . . It's so ugly, 

Gullie, all those protuberances." Yes, he reflects, 

••• it was ugly, the human figure. Man or woman, it made 
no difference to Minty. The body's shape, the running nose, 
excrement, the stupid postures of passion, these beat like 
a bird's heart in Minty's brain. Nothing could have more 
stirred his malice than the sight of Gullie pouring over 
the photographs of naked breasts and thighs. A gang of 
schoolboys raced through Minty's mind, breaking up his 
pictures of ¥~donna and Child, jeering, belching, breaking 
wind.42 

Mabel Warren, the sob sister journalist of Orient Express, 

shares Minty's revulsion of the opposite sex. "I can't bear these 

oiled men,n43 she says; but "Dizzy Mabel" is aggressively lesbian 

and has a conquest in mind. When she senses that her companion will 

eave her, she implores: "Janet, when I've gone, you'll remember 



our love for each other? You won't let a man touch you?1144 

Desperately she rationalizes and remonstrates with herself: 

What does it matter, she thought brutally, what Janet does 
s long as I don't know? What does it matter to me if she 

l ets a man take her to bed as long as she comes back? But 
the last qualification made her wince with mental pain, for · 
would Janet, she wondered, ever return to an ageing plain 
infatuated woman? She'll tell him about me, Mabel Warren 
thought, of the two years she has lived with me, or the 
scenes I 1ve made, even of the poams I've written her, and 
he'll laugh, and she'll laugh, and they'll go to bed 
laughing.45 

Orient E!press began as a love story of Carleton Myatt, the Jewish 

dea er in raisins, and Coral Musker, the chorus girl traveling to 

a job in Constantinople. At the novel's ironic climax, MYatt is 
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indifferently contemplating an affair with Janet Pardoe, while Janet's 

old "pa.sh", Mabel Warren, has captured Coral and is dreaming of 

"Coral in pyjamas pouring our coffee, Coral in pyjamas mixing a 

cocktail, Coral asleep in the redecorated and rejuvenated flat."46 

In Brighton .Rock, hatred and revulsion are the emotions that 

Pinkie feels for his nev wife. She lifts her face for a kiss: 

He hesitated, with repulsion; but tactics. He wanted to 
.strike her, to make her scream, but he kissed her inexpertly, 
missing her lips. He took his crinkling mouth away, and 
said : "Listen." 

She said: "You haven't had many girls, have you?" 
''Of course I have," he said, "but listen ••• " 
''You 1re my first," she said. "I'm glad." When she said 

that, he began again to hate her • • • He hated her as he 
had hated Spicer and it made him circumspect; he pressed 
her breasts awkwardly under his palms, with a grim 
opportunist pretense of another man's passion •••• 47 

"That night from the window of an hotel I saw a man and 

woman copulating," Graham Greene writes from Paris on the eve of his 

Africa journ~; "they stood against each other under a street lamp, 



like two people who are supporting and comforting each other in the 

pain of some sickness.n48 This is love in Greeneland: perverted, 

contorted, inverted. Merely the idea of sex is repulsive to many 

Greenelanders, and the consummation of love can be the ultimate 
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triumph of failure. Dictator Paul Demassener, in The ~ 2l,. Action, 

is described by his wife, Anne-Marie: 

"Courage isn't the prerequisite of men. There's only 
one mark of a man." 

"Do you mean--" Chant broke off with amazement. 
"If a ceremony can make him my husbanc • • • then I suppose • • • 

I've been his wife for the last five years." 
"Has he never • • • ?" 
"Never. All that disgusts him." 
"But he loves you. Surely he loves you?" He had found the 

solution, but it was not clear to him. Faced with the body 
which he so desired, he could not understand the other's spirit. 

"What use is that sort of love to me? I am not old and tired. 
I was another man's mistress before I was his wife. And yet 
I've been faithful to him, faithful to nothing, for five years. 
I can't stand it any longer. You can have me if you want me. 
He doesn't want me." 

Not in that way had Oliver Chant longed for them to meet. 
He had dreamed of her opening her arms to him, but not as she 
did now, as a gesture illustrating her sad resignation to hunger. 

Whea he made no movement towards her she said without anger, 
with a melancholy consciousness of fate: "Don't you want me?" 

Chant stared at the floor and wondered where desire had gone 
and wh1' 1 t had left him. "I love you," he said, with perplex:i ty 
and without passion.49 

Milly speaks nearly the same words to Conrad im It's~ Battlefie1d, 

when she realizes that her husband will be in prison for a very long 

period: "Don't be a fool, Conrad. She's right. Eighteen years. Do 

you think I could stand it? One 1s got to begin some time.n50 

"I've never had a girl," admits thirty-two year old Alden 

Pyle--contemptously presented in Ih! ~ American as the All

American Boy--"not properly. Not what you'd call a real experience.n51 



But, inexplicably, when Pyle does get a girl, he is quick to boast: 

''I'm pretty physical too. • • • "52 

The aberrations of hatred and love frequently can be traced 

back into the character's early days. Since childhood his harelip 

has separated Raven, of ..Th1.§ .9J.ln .!:2.t J:!U:!, _from the possibility of 

love. Minty and Conrad Drover have suff,ered schoolhood traumas. 

For Pinkie Brown, the barrier is psychic, something apparently to do 

with having listened to has Pa.rents making love when he was a child. 
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He has been successful in evading contact with women until the time he 

must strike up an acquaintance with a young waitress whose testimony 

in a court of law could hang him: 

She got up and he saw the skin of her thigh for a moment 
above the artificial silk, and a prick of sexual desire dis
turbed him like a sickness. That was what happened to a man 
in the end: the stuffy room, the wakeful children, the 
Saturday night movements from the other bed. Was there no 
escape--anywhere--for anyone? It was worth murdering a 
world • • • and the Boy laughed again at the fine words 
people gave to a dirty act: love, beauty ••• all his pride 
coiled like a watch spring round the thought that b! wasn't 
deceived, that b! wasn't going to give himself up to marriage 
and the birth of children • • • he knew ever.ything, he had 
watched ever.y detail of the act of sex, you couldn't deceive 
him with lovely words, there was nothing to be excited about, 
no gain to recompense you for what you lost, but when Rose 
turned to him again, with the expectation of a kiss, he was 
aware all the same of a horrifying ignorance. His mouth missed 
hers and recoiled. He'd never yet kissed a girl.53 

Reluctantly the Boy decides that for his personal security he must 

marry Rose: 

If he married her, of course, it wouldn •t be for long: only 
as a last resort to close her mouth and give him time. He 
didn't want that relationship with anyone: the double bed, 
the intimacy, it sickened him like the idea of age. He 



crouched in the corner away from where the ticking pierced 
the seat, .vibrating up and down in bitter virginity. To 
mar~--it was like ordure on the hands.54 

They do marry, and Pinkie's wedding gift to Rose is a recording of 

his voice: "God damn you, you little bitch, why can't you go back 

home for ever and let me be?" whieh he gives to her, saying, "Here, 

take it. I put something on it--loving.n55 
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INNOCmCE 

MOst critical attention to Graham Greene is directed upon the 

religious aspect. His books are read as spiritual chase stories, 

variations of "The Hound of Heaven." Close scrutiny of the "entertain

ments" and of his recent novels, however, suggests that religion has 

been appended as a flashy trompe 1 1oeil. without structural function 

or significance. Invocation of the De.ity has the effects of 

consecrating the frequently unorthodox mysticism and obscuring the 

fact that most of his work is heavy with social and political 

criticism. 

The pivotal figure in development of this criticism i s the 

Innocent. Greene has attempted consciously to restore the sense of 

evil which he has said disappeared from the English novel when 

Henry James-- "the Old Master''--died. But there was always a redemptive 

quality to the innocence of James' Mabel Archer and Millie Theale 

and Maggie Verver; innocence conquered intrigue and resuscitated the 

moral order. "Actually," Philip Rahv has pointed out, "what Greene 

has done is to turn the Jamesian theme of innocence vs. experience 

inside out.nl In the world of Graham Greene, innocence is itself 

pernicious, near to the heart of evil. "Innocence must die young i f 

it isn't to kill the souls of men, 112 Henry Scobie tells himself in 

The Heart Ql ~ Ma. t ter. "What's the good 1" in The ~ American 
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Thomas Fowler indicts Alden Pyle, "he 111 always be innocent, you 

can't blame the innocent, they are always guiltless. All you can do 

is control them or eliminate them. Innocence 1 a kind of insanity.") 

Some of the Innocents of Greeneland are simply uncomplicated 

caricatures, lightly sketched. While in Mexico, Greene says, "a 

Pennsylvanian with pouchy insomniac eyes warned me against Havana ••• 

It was as if the world were being found out at last by its most innocent 

inhabitants."4 The choice of nationality of the rudely awakened 

Innocent is significant; to Graham Greene all Americans, collectively 

and individually, are infuriatingly innocent. In .Th.! Power and ~ 

Glory, Miss Lehr confides to the fugitive priest: "In Pittsburg ••• 

I was waiting for the train. You see I had nothing to read: books 

are so expensive. So I thought I'd bu, a paper--any paper: the news 

is just the same. But when I opened it--it was called something like 

. Police ~. I never knew such dreadful things were printed. Of 

course, I didn't read more than a few lines. I think it was the most 

dreadful thing that's ever happened to me. It ••• well, it opened 

my eyes. 11 5 

MOre often, innocence is an added quality in a complex major 

character. Wolcott Gibbs commented on Rose in In! Living Room; "She 

is fatally innocent."6 Kate Farrant, in The Shipwrecked,., . ~xclail;ns to 

her brother, "'rony, you're too innocent to live."7 Tony is a depraved 

Innocent: 

His face, she thought, is astonishingly young for thirty
three; it's a little worn, but only as if by a wintry day; 
it is no more mature than when he was a schoolboy. He might 
be a schoolboy now, returned from a rather eold and wearing 



football match. His appearance irritated her, for a man 
should grow up, but before she could speak and tell him what 
she thought, her tenderness woke again for his absurd 
innocence. For he was hopelessly lost in the world of 
business that she knew so well, the world where she was at 
home. He had a child 1 s cunning in a wrld of ounn~ng men; 
he was dishonest, but he was not dishonest enough. 
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"Innocence always calls mutely for protection," Thomas Fowler 

says 1 "when we would be so much wiser to guard ourselves against 

it; innocence is like a dumb leper who has lost his bell, wandering the 

world, meaning no har.m."9 Occasionally Greeneland's innocence is 

indirectly fortuitous: Arthur Rowe of The Ministry QL Fear uncovers 

a Nazi espionage ring, Rollo Martins of The ~-Man . stumbles upon 

a black market in penicillin. Even so, people will be killed in the 

treachery and violence triggered by these blind intrusions. A 

string of deaths result when the hero of Qy[ M!n.in Havana_earns a 

few dollars by representing drawings of a vacuum cleaner as some 

hideous secret weapon; a Newsweek critic remarked that "it is hard 

not to feel a certain disgust for a man whose fakery has got so far 

out of hand.nlO In~ ~-.American, ."That day all over Saigon 

innocent bicycle pumps had proved to be plastic bombs and had gone 

off at the stroke of eleven, ttll and Fowler says sententiously, "God 

save us always from the innocent and the good.nl2 

To Graham Greene the posture of the Innocent seems a 

blasphemous arrogance in a world where goodness "has only once 

found a perfect incarnation in a human body and never will again, but 

evil can always find a home there.nl3 He (almost invariably Greene's 

Innocent is male) cannot be innocent because his soul bears the 



stigma of original sin. Technically he may not even be a good mans 

Rowe killed his wife, Alden Pyle blows children to bits with his 

bombs. 

Greene allows innocence to triumph in the early novels. 

Oliver Chant of The ~- 2!. Action . (1931), a London dilettante whose 

head is stuffed with drawing room metaphors of freedom and the 

barricades, journeys to Trier and succeeds in overthrowing the 

puritanical dictator. Now the brothels can reopen and graft return 

to public affairs. The government henceforth will be controlled b,y 

men like the pornographic artist Peter Torner and the scatological 

poet Joseph Kapper. The Innocent has bad his little fun--he has 

smuggled guns and made love to the dictator's wife and shared the 

titillating murder of a policeman and written a footnote to histo~: 

"What would it matter, Chant thought, at the end of the man's days 

that the dream had been ugly? He had made them concrete; he had 

created.nl4 
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Characterization of the Greene protagonist as an indis

criminately thrown $8.bot becomes explicit in a letter to V. S. Pritchett 

on the role of the writer. Greene states that it is "a genuine duty 

we owe society to be a piece of grit in the State machinery.nl5 

James Raven in This ~ for Hire. is engaged to assassinate the 

Czech minister, "an old, rather grubby man without any friends, who 

wa said to love humanity.nl6 War threatens Europe, and munitions 

shares "bave gone up to the sky.nl7 Of course, the killing was a 

reprehensible act, but the game is being played for bigger stakes. 



When Raven is paid off in 11 phony" money, the hare-lip gunman becomes 

a typical Greene Innocent, duped by sinister forces. When he sets 

out to kill the merchants of death who hired him, Raven becomes 

another piece of grit capable of demolishing an empire he scarcely 

knew existed. 
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Lately Graham Greene has significantly altered the value of 

innocence: it is as malevolent as ever, but it no longer is omnipotent. 

No longer does the Innocent function effectively as grit; the situation 

has been reversed and other Greene characters rush to defend the State 

machinery by, as it were, throwing grit into the anti-5tate 

contrivance. Alden Pyle, the Innocent of !b.! ~American (1956) 1 

arrives in Saigon during a crucial period of the French-Vietnam war. 

With the same brisk idealism as Oliver Chant's he determines to 

overthrow the government (no need here to smuggle weapons in from 

Cologne-- the U. s. State Department is backing his venture carte 

blanche). This sounds like the novel twen~-five years earlier, 

compatible with Greene's philosophy of dutiful treachery: "isn't 

disloyalty as much the writer's virtue as loyalty is the soldier's?1118 

However, Pyle is never able to become a piece of grit. A ~ ~ 

machina named Fowler, whose life he'd saved a few weeks before, 

betrays Pyle to the ColJD1lunists who shoot him and dump his body in 

the river. "They killed him because he was too innocent to live," 

Fowler says. "He was young and ignorant and silly and he got 

involved.1119 
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Graham Greene is aware that he is venerating the icon where 

once he venerated the iconoclast. Scorning the prisoners of Marxist 

"socialist realism," he chooses nevertheless to fit his literary 

policies upon their Procrustean bed. His concept of "the story

teller's task to act as the devil's advocate,n20 while literarily 

impregnable, may be morally indefensible. What could be tru.e in the 

Ruritania of early Greeneland·-"We are saved or damned by our thoughts, 

not qy our actionsn21-~ght not be valid in contemporary Vienna and 

Saigon and Havana. The betrayal of Pyle by Fowler in .Ih!. ~ 

American is an example. "Pyle," chortled the Soviet newspaper 

rravda, "is a ~bol of the antihuman forces with which Fowler no 

longer wants to associate himself," and when he decides to "become a 

human being,• Fowler "commits an act of great courage.n22 The 

question will be asked whether, through his well-known fascination 

for evil, Graham Greene has allowed his moral judgment to become 

subordinate to his sense of satire. "Why does one want to tease the 

innocent?1123 Fowler asks himself. .And to what effect? Speaking of 

~ ~ American, Neil Brennan said, "'When the novel is closed the 

problem of moral responsibility remains, the roblem of 'headmaster

ship' whi~h first appeared, politieally, in Greene 1s second novel, 

1hl ~ 2l ActiQp (1930)."24 

Greene could be victim of the same monstrous joke- -almost the 

only humor Greeneland recognizes--which decorates his writings: 

the betrayal of the Innocent by the World. In ~ ~ American, 

Alden Pyle is telling Fowler about his first dog: 



"I called him after the Black Prince. You know, the fellow 
who--" 

"Massacred all the women and children in Limoges." 
"I don't remember that." 
• • • I was to see many times that look of pain and 

disappointment touch his ~es and mouth, when reality didn't 
m tch the romantic ideas he cherished. • • .25 
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Greene has played the same little trick before. In The End of ... the 

Affair, Mr. Parkis--the private detective and another Greene Innocent--

is discussing his son with the narrator: 

"He's called Lanee, isn't he?" 
"After Sir Lancelot, sir. Of the Round Table." 
"I 1m surprised. That was a rather unpleasant episode, 

surely." 
"He found the Holy Gr il," Mr. Parkis said. 
"That was Galahad. Lancelot was found in bed with 

Guinevere." 
Why do we have this desire to tease the innocent? Is 

it envy? Mr. Parkis said sadly, looking across at his boy 
as though he had betrayed him, "I hadn't heard. n26 

After making love to Kay Rimmer, the sister of Milly in ~ § 

Battlefield, Surrogate tells her: "You're academic." This infuriates 

the girl. "I told him that he couldn't call me names," Kay said, "just 

because he'd had what he wanted.n27 

Apparently Graham Greene, for whom the accusation of innocence 

is the ultimate ridicule, has had misgivings, suspecting that at times 

that rather than serving as an articulate, highly motivated piece of 

grit, he had been performing the role of a common half-bright 

Greene Innocent. In Mexico he bought a ticket on a boat which he 
\ 

learned later to his dismay was unseaworthy. He resents the American 

vice-consul's warning, however: "I again had the unea~ feeling that 

I vas regarded as a fool--or ignorant; they seemed to be talking about 

me among themselves with pity and amusement, but chiefly amusement.u28 



No other adjectives than ignorant and innocent can charitably be 

applied to the man who astonished the four million citizens of 
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Los Angeles a few years ago with the pronouncement that their city 

was "under a reign of terror," about which Francis Downing commented 

sadlys "He is too important an artist, too acutely conscious of what 

his wo k as a nove ist commands him to do, to speak so carelessly.n29 

More nai v;~ty i evident in Greene's report of visiting Hanoi 

just fter the C mmuni t took over Ho Chi Minh, he reports, was 

weeping "over the flight of the Catholics which he had not been able 

to prevent • • • he had been deserted by the very poor for whom he 

had fought." Greene continues with typical left-wing wistfulness: 

"I am on my guard against hero worship, but he appealed directly to 

that buried relic of the schoolboy ••• I was reminded of ¥~. Chips, 

wise, kind, just ••• capable of inspiring love.n30 

The apparent inconsistency in these grit and innocence themes 

has an ~ternative explanation: disloyalty itself is another of the 

games played for bigger stakes. "For to render the highest justice 

to corruption," Greene writes, "you must retain your innocence: 

you have to be conscious all the time within yourself of treacbe~ to 

something valuable. n.31 The idea is shocking- as so many of his ideas 

are--but Graham Greene's objective may be nothing less than the 

destruction of the world he hates, the gauqy civilization of Coca Cola 

signs and cellophane-wrapped celery and deodorants and confusion of 

Right and Wrong for Good and Evil. In the meanwhile nothing must be 

done to mar the fearful symmetry of Marxist hegemony: the piece of grit 
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grinds into the State machinery; faith in the eventual resurrection 

must transcend disloyalty and betrayal. Greene writes that "one 

cannot do more than lose,"32 and after innocence has succumbed and the 

Communists of Ho Chi Minh are moving into the Indo-China capitol, 

the somewhat unnerved reader can detect among the sighs a certain 

hand- rubbing satisfaction when Graham Greene writes: "The last 

performance has begun: a country one has loved is about to retire 

behind the curtain.!JJ Perhaps he means this as the logical end to 

innocence, and his epitaph for the world. 



WAR 

As in George Orwell's ~~ in the literary world of 

Graham Greene a grim, pointless, incessant state of war exists. 

Describing volunteers leaving Mexico to fight in the Spanish 

Revolution of 1937, Greene observes that "you fel~ that going to war 

was one of the natural functions of man. nl From Indo-China fourteen 

years later he writes: "To the Frenchman war is just a part of human 

lifel it can be pleasant or unpleasant, like adulte~.n2 Critic 

Walter Allen has remarked: "We know nov that whenever war is fought, 

sooner or later Greene will turn up."3 

There was a dearth of wars during the late twenties and early 

thirties, when Graham Greene w s setting down his first books. His 

first novel--and his only period piece, The ~ Within~-is set in the 

eighteenth century; and the battles between revenuers and smugglers 

are as savage as those fought against the French and the Dutch. 

The hero of Greene' a second novel, The N!m!! 2!: Action 1 must be 

dispatched from exasperatingly placid London to the city of Trier, 

a place called b.y one reviewer "half in Cloudcuekooland and half in 

Ruritania,n4 to stir up a friendly little revolution. 

Rnmpy.r §! Nightfall is a bandit-chasing tale, a sort of 

extended police-action, with the British journalists, Crane and Chase, 

tagging along enjoying the excitements but, like Greene the journalist 
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of the Indo-China war, not quite engal!!?. Orient. E;press .. bas several 

conflicts, private and public: Josef Gruenlich, burglar~urderer, 
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is hotly pursued by the police; Dr. Czinner, Communist revolutionist, 

is enroute to Belgrade to start an uprising; Carleton ~tt, Jewish 

currant wholesaler, and Mabel Warren, lesbian journalist, contend for 

the white bod,y of the chorus girl, Coral Musker. 

In his fifth novel the barricades at last have come to 

London, and Greene insures the reader's awareness of the element of 

class warfare by his title I:t!J! ! Battlefield. (and by, as a sarcastic 

contrast to the street-fighting which has been climaxed by murder, 

the private secreta~ ef the Home Secreta~ chattering: "It 1s a 

battlefield ••• I know for certain he had no tea.")5 As for the 

Assistant Commissioner of Police, •He knew quite well the cause of 

the discrepancy; the laws were made by property owers in defence of 

property; that was w~ a Fascist could talk treason without 

prosecution. tt6 

Ill! Shiwrecke4, . which Greene once listed third in importance 

of his novels, is the struggle between the perfectly matched Farrant 

twins, Kate and Anthony--his strength lay in his weakness, her weakness 

lay in her strength. With his suspect smartness and depraved 

innocence, Anthony bas been scrounging all hie life : "He was like a 

native campaigner accustomed to travel vast distances with the 

lightest food; one didn't starve; one didn't die; in the kind of war 

he fought, survival was the greatest victory."? 
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.!.b1§ Qgn fQ.r Hire is a story set in an Engl nd of uneasy 

eace, of air raid drills and calculated war scares. The time, 

ironically, is around Christmas, the time of peace on Earth. Raven, 

the protagoni t, is at war with eve~body, and everybody's hand is 

r i ed against him. "Al this talk of w r, 11 he reflects. "It 

doesn't mean a thing to me. Why hould I care if there's a war? 

There's always been a war for me."8 The girl he meets, Anne Crowder, 

senses the hopelessness of her attempting to alter conditions: 

What a fool, she thought, I have been, thinking I coul 
s ve us from a war. Three men are dead, that's all ••• 
For sh~ couldn't stop a war. Men were fighting beasts, 
they needed war. In the paper that S~unders had left for her 
on the opposite seat she could read how the mobilization in 
four countries was complete, how the ultimatum expired at 
midnight; it was no longer on the front page, but that was 
only because to Nottwich readers there was a war nearer at 
hand, fought out to a finish in the Tanneries.9 

Brighton Rock on the surface relates the war fought with 

razors between rival race-course gangs at an Engli h seaside resort. 

The re war is a cosmic affair, however, one justifying the cacklings 

of the witches of Ehdor quoted in the foreword. Pinkie Brown, the 

hero, is from Par dise Piece, with its "houses which looked as if 

they had passed through an intensive bombardment.ttlO For Pinkie, 

"Life was a series of complicated tactical exercises, as complicated 

as the aline.ments at Waterloo, thought out on a br ss bedstead among 

the crumbs of sausage roll.nll One of his opponents is the implacable 

Id Arnold: "She rose formidably and moved across the restaurant, 

like a warship going into action, a w rship on the right side in a 

war to end wars, the signal f1 gs proclaiming that every man would do 
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his duty."l2 Even more fundamentally opposed to the Bo~ is the naive 

waitress he has married to shut her mouth. The beliefs she has are 

diametrically contrary to his: "That face said as clearly as words 

that ideas never changed, the world never moved: it lay there always 

the ravaged and disputed territo~ between the two eternities. Th~ 

faced each other as it were from opposing territories, but like 

troops at Christmas time ·they fraternized."l3 

In Anotper Mexico, _ Graham Greene reports the smoldering war 

waged by an atheistic oligarchy against the people of Mexico. General 

Cedillo, ruler of a small capitalist area, ie the only man on his 

ranch who does not carr,y a gun {Perhaps he should have- a few weeks 

after Greene visited him, he was killed ~ government agents.) 

gainst the government or against his neighbor, the Mexican and the 

Indian constantly do battle. Greene remarks: "The guide couldn't 

put up in their presence that Mexican facade or bonhomie~~the embrace, 

the spar, the joke--with which they hide from themselves the cruelty 

and treacher.y of their life."14 This travel book became the souree 

for The~ and_ the_. ~,_ written in 19401 relating the battle 

fought by a l one priest against the state, and, as in Brighton .. Roek, 

gainst himself. "The worlds of ••• Brighton Rock _~nd _ The Eower . .mu;i 

~ ~ .•• •" commented Helen Gardner, "have in common something 

of the malleability of fantasy • • • of nightmare. They are con 

structions which can be used to express their author's views oD good 

and evil, the natural and the supernatural."l5 Explicitly, Greene 

has been accused of believing in the Manichean heresy, which teaches 
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that there is a continuing battle waged between the forces of good 

and of evil, within the universe and within the souls of men. The 

characters of all of Graham Greene's books, George Maybe~ stated, 

"are in warfare with faiths which alternatively attract and repel 

them.ul6 

The Cop£idential .~. r~flects the rebellion in Spain: a 
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oyalist agent is sent to England to buy coal. He is pursued ~ Rebel . 

agents who upset his schemes. Finally, with the heroine on his arm--

and in spite of the book's last sentence, the contrived, unbelievable 

happy ending which against his better judglrient Greene occasionally 

essays--- the agent sails back to the inevitable fate awaiting 

Communists who fail their assignments. After conunenting upon "the 

drastic and often brutal criticism of our way of life which would 

appear to be his ruling motive as a serious novelist," a ~ reviewer 

had this to say about The Confidential Agent; "There remains Mr. Greene's 

point of view about our civilization generally. Civil war is 

horrible, D. constantly assures himself, but are things much better or 

finer in England?nl7 

The Ministry of ~ is as much a war story as anything 

Edgar Wallace wrote, full of spies and devious intrigue. The blitz 

has brought war close to Graham Greene's desk, and he takes a 

novelist 1s advantage of the situation to describe "the untiqy gaps 

between the houses--a flat fire-place half-way up a wall like a painted 

fire-place in a cheap doll's house and lots of mirrors and green 
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wall-paper, and from round a corner of the sunny afternoon the sound 

of glass being swept up, like the lazy noise of the sea on a shingled 

beach. nl8 

It must have infuriated Greene in 1942, with the war being 

fought on a dozen fronts from the Aleutians and Leningrad to the 

Sahara and Guadaleanal, to be posted by his government on an official 

mission to West Africa, one of the few backwaters of the global 

conflict. Ulreene observes wryly that "a writer should be careful 

where he goes for pleasure in peacetime, for in wartime he is only 

too likely to return there to work.nl9 Six years earlier, in 1936, 

Graham Greene had described in lourney Without Maps a trek through the 

jungles of Sierra Leone , French Guinea and Liberia. From these 

experiences came .Ill! Heart £t: the Matt~, second in his trilogy of 

"Catholic novelsn20 {bet-ween Brighton Rock and The Fnd gf .:Y'!!! Affair). 

Technically the novel's setting is wartime albeit a vicariously 

experienced wartime. Survivors are brought in from a torpedoed ship, 

a letter bound for Leipzig reg~ably must be confiscated from a 

Portuguese sea captain, battles are related in the weeks-old 

newspapers. However, as in Greene's other serious fiction, the real · 

war is not the official one,. which is considered merely an unavoidable 

unpleasantness like the constant damp heat. War brought the RAF flier 

Freddie Bagster to Freetown, and Helen Rolt, and prevented Louise 

Scobie from returning to London-- "the danger of submarines had made 

her as much a fixture as the handcuffs on the nai1"2l __ but the book's 

fundamental conflict is waged within the scrupulous conscience of 
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Major Henry Scobie: "The trouble is, he thought, we know the answers-

we Catholics are damned by our knowledge. 11 22 

The plot of The ~ Man originally had nothing to do with 

war. Twenty years earlier, on the flap on an envelop, Graham Greene 

had written an opening paragraph: "I had paid my last farewell to 

Harr.y a week ago, when his coffin was lowered into the February 

ground, so it was with incredulity that I saw him pass by, without 

a sign of recognition, among the host of strangers in the Strand.n23 

When it became a sto~ and a scenario, however, the Vienna of the Cold 

War became the atmosphere: Greeneland. 

The setting of Greene's first play, ~ Living ~--which 

like The Heart ... .Qi: ~ Matter deals with adultery and ends with 

suicide is Holland Park, a classic London suburb; but to the characters 

who cross the Browne threshold and enter the living room, it is a 

journey without maps into the heart of Greeneland. 11A great many of 

the rooms are closed," Miss Helen Browne says of her home. "\Jar 

damage?" Michael asks. "For one reason or another,"24 she answers. 

The unused rooms are casualties in a strange war of attrition: 

whenever one of the Brownes dies in a room of the house, tha't room is 

immediately eliminated from use. 

~ End 2l the A£fair has both the London Suburb and the patina 

of war. Maurice Bendrix, Sarah's lover, is t the front of the house 

when it is struck bf a robot bomb, and apparently he has been killed. 

She bargains with God: "I love him and I'll do anything if You' 1 

make him alive ••• I 111 give him up forever ••• ,n25 and thereby 



she declares a state of war between her sensual and her spiritual 

natures, the same war that is fought by Pinkie in Brighton Rock 

and the whisky priest in ~ ~ and the Glory. This is a real 

war, to the death, although as Evelyn Waugh said, "Instead of 

pistol-shots there are tears.n26 

Even when writing about an actual war, until recently 

Graham Greene carefully avoided partisan politieal subcurrents. 
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No adversaries are identified Qy nationality in~ Confidential Agent, 

and the identities of the characters are further concea ed by suoh 

anonymous names as D. and K.. Greene's short novel~~ Man 

(he wrote it primarily to be adapted by himself into a scenario) 

contains an episode wherein the heroine is kidnapped by the Russians- 

"a perfectly possible incident in Vienna," Greene concedes. However, 

in the film play this scene was eliminated as not satisfactorily tied 

into the stor.y and because "it threatened to turn it into a 

propagandist picture. We had no desire to move people's political 

emotions •••• tt27 

Nevertheless during the 1950's Graham Greene has been venturing, 

with morbid fascination, laden with plump four-figure commissions 

from Life and several other publications, farther and farther from 

the long-ago Ruritania-Greeneland and the Stamboul Train into 

contemporary Greeneland of Malaya, Indo-China, Kenya and Cuba. "An 

attentive reader of Mr. Graham Greene's reportage pieces in the 

Sunday Times," G. P. Arnold pointed out, "could have predicted the 

tone and temper of his next major fictional effort.n28 Robert Gorham 
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Davis said in a review of In! ~ American th~t its hero "is often 

quoting almost verbatim from articles which Graham Greene wrote about 

Indo-China for The London Times last spring.n29 Not only is the 

contempora~ world becomirtg congruent with Greeneland, but Greene is 

becoming increasingly involved in mundane affairs. When he arrived in 

Indo-China the French suspected him of being a spy and assigned a 

Surete agent to follow him. A telegram from General deLattre 

rectified matters: "Consider Graham Greene fellow fighter against 

Communism." Later, however, at a cocktail party, deLattre said to 

Greene: "I understand you are a member of the British Secret 

ServicE).n30 

The setting of The ~ American is the war-stricken city 

of Saigon. Into the three-cornered battle between the French, the 

Communist Vietminh and the nationalist Vietnamese, two supernumerary 

combatants appear. Alden Pyle, U. s. Department of State briefcase 

and the complete writings of York Harding under his arm, arrives 

determined to fight Communism with a Third Force. This brisk but 

naive American is merely an amusing diversion to Thomas Fowler, a 

British reporter, until_,he takes away the ]hglisbman 1s girl. Then 

"the struggle for the girl," Neil Brennan said, "at least as seen 

through Fowler's eyes, becomes nationalistia."31 Fowler says that 

"it's lucky I 1m not engage ••• because here in the East--well, I 

don't like Ike.n32 Also, he doesn't like Coca Cola, wide cars, 

Sunday supplements, baseball, bookclubs, the Kinsey Report, the First 

Church of Christ Scientist, deodorants, the Statue of Liberty, 
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Congressional investigations and air conditioning. Fowler simultan

eously begins a battl e within himself. W. H. Auden remarked that 

we liked reading Greene's thrillers "because each of us is a creature 

at war with himselr,n33 and the title of Greene's first novel comes 

from a line from Sir Thomas Brownea "There's another man within me 

that's ang~ with me.n34 In Greeneland there is no respite or escape 

from war and the atmosphere of war. 

In a small way Graham Greene is a man of affairs, and his 

literary world is littered with gauntlets which he has flung down to 

initiate little private wars. These Quixotic adventures are interest

ing for the insight they afford the reader of Greene's fiction. 

Caprice and intemperance are characteristic qualities of his cru

sades. In 1937, for example, he wrote a film review of a Shirley 

Temple movie (she was nine years old at the time) which was so 

scurrilous that a court awarded the child actress a judgment of 

$9800. 35 One reviewer suggested that Greene's violent anti~erican

ism dates from this encounter. 

A ride in the same railway coach with a woman he suspected 

of voting Tory triggered another of Graham Greene's guerilla wars. 

The woman, it seems, was reading a novel b.y Frances Parkinson K~es-

vhich motivated Greene to comment caustically that she "is one of the 

foremost best sellers in England and America, and yet in all the 

years since I first heard of her, I have only encountered one 

reader.•36 During a visit to Malaya in 1951, he confessed surprise at 

discovering that there vas no such person as the stereotyped, 
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imperialistic "Planter" --"an idea picked up from an unsympathetic 

press.n37 Characteristi~lly, Greene neglected to add that these 

stereotypes for the most misinfor.med press of two continents--America's 

~Republic and England's New Statesman and Nation--h~ been provided 

in significant part by Graham Greene himself. 

In 1952 the comedian Charlie Chaplin's right to reside as 

an alien in the United States was disputed. Although Hollywood film 

makers had id Greene hundreds of thousands of dollars, he instantly 

called on all English actors .and writers to support a ban against 

American films. In the reverent tone usually reserved for speaking 

to Einstein, or to God, Greene offered Chaplin the plot for a movie 

which would confound the Americans: "In this would-be story Charlie 

lies neglected and forgotten in a New York attic 1
11 Greene suggested, 

then is called up before a Congressional committee and as a triumphant 

climax should "produce the passport of another country."38 Limelight, 

the film Chaplin made, actually followed this plot--and lost Chaplin 

thousands of dollars 1 partly because counter ban by Americans was so 

effective, partly because the film was so poorly made that even the 

Nmt Republic ~nd the ~. ~atesman . ang . Natign critics were forced to 

squirm with discomfort. 

The same day that Greene wrote his letter defending Chaplin, 

he went on the offensive against the United States of America on 

another front. For years various difficulties had interferred with 

his plans to visit America. (H·e had spent some time here, before 

going to Mexico in 1937). In 1948 he complained bitterly that because 



the Labour government refused to increase the amount of mon~ he as 

an Ehglish citizen could take out of England, he would be unable to 
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go to New York to write a play based upon Ill! Power !Wl the Glorv.--and 

therefore the government would be deprived of countless American 

dollars. A few years later Greene's nominal former membership in the 

Communist Party (for two weeks, while an undergraduate at Oxford) 

made him technically ineligible for a U. s. visa. He deliberately 

told a ~ reporter of his former Communist affiliation before 

applying for the visa. "Some American foreign- service officials 

encouraged me to make a case out of it in order to point up the 

absurdities of the McCarran Act,n39 Greene said. However, when the 

alleged absurdities did not appear and there was no ease to be made 

because the State Department did grant him an eight-week visa, 

Greene surlily refused it, admitting that he had not actually wished to 

visit the U. S. at all.40 

If Graham Greene's personal behavior appears at times erratic 

and even puerile, it can only be said that the pattern is also present 

throughout his fiction. Thin- skinned Greene winced in Mexico at the 

hostility directed at him as one of the "gringos"41 at the time of the 

expropriation of the foreign oil fields, yet in The Quiet. American 

he expends a much greater malice upon Americans such as the doctors 

who go into the jungles to combat epidemics of trachoma. Sometimes 

Greene senses that his animosity causes him to write irrationally. 

"That is the danger of the quick tour1
11 he admitted from Mexico, "you 

miscalculate on the evidence of three giggling girls and a single Mass, 
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and malign the devotion of thousands.n42 Plot and characterization 

for Ib! 'uiet American, for example, might have been set on the night 

that Graham Greene visited an Indo-China brothel and encountered a 

pair of ill- tempered Americans. 

Not surprisingly, Greene often finds himself at odds with 

Roman Catholicism, which he so noisily espouses. "His values," 

Walter Allen remarked, 11 seem to be held in defiance of the church to 

which he has committed himself. n43 Greene was furious with the 

religious authorities for refusing burial in sacred ground to 

Colet te, the French novelist, who presumably would have arranged this 

for hersel f had she wi hed.44 Greene does not blame t e Pope but 

"the Vatican civil service" o avin 1 eed the works of Jean-Paul 

Sartre on the Index: "In common with other Catholics I have little 

regard for the ~ in the rare eases when it deals with imaginative 

writing." Then he takes a gratuitous slap at his nation's legal 

system, reminiscent of It's ! Battlefield: "The Roman ,!ndex is not 

an infallible document and sometimes makes mistakes as absurd and 

regrettable as British judges, juries and magistrates.n45 

From Indo-China he criticizes American Cardinal Spellman for 

attempting to strengthen the anti-Communist government of Catholic 

Premier Diem.46 Reminded of Diem's piety, of his going to confession 

each week, Greene "longed to retort that he might be a mor e supple 

leader if he went once a year. n47 Marxist Ho Chi Minh is Greene 1 s 

candidate for ruler of this unhappy land, and the interposition of the 

Church threatens the hegemony which Greene ardently desires . 



Arthur Calder-¥.a.rshall stated that Greene 11 is as fascinated by 

communists as he is ignorant of their organization, discipline and 

aims.n48 Approvingly, Greene quotes Ho Chi Minh: "Although we wish 
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to govern ourselves and insist that you withdraw your administrators, 

I do need your professors, your engineers and your funds with which 

to build a strong, free Viet-Nam;"49 and Greene adds: "Who knows, if 

that poli~ had been properly followed, whether the good will of 

Ho Chi Minh · and of Saintency might not have led Viet-Nam toward a 

gradual and .peaceful independence?"50 Obviously, the good will of 
/ 

Communists is with Graham Greene as standard a literary baggage as 

other authors• equally naive belief in the invincible virtue of 

prostitutes. R. G. Davis has suggested an alternative, that Greene 

actually welcomes the holocaust of world-wide Communism: "God is 

most God when His earthly kingdom is weakest, and His mer~ sometimes 

looks like punishment.n51 

11We are back in the age of the religious wars," Greene 

complains from Malaya. "We are fighting in Malaya with blunted 

instruments.n52 He criticizes the Communists for flinging hand 

grenades "in their home made hi t -or-miss way into cinemas and cafes" 

and approves a massacre of hostages such as would have appeal ed to the 

l ieutenant of The Power and ~ ~· 11 Is it worse to shoot a 

prisoner than to maim a child? 11 53 In "Church Militant", a short story 

set in Mau Mau- infested Kenya, however, Greene's super bundant 

sympathy overwhelms him.. The ¥JB.u Mau attack a church but are beaten 

baek after desperate battlee F ther Donnell surv~s his stronghold 
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like that? ••• Oh, the poor fellows," he said, "th~ didn't know 
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any better ••• They've been misled •••• n54 The same indiscriminate 

application of ~pathy occurs in In! ~. American, when a group 

of Communist terrorist s are killed. The priest, whose cathedral was 

one of their objectives, sighs: "The parachutists caught them in a 

cross-fire. Poor souls.n55 "There was a time when certain Americans 

dreaming of a third force showed an interest in The,n56 Greene stated, 

and critic Neil Brennan suggested provocativel y that for Graham Greene 

"a Third Force is but a complication to stretch out the agony in a 

world already lost. Better let it be wholly lost, the novel seems to 

say, that it may be wholly saved, a aradox some Christians may find 

subversive.n57 

In Poland, where the bolshevik regime is challenged effectively 

only by the Church, Greene comments: "At the moment, Vatican pol icy 

seems directed as much against the Catholic people of Foland as against 

the Communist government.n58 Deliberate espousal of the reprehensible: 

disloyalty; this, Graham Greene says, "gives to the novelist the extra 

dimension of sympathy.n59 This is an interesting literary precept, 

especially as applied by Greene in his self-appointed role of 

Devil' s advocate in the Cold War. "I am sorry to return over and over 

again to this question of loyalty and disloyalty," he says at another 

time, "but isn't disloyalty as much the writer' s virtue as loyalty is 

the soldier's?n60 His friend, fellow-writer and fell ow-Cathol ic 

Francois Mauriac has no illusions about the Communists: "For there i s 
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no nightmare more terrifying to the Humanist and the Christian 

than the s ectre of this Asiatic tidal wave equipped by modern 

scienee."61 · Yet Greene sees no irony in the scene from The~ 

American in which Fowler betrays his friend to the Communist murderer 

Heng, who says that sooner or later "one has to take sides--if one 

is to remain human.n62 In his defense of the Communist government of 

Poland, the question of Nazi crimes versus Soviet crimes against the 

Poles came up, specifically the murder by the NKVD of most of the 

officers of the Polish Army, and Graham Greene stated$ "The Katyn 

massacre fades into significance •••• n63 The extra dimension of 

~pathy is present here, of course, but rather than the ~pathy of 

Dostoevsky it is the sympathy of Gorki who when appealed to by 

Professor Dew~ to intervene in the Soviet purges of the 1930's 

replied that his sympathy was :for the poor overworked secret police 

who had the task of liquidating millions. Greene's obsession to 

prove himself a bad soldier suggests that there is sophistry as well 

as virtuosity in Greeneland. 



DISORDER 

It is possible that Graham Greene's distinction as a writer, 

as a lasting importance in literature, depends fundamentally upon 

his imaginary world of Greeneland. His speciality has always been 

the small scene; he sees like a camera with an astigmatic lens, 

sharply in .focus here, grotesquely aberrated elsewhere, with the 

intensely subjective Greene filter over all. MOtion picture critic 

James Agee remarked upen 11a number of beautiful shots, Greene 1 s 

greatest talent," and then added, significantlys "This is odd, be

cause in these respects Greene achieves in print what more naturally 

belongs in films, and in a sense does not write novels at all, but 

verbal movies. I don't entirely like to think so, but he may have 

proved that certain kinds of movies anyhow are better on the page than 

th~ can ever be on the screen."l 

A close study of the small scenes of Greeneland reveals some

thing else apart from their power& a large number contain elements of 

disorder. "He has a flair for the naturalistic sort of thrill and 

an unwinking eye for the sordid," the ~ commented. "Not 

surprisingly, he now and then seems determined to be shocking."2 The 

sordid, the shocking--where other authors report them, Greene often 

gives the impression of having originated them, so great his exulta

tion. He might have been writing a little of himself, wistfully, when 
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he said of Condor, the newspaperman of an early novel: "Nothing left 

his hands vi th the truth unheightened. Condemned to the recording of 

trivialities, he saw the only hope of a posthumous immortality in a 

picturesque lie which might catch a historian's notice as it lay 

buried in an old file.n3 

In "Greene 1s world ••• of tired intrigue •• ·" Donald Barr 

remarked, "He is obsessed with the seedy, the weak and the hellish.n4 

A disordered society, garr.ish and godless, expressing itself through 

gratuitous violence, this is Greeneland. Greene wrote from Africa: 

"This too attracted me. There seemed to be a seediness about the place 

you couldn't get to the same extent elsewhere, and seediness has a very 

deep appeal: even the seediness of civilisation, of the s~ signs in 

Leicester Square, the •tarts' in Bond Street, the smell of cooking 

greens off Tottenham Court Road, the little tight-waisted Jews in 

the Strand. It seems to satisfy, temporarily, the sense of nosta gia 

for something lost; it seems to represent a stage further back."5 

From primitive Africa, Graham Greene traveled to primitive Mexico, 

"A strange state where it takes longer and costs less to fly than to 

travel on muleback."6 He said: "It was a place without law - I felt 

than even then, obscurely: no one really was responsible for anyone 

else."7 But there is a kind of order to this simple land of the 

bulle+oles and the reversed roa4aigns 1 11You begin to talk in those 

ter.ms in Mexico-~e is good; he is bad-- terms as simple as the pistol 

shot or the act of mercy.n8 ~le in a tiny Mexican village Greene 

"thought with longing of New York--Rockefeller Plaza rose in icicles 
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of steel towards a cold sky; the ice- skaters moved in the small square 

under the stars; I thought of tea at the Walder~, the little saucers 

of cinnamon sticks and cherries. This didn't seem to be the same 

world."9 It is not the same world, and the difference is more than 

geographical. Greene's momentary attraction to this other world must 

be attributed to backsliding; he commented: "I felt something 

wrong in myself--tiredness and anxiety and homesickness can turn the 

heart to stone as easily as cruelty, sin, the violent act, the 

rejection of God. 1110 The choice always is Greene's of course, and 

significantly he has never chosen to write about the gracious, 

ordered world which he sees only when emotionally distressed ~ 

fatigue and worry. Eugene McNamara has commented upon the world which 

Graham Greene selected for his first major novelr "A godless Mexico, 

a hostile, primitive, reptili n, antediluvian land, which is even more 

terrible, is even more evil than Pinkie's East End gangsterism, 

Brighton garishness-- the whole milieu of a sick and warped civilization; 

more terrible because of its negativeness and its void."ll 

In Another Mexico, viewing the mummified remains of desperados 

preserved as a tourist attraction, Greene makes the observation that 

"they were created by man to satisfy some horrifying htmlB.!l need for 

ugliness. nl2 In a personal note from his Africa travel book, Journ.ey 

Without Maps, he recalls: "Like a revelation, when I was fourteen, I 

realized the pleasure of cruelty ••• I could think about pain as 

something desirable and not as something dreaded. It was as if I 

had discovered that the way to enjoy life was to appreciate pain."l.3 
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been built. Critic Anthony West, after having discussed Robert Louis 

Stevenson's and Henry James 1 avoidance of animality, commented& 

"Greene seems to have made himself a master of their literary approach 

to life for the sole purpose of tackling what th~ most shrank from 

in it," adding, "His researches into the nature of weakness and 

cruelty began to look, in The Shipwrecked __ and ~ .9lm for Hire, . not 

unlike a sadistic attack on the reader's sensibilities.nl4 It is 

Graham Greene's contention that man's craving for disorder is a 

result of his fall from grace, the "aboriginal calamity.nl5 Bruce 

Marshall noted, "Greene sees and portrays the ugliness or a world which 

no longer even knows what it has fallen from.nl6 

Every writer must come to terms with squalor, misery, and 

depravity. George Mayberry stated that when Greene "condescends he 

can equal the slightly exaggerated realism of the best of Dickensians.»l7 

But realism or even naturalism does not consistently heighten the truth 

enough for Greene, whose temptation to satirize· is always stronger 

than his desire to reform. Squalor, misery, depravity--together with 

their emotional counterparts, fear and despair, betrayal and guilt, 

these are nearly the only colors on Greene's ate. The _ rotagonist 

in ~ ~ .American remarks: "The canal was full of bodies; I am 

reminded now of an Irish stew containin too much meat.nlS When th 

corpse -of the title character is pulled out "like a tray of ice cubes, 11 

Fowler notes that t he wounds were frozen into placidity, and quips to 

the policeman: "You see, they don't re-open in my presenoe.nl9 In 



lsmrnex Without ~~ Greene describes "a swarm of figures in the 

native quarter like flies on a piece of meat.n20 Major Scobie in 

Ill!l Heart .9! the Matter "could always detect the odour of human 

meanness and injustice--it was the smell of a zoo, of sawdust, 

excrement, ammonia, and lack of liberty. The place was scrubbed 
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daily, but you could never eliminate the smell. Prisoners and police

men carried it in their clothing like cigarette amoke.~21 Yet there 

is something about West Africa which never fails to fascinate him: 

Why, he wondered, swerving the car to avoid a dead pye-dog, do 
I love this place so much? Is it because here human nature 
hasn 1t had time to disguise itself? Nobody here could ever 
talk about a heaven on earth. Heaven remained rigidly in its 
proper place on the other side of death, and on this side 
flourished the injustices, the cruelties, the meannesses, 
that elsewhere people so cleverly hushed up. Here you could 
love human beings nearly as God loved them, knowing the worst: 
you didn 1t love a pose, a pretty dress, a sentiment artfully 
assumed.22 

R. w. B. Lewis has noted that "there is a close relation for Greene 

between the dingy and the primitive,••23 and here again ae in Mexico 

it is fair to observe that Graham Greene draws a distinction, as 

children do, between elean-dirt and dirty-dirt. His disapprobation. 

is reserved for the powerful, the successful, the self-assured. 

Fowler, in The ~ American, thinks scornfully of American women: 

"They never, one felt, dressed carelessly, said the wrong word, were 

a prey to untidy passion.n24 

Even the love and religion of Greeneland are expressed through 

invidious metaphors. In Paris, the City of Love, Greene describes 

a man and woman copulating: "th~ stood against each other under a 

street lamp, like two people who are supporting and comforting each 
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other in the pain of some sickness.n25 The thought of love distresses 

Raven, angers Bendrix, perplexes Scobie, and frenzies Pinkiea In 

It's! Battlefield, Conrad Drover reflects upon his having made love 

to his imprisoned brother's wife: "'A mortal sina 1 'The bitterest 

wrong.' 'A broken commandment.' But the 1 bels were not his; he 

had t aken them from others; others had made the rules by which he 

suffered; it was unfair •••• •26 Religion viti tes love, while in 

other novels such as The ~ ~ ~ !(fair love vitiates religion~ 

Anthony West commented: "The religious element that first appeared in 

his work after his conversion to the Roman Church only heightened its 

sinister quality," adding that "One gathered that God's love vas an 

unea~ blessing that could be properly understood only by those 

f rthest from grace, and that it vas not possible to know good unless 

one was on cozy terms with evil.n27 In this regard a .I1m!. critic 

stated, with journalistic hyperboles "Like any Catholic theologian, 

Graham Greene thinks of sin as the normal climate of life on earth.n28 

No aspect of religion is attractively presented in Greeneland. The 

priests are drunken or unchaste, the gift of faith is "like a di • 

sease,tt29 even the icons are painfully hideous: Father Callifer in 

.Th.! Potting Shed calls the picture of the Sacred Heart on his wall 

"A Christmas card made out of a medical te:xtbook.n30 Yet because 

this man loves God, he is able to discern order midst the disorder of 

his personal life. "Look around you," he tells his nephew. "Look 

at this room. It makes sense, doesn't it, now?n31 Now, is when the 
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relative positions of God and man are recognized, and their harmonious 

association reestabl ished; Greenel nd, seen from here, is one man's 

cosmology. 



FAILURE AND DEATH 

Graham Greene's literary world is filled with characters waiting 

to die. "It seemed to me that this wasn't a. country to live in at 

all •• •" wrote Greene from Mexico; "it was a country to die in and 

leave only ruins behind."l Every priest had been murdered b,y the 

soldiers or driven from the state of Tabasoo when Greene visited there 

in 19.38. With a peasant woman he discussed life and death: "'And 

when you die?' I said. 10h1
1 She said, 1we die like dogs.•n2 A 

life of anguished futility terminated at last b,y an ignoble, meaning• 

less death--this is the sequence of existence in Greeneland. "'Every 

book," Evelyn Waugh commented, "has ended with death and a sense of 

finality; 11.3 and Anne Freemantle: "In each there is always the moment 

when the hero ••• choos~~ death rather than life."4 

Elizabeth in Ib! Man Within stabs herself, and Francis 

Andrews ccepts the guilt so that he may go to the gallows. The ide 

of death for him means expiation for his treachery and a means of laying 

his father's ghost. Andrews 1 philosophy is simply stated: " 1 I would 

rather trust a devil to look after his own than a god,' he thought, for 

there seemed to him nothing more final and irrevocable th n death. "5 

In Brighton Rock Pinkie goes off the cliff, and in Ibi! 9Yn f2I Hire 

Raven, his gun leveled on the detective Mather, pauses "almost as if 

he had lost interest in killing, n6 until another policeman is in 
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position to shoot him in the back. Escape is possible for Willi Hilfe 

in ~ Ministry 2l ~ but he chooses to use his gun on himself. The 

Ybis~ Priest's decision to reenter MeXico is a willful act of self

destruction--just as, Greene suggests in all three novels of the trilogy, 

that Christ's own acquiescence to betrayal and crucifixion had been. 

In The Heart __ Q.!: ~ Ma.tte,t, Henry Scobie takes pains to have his death 

appear an accident, but it is suicide as surely as his colleague 

Pemberton 1 s bad been. Rose Pemberton (in The Livini Roo , _no blood 

relation of the unhapP,Y colonial; Graham Greene apparently has 

favorite names which he reuses from one stor,y to the next) resolves 

the dilemma facing her with an overdose of sleeping tablets, and 

James Callifer in The Potting __ Shed seemingly had succeeded in hanging 

himself when he was fourteen. 

The notion of death shocks Ida Arnold of Brighton Rock; life is 

so immensely important and the loss of one's life is to her the 

greatest conceivable catastrophe. On the other hand, the conversation 

of the teenagers Rose Wilson and Pinkie Brown is unvaryingly morbid. 

Products of Brighton's slums--Nelson Place and the ironically named 

Paradise Piece--their short lives have been unrelieved privation. 

A twopenny ice is the extent of luxury that Rose has known. Instead 

of hope there is a desperate resentment and dread. On their first date 

Pinkie shows her a bottle of vitriol, and a few days later, after they 

are married, they plan suicide pact. Cakes-and-Ale Ida urges Rose 

to leave the Boy: "'You're crazy, 1 the woman said. 1! don't believe 

you 1 d lift a finger if he was killing you. 1 Rose came slowly back to 



the outer world-- 'greater love hath no man than this.' She said: 

'Perhaps I wouldn't. I don't know. But perhaps ••• rn7 But the 

glos~, shallow existence of Ida Arnold has no appeal for the girl. 

To Pinkie she whispers with contempt: 110h, she won't burn. She 

couldn't burn if she tried ••• I 1d rather burn with you than be 

like Her."S 
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"I find myself always torn between two beliefs," Graham Greene 

wrote from Africa: "the belief that life should be better than it is 

nd the belief that when it appears better it is re lly worse.n9 

This pernicious pessimism lays upon Greeneland like a killing fog. 

Part of it is religious: "Goodness has only once found perfect 

incarnation in a human body and Bever will again, but evil can always 

find a home there. Human nature is not black and white but black 

and grey.ttlO Discussing the books read in childhood which determined 

his career as a novelist (notably Marjorie Bowen's Tb! v· er of Milan) 

he adds: 

Man is never satisfied, and often I have wished that "/11:f hand 
had not moved further than~ Solomon's Mfnes, and that 
the future I had taken down from the nurser, shelf had been 
a district office in Sierra Leone and twelve tours of malaria 
duty and a finishing dose of blackwater fever when the danger 
of retirement approached. What is the good of 'Wishing?ll 

"All of Graham Greene's books are tinged with a faintly surrealist 

quality," remarked David Dempsey, "just as they share with each other 

a morbid preoccupation with disaster. Disaster rather than tragedy 

because Greene's characters as a rule have no pl ce to fall: th~ 

begin and end on the same level of moral desperation. • • • ••12 In 

~ ~ American Thomas Fowler reflects: "Even though my reason 
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wanted the state of death, I vas afraid like a virgin of the act. I 

would have liked death to come with due warning, so that I could 

prepare ~self. For what? I didn't know, nor how, except by taking 

a look around at the little I would be leaving.nl3 Death beckons

Fowler lies in the hostile jungle with a broken leg--but Pyle the 

American heroically saves him. "Who the hell asked you to save my 

life?" the English journalist demands. 11 I came east to be killed. 

It's like your damned impertinence--"14 This sentiment was expressed 

earlier in I!:!.!. Hearjl .Q.f ~ Matter• _ "It seemed to Scobie that life was 

immeasurably long. Couldn't the test of a man have been carried out 

in fewer years? Couldn't we have committed our first major sin at 

seven, have ruined ourselves for love or hate at ten, have clutched 

at redemption on a fifteen-year-old death bed?1115 For Greenelanders 

like Major Scobie, the prolongation of existence, not its termination 

is the fearsome prospect: "People talk about the courage of condemned 

men walking to the place of executione sometimes it needs as much 

courage to walk with any kind of bearing towards another person's 

habitual mise~.n16 Optimism in Greeneland necessarily is either 

fatuous or pretended: "He [ Scobie] gave her a bright fake smile; so 

much of life was a putting off of unhappiness for another time. 

Nothing was ever lost by delay. He had a dim idea that perhaps if one 

delayed long enough, things were taken out of one's hands altogether 

by death.nl7 Wilson, the police agent who spies on Scobie and covets 

his wife, is likewise not immune to the Liberian atmosphere of 

exhaustion and ineffectuality and desperation: 



He looked out over the landscape of baking earth and bleak 
iron huts towards the Scabies' house as though he were 
examining the scene of a battle after the defeat. He wondered 
how all that dreary scene would have appeared if he had been 
victorious, but in human love there is n·ever such a thing as 
victory: only a few minor tacticta successes before the final 
defeat of death or ind· erence . 

Gr ham Greene's concern, Anne Fremant e s observe , 

' i with the four st t hings--deat , resurrection, imm rt ity 

u gment; and he preeminent y bui ds his stories with ends, not 

means. 1119 Death is a refuge long denied the Whisky Priest in 

The Power ~ the Glory. "Let me be caught soon • • • Let me be 

caught , 11 he prays; ''He had tried to escape, but he was l ike the King 

of a We st African tribe, the slave of his people, who may not even 

l ie down in case the winds should fail.n20 When he does face the 

guns his 1 st thoughts are of failure, "an immense disa pointment 

becaus e he had to go to God empty handed, with nothing done at 
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all ••• He felt like someone who has missed happiness by seconds 

at an appointed place.n21 Francois Mauriac (who cited Graham Greene 

twice during his Nobel Prize acceptance speech) has quoted St. Beuvec 

"Life is a contest that must always be lost;tt22 and this might be 

the motto for the banner of Greenel and. From Indo-China Greene has 

written with his characteristic shrug that "one cannot do more than 

l ose ••• tt 2.3 Henry Morton Robinson, br cketing Greene's name w-lth 

Mauriac's (and Faulkner's and Kafka's), said: "Perhaps it i s too 

explicit t o say that ¥~. Greene equates his hero with the universal 

' hilosophic man' who must alw ys seem to fail i n the battle against 

the compl ex evil in the world.n24 The heroine in The Living Room 



complains to her priest uncle• "Oh, we read about God's successes. 

We don't read about His failures. His happy fai ures. Who ·u t 

don't care about Him, and go on living quietly a 1 the same. " 

Father Browne can only sigh: "One has to deserve to be · failure.n25 

U5 

This representation of failure as a triumph of sorts is another of the 

paradoxes of Greeneland. Seeing the film version of his novel 

Qrient EXPress advertised in the Canary Islands, Graham Greene wrote: 

That blast of ballyhoo had not sold the film; to ~ re ief, 
because by contract my name had to pear on every poster, it 
had kept to the smaller shabbier cinemas, until now it was 
washed up in Teneriffe, in a shaded side street behind an 
old carved door like a monastery's. This was what made it 
an agreeable equaintance; it hadn 1t the shamelessness of 
success; it might be vulgar, but it wasn't successfully vul r. 
There was something quite un-Hollywood in its failure.26 

There is, perhaps, some little insincerity in this, as in Greene's 

insistence that "when success began to touch oneself too, however 

mildly, one could only pray that fai ure would not be held off for 

too long.tt27 Douglas Jerrold, for.merly an associate of Greene, has 

suggested that "he is by choice a life-hater and he sees the business 

of living s for.m of self-indulgence which, to be worth while, must 

be dangerous and to be justifiable, must be unsuccessful."28 In his 

recollection of emotions when a land mine is detected and removed from 

the Indo-China road traveled by his jeep, Greene remarks rather 

pretentiously' "Why is it one is not more thankful of life ••• it is 

difficult to thank God with any sincerity for this gift of life.n29 It 

is true that Graham Greene did attempt several times s a schoolboy to 

kill himself -swallowing photographic developing fluid, hay fever otion, 

deadly ni htshade leaves, jumping in a swimming pool, and ointing a 



possibly loaded pistol at his temple and pulling the trigger. "I 

suppose the love of life which periodic ly deserts most men was 

returning," Greene explains the ending of one of his moods of 

depression: "like sexual desire, it moves in cycles.n30 Among the 

citizens of his world, however, there are few manic periods: the 

pendulum nearly always is pointed straight do'Wil. Of himself and his 

work he has written: "The novelist is the victim of a passion • ••• 

By comp rison ~th the lyric poet's or the painter's, the novelist's 

life is a despairing one •••• His passion may give him moments of 

contentment or even of happiness, but he is aware al the time ef how 

this love affair will close.tt31 
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